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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

AHLUWALIA S P, SIDHU N: Study of personal problems of
some adolescent girls and their effect on academic achievement.
Journal of Psychological Researches 1969, 13(1), 5677.

A personal problem check-list together with a short question-
naire Was administered to 260 adolescent girls (mean age
15.46).studyingA.n class IX of five secondary schools in
Ferozepur district (Punjab State).* The relationship. between
the two variables. was determined by the chi-square technique.
Etarsom!s, Product-moment Correlation and Contingency Co-.
efficients were also. compared to verify the results. The
significant findings are: 1) of the 137 problems, 36 were
marked-by 50%-or more subjects; 2) a significant problem
not-included in the check -list was difficulty in learning
Englishi social studies and arithmetic; 3) the average num-
ber-oLproblems.ranged from 6.2 to 16,3;.4) the maximum
number.of:problems were in the areas 'school' and 'society'
andAhe minimum'in.the area thealth4; .51) the more the number
of personal probieMs' the lOwer:is the level of.academic
perfOrMarice.134. the relationship between the two variables
was not statistically significant; 6) problems in the area
iemotionalt, appear to have greatest effect on academic achievement.

;

BHATNAGAR R P: Identification and emotional adjustment as
factors of academic achievement. Education and Psychology
Review 1969, 9(1), 34-41. 36 ref,

. :

Presents-a review of some recent .views and research .findings

which Consider identification and emotional adjustment as important
factors influencing academic. achievement. The :findings may
have far=reaching impact on the principles and practices of
teaching and learning, guidance and counselling in sehools.
Greater attention may have to be paid to the development of the



emotional health of the child in order to provide the fullest
benefit of educaticn to him. It may be thought that the
child's motional life is the basic matrix which interprets
the world for him and determines at what level and to what
extent his inteblectual potentialities should operate and
help him.

3 DEB 111:. E1pertls opinion on required abilities for high
achievement in natural science. Psychological Studies 1969,
14(1), 47-50 5 ref.

An open questionnaire containing" 14 descriptions of abilities
was sent to 427 headmasters of higher secondary scheols,
offering science course in West Bengal, 100 heads of. depart-
molts of natural science of different universities in:India
and to 20 psychologists bfUSt UK and Australia. The
corresponding number of replies Wore 240, 40 and 12.. Ranking
was cbtained.for.each item from the three groups. The
extent of agreement among the three sets of ranks was
determined by Kandal .co-efficient of concordance (Siegal S:
Non - parametric statistics for'the behavioural science.

McGraw-Hill, .1966.. 229). It was found to be .35
significant at .001 -level indicating that the three groups
ranked- the items almost in an identical manner.. From the
pooled ranks, the standard order of each item was .obtained. .

Pooled data show that intelligence is an essential factor
in. high achievement .in the subject. .Next in order of

--: importance are numerical ability and.mec4Anical ability.
Verbal ability has the least: importance L see also Indialv
Educrtional Material" Vol'.2, abstract no.470J.

4 GOPAL RAO D: Study of some factors related to' scholastic
achievement.. Delhi, Central Institute of Education (NCERT),
1968. 40p. 72 rof. (CIE Studies in Education and Psychology,
publication No.61).

The sample consisted of wa boys (ago. groUp 13414) in schools
located in the city area of Delhi and using Hindi as the medium
of instruction. The tools used were: 1) verbal test of
intelligence.; 2 study habits inventory; 3) socio-econemic
status scale; 4 . school- attitude inventory; and 5) a battery
of achievement tests. The tentative conclusions are:
(A) intelligence: t) scholastic achievement is related more
strongly;to the intellectual level of the study than to any
other characteristic; 2) high correlations occur between
.intolligence and achievement in social studies, general science,
and mathematics; 3) income, education and occupation of the
parents' seem to be related to the intelligence of the pupil;
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4) study habit or school attitude has no relationship with
intelligence. (B) study habits - 1) correlation between study
habits and achievement was negative but very low; 2) positive
and significant relationship existed between study habits and
socio-economic status; 3) study habits of high and low achievers
do' not diffor significantly. (c) socio-economic status -
1) positive relationship existed between socio-economic status
and achievement; 2) socio- economic status Aid not affect the
study habits of the pupil and his school attitudes. (D)
school attitude - low positivo'correlation' between school
attitude and scholastic achievement could be noticed. The
conclusions are: 1) the throe independent variables --int.11i-
gencei study habits, and school attitudes are significantly
related to the prediction of scholastic achievement while
socio- economic status is not; 2) the multiple correlation
between the achievement score and the scores -of intelligence,
study habits and school attitude is quite high, indicating
that it is possible to place high reliance on the prediction
of the sdholastic achievement of a pupil from the independent
Variables; '3) the variables intelligence, study habits, and
school:attitude-contribute jointly to 66% of the predicability
of the scholastic achievement*, *bile the remaining 34%, of
the variation in achievement is-yet to 'be accounted for.

GUPTA V 15.2 KAPO6R. S-K: Persistence, intelligence and
academic performance.. Indian Journal of Applied Ps_ ychology
1969, 6(1), 22 -4. 8 ref:

The object of, the study was to evaluate the efficiency of
intelligence,. economic status, and "persistence on mental
task, in combination and separately as the predictor of
.academic. (3,1-kormance. The sample, consisted of 80 school
:StUdents (40 male and 40 female) in tho age group 12-16
studying in IX class of randomly selected higher secondary

.schools in Patiala (Punjab). Data rogardingage and family
-~background were collected from the Subjects and school
records. The that the subjects who are
above average in intelligence, persistence on mental task
and economic status can be predicted to be significantly
higher in academic performance; 2) the combined effects of
the variables 1s significantly higher than the effects of
each factor separately; 3) the order of variables in the
multi - correlation was academic" success, intelligence level,
persistence on mental task, and economid status.

KULKARNI S -S, NAIDU C A S, ARYA M L : Survey of mathematics
achi!evemont in Indian schools. Indian educational Review 1969,
4(1)',- 1-33. 3 ref.

Tho_survey was conducted on a representative sample of about
1500. schools from all the States (except Bihar and Madras).
Within each State the sample was stratified into regions based
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on cultural/linguistic homogeneity, sectors (urban and rural),
sex (boys and girls), and typo of management. Besides,
Contial schools sponsored by the Union Ministry of Education
and public schoors'affiliatod to the Council for the Indian
Sohool Certificate-Examinations wore included in the study.
The tool6 used wore two equivalent forms of achieement
tests in'mathematics, 'constructed for tho three leVels of
schooling, i.e., primary, middle and high, and translated
into different Indian languages. The main findings aro:
1) the national performance is quite below tho desired
level; 2) students fail miserably on application of knowledge
to new situations, lOgical reasoning, evaluation, synthesis,
etc.; 3) wide differences exist between the different regions
of a given State especially in those States whoro the regions
hkve had different historical and linguistic backgrounds.
(No, inter-State comparison was attempted in view of the wide
variation in the syllabus).; 4) students from urban sectors
showed better performance; 5) on the whole the public schools
have done better. The central schools have shown consistently
better performance than the State government and private
schools; 6) students of the model age-group or younger stu-
dults showed better performance than those belonging to
the higher ago- group; 7) boyi have done better, but there
are some remarkable exceptions; 8) no appreciable relation-
ship exists between the composite score on the socio-economic
scale and mathematics achievement. But `significant positive
correlations exist between achievement and the levels of
father's occupation as well as that of mother's education;
9) students getti higher scores have favourable attitude
to the subject; 10)) students who usually get a higher score
in their .school examinations scored higher on this test also.
The implications of the findings have also boon discussed.

MUTHAXIA B C, RAJESWABI Ss Personal aspiration and its
relation to achievement motive. Journal of Psychological
:Researches 1969, 13(1), 52-54 3 ref.

The sample consisted of 58 female student teachers (ago
group 1,7;=21). The tools used wore: 1) a pictorial non-
verbal ten-point 0-10 ladder scale to measure personal
aspiration; and 2) Murray's TAT cards 7 BM and card H
(McClelland. Achievement..N.Y., Appleton-Contury Crafts,
1953) for assessing achiovom9nt motive. The ladder scale
was presented to the subjects and they were asked to indi-
cato their ositions on the scale with regard to three time
dimensions.(prosent, past and future) for the four variables -
contented life, educational achievement, sociability and
economic status. The conclusions are: 1) no .significant
relationship exists between personal aspiration and achieve-
ment motive; 2) the high and low groups in n-achievement do
not differ significantly in each of the time dimensions for
the four variables.
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SRIVASTAVA K: Reading ability and undorachievomont.
Indian Eduoational Review 1969, 4(1), 116-22. 20 ref.

Urta sample comprised four groups of 150 boys each, roprosont-
ing.the four categories (undorachiavers, overachievors, high
achievers and low achievers) soloctod out of a random sample
of 1837 Studonts of classes X and XI.- Threo tests of ability -
11ohsinss*Verbal Intolligonco Tost and Science Aptitudo Test
(Educational and Vocational Guidanco Buroau, Bihar) measuring
verbal comprehension, and numoriOaI facility rospoctivoly,
and Ravonss Progresuive Natricos Test measuring abstract
reasoning were used to soloct the sample. Three roading
tests woo usod for the study:. -1) Hindi.adaptation of Groonts
Eichigan-Spood of Reading Test; 2) Sharanss Hindi Vocabulary-
Test MEd. thesis. Patna University, 1964) for senior high
school studonts,,and Ebhsinss Hindi Spoiling Tebt. (Edur.
cational-and Vocational Guidancd Buroau, Bihar)'. Tho
composito score of the test was taken as the measuro for
donor ,l roading ability. The conclusions are: 1) in
_comparison to' high achievers, undorachiovors are Slaw
readers,' and as speed and comprahonsion are rolatod, they
also.lack the capacity to dorivo much moaning from what

.

they 'road. Tho high achievers are moro familiar with, and
-can give more thought to, what they are reading; 2> the.

upderachievors had a poor stock of words and consequently
lacked the owar of axpression. Thoy' also commit spelling
mistakes; 3) 'the twn. factors, - poor speed and comprohension
and poor pourer of ciprossion seem. to bo. related to the poor
achievement of underachiovers,

SIMIETWRATIOF ORGAUIZATION

9 BHATTACHARJER H Educational administration -.an .

evolutiouary process.' 2ducational Review 19699.75(1), 5-6.

EdUcatiohal administration has been. described as an evolutionr
'aiy :process rofieoting .tho history of tho country. Thus
'the administration in British)period was not fully devoid
of the inflUonco of the pro-British period. it has. also close
link with the cultural, heritage of the nation. Tho chosen
political idoology of tho nation also dominates tho edu-
cational'adMinistrativo pattern; howovdr, it is pointed out
that in thO intorest-of all-round development. of the indi-
vidual, thorn should bo iroodom to frame aims and ideals of
-oducation and imploment them.- Educational administration..
should. also take int.) .consideration the changing patterns of
societY.
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10 DB SOUZA A: Autonomous collogo, the quest for quality.
Social Action 1969, 19(1), 28-35. 12 rof.

The postponing of tho decision on the creation of autonomous
collogos by tho conforonco of Vice-chancellors hold in
Septombor 1967 has boon criticized. It is pointod out that
this ovasive attitudo suggests the traditional and persisting
unwillingnoss to accopt quality as the principle of dis-
crimination among affiliated collogos. Quality of education
never detorminod tho policy in rospoct of governmental grant-
irk-aid to the affiliated collogos, during the British regime
and in the indOpendont India though for different roasons.
This has oporatod as a serious disincentive to tho pursuit of
acadvaic excollonce. Consoquontly univorsities concentrated
merely on dissemination of knowlodge to the nogloct of
discovery of now knowledge. The croation of a chain of
national contres, institutes and laboratorios which are
deemed univorsitios is cited as an oxamplo of tho govornmental
loss of confidonce in the capacity of tho Indian university
to dovolop a critical mass of scholars and scientists.* It
is in this context that tho Education Commission (1964-66)
su;,gested the creation of autonomous collogos as a corrective
to the misguided egalitarianism imposed by the present
grant-in-aid system. Such autonomous colleges would provide
a healthy competitive atmosphere whorein the academic standard
grows. The univorsity would have valuable opportunities to
reactivato its most clamant role of intolloctual leadership
through the autonomous collogos.

11 GOVIL K P: Administrativo roforms in univorsitios -
somo suggostions. University Nows 1968, 6(12), 17-19.

The vico-chancollor should have a compotont and devotod staff
in the faculty' and tho administration. To onsuro objoctivity
in selection to various posts, taro should bo taken to appoint
independent mon as o.A.perts in solection committeos. A manual
enunciating clearly the university objoctives, policies and
procedures is indispensable. Thorn is noed for decentrali-
zation of functions and powers at all levels and this should
be commensurate with the position, qualification, training
and experionco of the administrative and acadomic personnel
concerned. There should be offectivo two-way communication in
the hierarchical sot-up as well as between the administration
on the one hand and students or staff on the other, before
any vital decision is taken. It is good to have advisory
committees whose function should, however, be limited to formu-
lation of policios. In largo-sized universities, it would be
useful to have an operational research centre. The case study
mothod of training for senior administrators is preferred to
other methods'. Till such time as tho training institutions
for administrators are established, the University Grants
Commission could give financial assistance for periodical
conforences, sominars and visits to other universities for
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senior officers, slimmer institutes for junior officers, and
in- service training for ministerial staff.

12 INTER-UNIVERSITY BOARD OF INDIA AND CEYLON, NEW DELHI
IUD 44th meeting, Board discusses problems of urgent academic
importance., University News 1967,7(2), 14; Concern of
interference in varsity, autonomy. Amrita Bazar .Patrika
13 January 1969, p.7, Cols. 7-8; Vice-chancellors move to
revise structure of universities ibid 13 January 1969,
p.9, Cols. 4-5. 4000 words.

The .Board deprecated .the present praaties of providing ad hoc
maitil.aance or development grants to universities_and_the basis
of their .calculation: The recommended basis of blockTpain-
-tahance is: 1) annual expenditure incurred under -the settled
channels of expenditure; 2) increase in expenditure envisaged
in viewof developmental ScheMeS; 3) expenditure that became
committed,on cessation of UGC Plan assistandeI*=4) expenditure
on campus_ development and expansion of physical faCilitieS not
covered.by UGC.scheMes; 5) increased expenditure- to increase
inlsalary and a/lowances-of Staff;.and 6) a increase ta meet the
expenditure involved in the annual increments of the.staffi
Other :resolutions and recommendations are: 1) eXpTesSion Of
concern at the increasing interference in university autonomy;
?). appointment of a.committee to suggest changes in the
university structure to meet the,changed- Conditions; 3) increased
provision of student services in all future educational
planning;. 4) introduction of a two-year law:courseifor those
interested in academic qUalification, -and a speCial three-year
course lor.thbse-wishing to -join the legal profession;.

5) disapprevingtheproposed Madhya Pradesh legislation
regarding the nomination of officials onjheSenate and
other bodies of universities by the State Government;. 6)

down*clearly the basis for setting up new universities. The
Board did: not agree. with the suggestion of the Education,
Commission that new universities should automatically become
its members.

13 JOHN V V:. Alarmed academics - the future of .Delhi university.
Times of India 27. January 1969, p.8; Cols: 3-5. 1750 words.;

Creation-of another university centre in south Delhi to ,check
the'unwieldy growth of Delhi University and tp solve.the
consequent problems of falling standards and growing student
indiscipline, as suggested by some teachers of Delhi University

has been criticized.. Increasing enrolment Is a problem for all
affiliating universities: Creation of new universities is an
expensive solution to the problem. It has been suggested
that granting a large measure of autonomy to individual colleges
in respect of curriculum making, teaching procedures
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and oxamination, and at tho samo timo provonting tho loworing
of standards, would bo a morn potont solution. The problem
of studont unrest has an educational solution, and tho
toachors should faco tho problem rathor thar avoid it. Tho
situatiOn..fiould not imprcivo unloss tho majority of *the Dolhi

Coll'ogos are bottor organizod and act with a higher sons()
of individual rosponsibility.

-;

14 KAULA: B 'Academic' democratization. Publishors2
Monthly 1969, 2(2 ), 22, 25-6.

..Ecjual right, of all teachers and students to participate in the
process, as suggested by Dr. Bipan Chandra

(Avenues, November 1968),. has been criticized. Alternative
suggestions are: 1) greater participation bf teachers in the
Canmittee of courses; 2) associating, teachers in the functioning'
of the Academic. Council; 3) involving teachers in the academic
mattere of different .departments; 4) providing sufficient safe-

. guards against unfair selection; 5) consulting staff council
n policy decisions regarding the functioning of the college;

..6) Testing administrative responsibility of implementing
policies .in an academic person; 7) associating students only
with decision-making in non-academic activities .and the
administration of discipline.-

15 MATHAI . Ss Uni-Vorsity constitution. Univorsity News
1969, TN, 11 -12.

A 'radical' bhango in tho' structure and functions of univorsity
organilation has boon suggostod to secure tho fulfilment and
realization Of the truo naturo and purposo of a university.
The syndicato *and senato should bo abolishod and.a Board of
Govorno.rs: should bo sot up consisting, of 20-30 ominont pooplo
roprosonting ilio goifornmoritl, industrios, and sciontific,
literary *arid cultural, activities of tho society. Tho Board
shOuld bo roiponsiblo for the firiancbb, gonoral ,direction
a4d. appointment of the vice - chancellor /president of the
university. oxocutivo council consisting of officors
and selected toachors of the univorsity and a few rosprosont-

.., ativos of tho govorrimont would look aft or the management of
the finances and gonoral administration. Tho main academic
body - acadomic council - should consist of roprosontativos
from various faculties and rosoarch dopartmonts, and loarnod
profossiOns, trado and industry. Tho vico-chancollor should
by the main link between tho various bodios of tho univorsity
and oxocv.to tho rocommondations of 'tho eacadomic councils

...
16 MA.TP13 S S, MEM IcAUAs Influonco of. local politicians

in. the *day-to-day administration of highor secondary schools in. . .district Amritsar (PUnjab). Journal of 'Education and Psychology
1969, 26(4), 258 -64. 3 ref.

A sample of 47 scovornment and privately managed schools for
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boys and girls in urban and rural aroas wore chosen for thestudy. Separate. questionnaires wore administered to toachorsand hoads of the schools and ten political loaders wore
personally intorViowod. The study rovealod that all .theschools, arb subjoct to intorferonee by local politicians.
The toichers, hciads anal politicians bavo all indicatedthe same aroas of interfdrence viz., school finances,
teachor sel'3ction, school discipline and general administration,
and provision of courses. While the heads roportod maximum
intorforonco with rogard to school finance, teachers roportod
maximum intorforonco in provision of courses.

17 Rosponsibility for students rlditorialjt National
Horald 25 March 1969, p.5, Cols. 1-3. 720 words.

Even tho universities favouring tho participation of studonts
in tho management of universities differ on the oxtont to
which responsibilities should. be entrusted to them. Parti
cipation of immaturo studonts in the policy- making proCess
may make a' moss of university affairs. Tho authorities
also do not want to part with power. Supporting' tho student
participation in university affairs, it been contended
that the inclusion of tho right typo of student roprosentatives
in. the decision-'making bodies may malce the students. act
responsibly.. It is invidious to say that the Indian student
is not as irm;turo as the average student in the Wost. Expori
montson studont participation might result in a bottor
approach on the part of universities to ,studont probloms.
Students might- bo ablo to spot tho defects in the curricula
and tho oxamination system and ,also suggest facilities
required for their plkysical and mental-growth.

18 swim. M Comparative. study of organizational climates .of government secondary 'school and private secondary schoolof Churu District, Rajasthan. Journal of Educational
Research and Elision 1969, 5(3), 120-6. 12 ref .

The study was 'designed to examine the following hypotheses:
1) goVernmeat secondary schools differ from private secondary
schoOls in their organizational climate; and 2) organizational
climates have close relationship with schools' achievement.
Fiftysix boys' schools and girls' schools (34 government al.
22 private) were chosen for the study. onq (Organizaticnal
Clitate,Deseriptiv e questionnaire) developed. by A W Halpin.
and D iiCroft was used to study the organizational climate
of the school. The maiks obtain.ed, by students at the sec cndary
school, examination. were taken as the measure of scholastic
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achievement. The study revealed the following: 1) nA,significant differ-

ences exits in the organizational climates of government and

private secondary schools; 2) organizational climate is

significantly related to the achievement of the students,

the headmasters mostly behave in the same way; 3) "morale"

'is found* to be high in government secondary schools as compared

.With private 'secondary schools.

19 Student autonomy? froditorial_jt Times of India 31 March
. 19692. p'.8; Cols. 1- 2..920 words.

The 'ccinsultatiV.o committoes of students and teachers sot up
by universities to look after library facilitios, ,welfare
schemos, hoStols, and discipline have not boon successful
because of tho paucity of funds to implement their 'suggostions.
Howovor, :student participation iri the management of uni-
,vorSitios may enable the agitators to come on top. Despite
the suggestion :15y a panel of Vice- chancellors and educationists
that curricula, academic Standards and. appOintment of
teachers aro sphoros whore there cannot be :any student
participation, GOrakhpur tiniVersity proposed. to discuss
curricula an'd examinations with student representatives.
Indian students are loss mature than their counterparts
in the West who can make meaningful contribution to a
discussion on the content and structure of the courses of
study and allied problems. Hence it is pleaded that the
dialogue o_ n those matters should bo confined to postgraduate
*stia.dorits.

20 WILLEY M M, BRt.NCH J A: Self-study manual for Indian
universities and colleges. Calcutta, Ford Foundation, 1968.
vi, 79p.

The publi!Cation is a guide to assist universities 'or individual

college§ in self-analybis to uriderstand.Uems elves and view

their problems. in full perspective. In the context of the

recommendations. of. the Education Coiwtssion, .it outlines how

planning bodies can *be up at the' university' arid: college

level and how these' can syStematioalii analyze the tasks* of

education, administration and management and how the various

elements can be integrated and implemented. The manual covers

the following aspects: 1) analysis of educational objectives and

determining the educational task; 2) analysis of r es ourc es and
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functions relating to the achievement of goals 7 (a) organi-
zaticn and, administration, (b) edmational and instructional
rogramme, (c) sources and uses of funds, (d) teachers,
(e) library, (f) students, (g) research and postgraduate edu-

cation, (h) buildings and grounds - physical plant, (i) special
instructional programmes and activities within the institution
and relating to the community; 3) preparation of a report
and formulation of a development plan. The appendix gives

a statement of definitions and a series of sample forms
needed for drawing up the plan.

ADULT EDUCATION'

21 DAME M: Grihini schools.- an exporiment in adult
education. Social Action, 1968, 18(1), 56-640

Doscribos the residential course of five months' duration
to train young illitorato tribal girls for their future
role 'as mothers and housewivos. Tho syllabus includos.Hindi,
arithmeticl'cobking, sowing, noodlowork, knitting, gardening,
crafts, poultrylhomo-nursing, home managomont budgeting,
Mother-and-child care and hygiene. The medium of instruction
is Hindi. Significant changes wore noticed in the girls
after training. Tho following suggestions wore made by the
sponsors of tho schools: 1) child care, hYgiene, cooking,
neodlowork and religion should have more prominence than
other subjects; 2) illiterate students should.havo mono
practico in spoaking Hindi; 3) literate girls should have
a soparato course; 4) school-girls could bo mado to holp
in recruiting grihinis; 5) school-:girls from the parish,
especially of the :high school classes, could also help
Grihini students with stitching, knitting, reading and,
malting; 6) if possible, grihini students should liire in. tho
same boarding house with other school-girls; 7) mon of
marriagoablo age should also have somo equivalent training
in new methods of cultivation, horticulture, and animal
husbandry.

22 ALL INDIA ADULT EDUCATION CONFERENCJ.2, 220, PONDICHERRY,
DECOR 1968. Resolutions. Indian Journal of Adult Edu-
cation 1969, 30(1), 3-4, 14.

Somo of tho' resolutions aro: 1) allocation of,adoquate funds
fOr adult oducation in the Fourth Plan and onsuring, their
utilization; 2) constituting a natiOnal plan to eradicate
mass illite±acy and achieve functional lit oTacy; 3) involving
voluntary agencies like adult education associations, co-
operative unions, and trade imions engaged in adult education
activities in functional literacy and life-long education
projocts and providing necosary assistance to. thorn; 4) organi-
zing training coursos by universities for poople engaged in
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adult education activities; 5) inclusion of adult oducation
as_a disciplino in the university curriculum; 6) organizing
literacy programmos and schomos of continuing education by
State goyornments for their omployoos; 7) including education
-for co-oporation.as a part of tho comprohensivd Program=
of 'adult education; 8)-obsorving tho Gandhi Centenary Yoar
(1569).as iitoracy Year by all adult educators andg6Vorn-
mont and..non-governmont agencies; 9) giving top priority to
adult.educatiOn ftogrammes in the Social Sorvico Programme
for studonts;.10) making family planning Iaogrammo a regular
part of adult oducation activity; 11) onsuring closor
cooporation botwoon tho adult education movomont and the
trade union. movomont.

23 INDIAN ADULT BDUCATION ASSOCIATION: Adult oducation for .

parliamontary democracy - report of tho sixtoonth national
seminar, Pondichorry. Docombor 26-29, 1968. Now Delhi,
tho Association, 1969. 86p.

Tho rocOmmdndations of tho seminar aro: 1) laying emphasis
on the education of logislat:,rs, cadros at difforont lovols,
Civil service and professional mon and women in the basic
tenets of parliamontary democracy; 2) .dosigning an appro..-

priato programtio of adult oducation for diffordnt groups at
diffOront levels by oxports on tochniquos of adult education
and parliamontary democracy; 3), making use of tho modia of
mass communication, particularly of audio-visual aids like TV;
4) constituting a national authority or. commission'undarcm At
of Parliament,, to grant subventions, ta supervisO and to
ovaluato prpgrammos of gonoral..edueation, and to sponizor
resoard4 5) establishing an institute or centre for adult
oducation for parliamontary democracy by the Indian Adult
Bd*ation Association, which should (a).canduct corrospondonce
bourses for various groups of citizons intorosted in civic
oducation, (b) organizo study.camps.or oxtonsion locturus
for civic education, (c) produco_roading matorial siMplo in
lan6ggo but maturo in th'4-ic.,ht contont, (d) organie short-

..*terth.Orodit coursos for difforont intordst groups. 'The
roPortTincludes the following documonts: 1) working papor

Singlivi fseo abstract no. 26 J; 2) inaugural addross
b y1144. Adisoshaiah, and prosidontial addross by B.D. Jatti;
3rthe nood of adult oducation for dovoloping onlightdned
political consciousness by Maganbhai Dosai; 4) scopo and
programmes for promotion of enlightened political consciousness

Mathur Csee abStiact no.24_2% 5) a national plan of adult
,education. for parliamentary democracy - sospe-sugge#ions by
M.C. Nanavatty.

24 MATHUR J C Scope and programmos for promotion of onlightonod
political consciousness. Indian Journal of Adult education 1969,
30(2), 6-8.

Thu various programmdS suggostod aro: 1) organizing. training
in collecting nformation and tochniquos of selfoxprossion,
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partly as an ancillary to college oducation and partly as an
adult education programme, for young leaders in small towns
and rural areas; 2) giving young adults a thorough grounding
in the techniques of oral oresontation and in the ways and
moans of active and effective participation in the group-
structuro; 3) oducating the electorato in the responsibilities
of domocratic citizenship; 4) exposing the now interest
groups (o.g. farm labourers, Small farmers> to, an oducational
prOcess deriving its content and mothods from thoir economic
and vocational needs; 5) formulating a programme which will
mako the Establishment (bureaucracy, executives _of cooporativos
and various non-government financial and administrativo.
organizations and" similar institutions) more rosponsivo to
the environment and to the spocific needs of parliamentary
democracy; 6) imparting to tho individual citizen knowledgo
which is far beyond lito/acy and is much mere than oducation.
ThuS, the two major stops needed for parliamentary democracy
aro: 1) a carefully planned organization of training in.
citizenship and skills of self-oxpression for the voters,
tho Establishment, the legislators, and tho decision-makers;
2) a clImpaign for the re-education of the educated.

25 RAO V IC R V: Adult educatibh and socio-economic doyelop-.
tent, Go Teach 1969, 6(1), 8-10.

Adult literacy and adult education are necessary for ensuring
the following requilwicnts of oconomic, and social davelopmont:
1) knowledge and desire for better ways of living; 2) readi-
ness on the part of the masses to take to new :ways of pro-
duction, discarding traditional techniques; 3) adoption of a
commercial attitude by rural people to their oconomic

.actiVities5 4) creation of a rational attitude; 5) develop-
ment of a correct social attitude; 6) corroct' attitude
towards education and knowledge; 7) taking a long-rango view
for the development. of the socioty. Adult education should
bo distingUished from all othor 'types of education since
it is moro .functional and more closely rolatod to economic
and social devolop.ment. Programmes liko production of road-
ing materials and multiplication of libraries and mobilo
'libraries should bo taken up for. the utilization..of the literacy

. achieved.

26 SINGHVT L Id: Adult education for parliamentary democracy.
Indian Journal of _Adult Education 19699.30W, 9-'12, 15.
6 rof.d

Thci IkTorking papbr presented at a national seminar on the subjoct
organized by .tho Indian AduJ.t Education Association stressed
thaunivorsal adult suffrage would bo a success only if uni-
votal adult education is ensured. Incroasing emphasis on adult
oducation for the dovolopment and transfer of technology and
vocational skills to the fields and factories calls for equal
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emphasis on adult education for social rosponsibility,
citizenship and democracy. The curriculum should, there-
fore, includo tho main avonts in' India's froodom movomont,
tho advent of modorr parliamentary democracy in India,
tho essentials of the Indian constitution including tho
machinery of political organization, the oloCtoral system,
dutios and obligations of citizenship, fundamental rights
of individuals, and tho judicial 'system. Tho programmo
should' ombrace the entire adult population including the
literate, and Special stress should bo given to the ed11.-
cation of adult women. Comtunity development programmes
should be rooriontod and urban community dovolopmont pro-
grammos should also be undertaken. 'Mass media of communi-
cation should be extensively used. Suitable literature for
adult oducation in difforont lan-,suagos should be produced.
University colleges and schools must have extonsion acti-
v.ity in adult oducation for social responsibility and
citizenship. A national programme for adult oducation for
democracy should bo administerod by a national authority,
and-should have the sanction and approval of Parliament
which should lay down the framework of policy and programme
fox the national authority.

BASIC EDUCATION

27 PARIKEI .A IC Ms Evolution of the basic oducation.- Edu-
cational India 1969, 35(9), 291-6. 29 ref.

Presents an analysis of the development of basic education
Scheme. The idea originally conceived by Gandhi while in
Africa .went through a period of growth from 1914 to 1937.
Tho concrete 'proposal was presented by him in a conference
of selected educators and administrators at Wardha in 1937.
The. discussions led to the adoption of the following reso-
lutions: 1) provision for free and compulsory education for
seven years on a nation-wide scale; 2) use of the mother
tongue as medium of instruction; 3) relating the training
to a.craft chosen with reference to the environment of the
child. Tho system of education should in duo course be
able to cover the remuneration of toachcr. A special
committoo headed by Dr. Zakir HuSain within the framework of
the resolutions devised an educational scheme called Wardha
Scheibe, later known as 'Basic Education' or 'Buniyadi Talimi.
The Committee was influenced mainly by the following Gandhian
directives: I) spinning should bo introduced in all schools;
2) education should enable tho child to earn a living; 3) basic
education should bo self-supporting; 4) it shbuld 16-6 a rural
schAnc rather, than urban; 5) it should bo imartod through a
craft.. Though the Committeo incorporated many of the Wardha
resolutions,' its methods of teaching through craft wore differ-

.ent.

Tho new concept of corrolation was
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introduced, through which the physical environment and the
craft became the nuclei of the 'curriculum. While Gandhi 2s

scheme was based on economic, political and ethical considerations,

the Wardha Scheme was based on educational principles.

COURSES OF STUDY (HIGHER EDUCATION)

28 ALL INDIA CONFERENCE ON MANAGEMENT EDUCATION AND TRAINING,
PO1NA, JANUARY 1969: Management training - warning against
isolated specialization. Economic Times 25 January 1969,
p.6, Cols. 5-8. 610 words.

Mr R. Mathai, Director of the Indian Institute of Management,
Bombay cautioned against isolated specialization in management
training, since the management problems of expanding professions
like industry, banking and agriculture would increase to
such. an extent that the executives in one sector would be

required to be equipped .also with adequate knowledge about
the allied sectors. The main suggestions made by the parti-
cipants were: 1) institution of a national association of
management teachers to evaluate the training programme in terms
of the training-needs; 2) strengthening intra-institutional

collaboration through mutual exchange in various fields to
facilitate evaluating the effectiveness of the training
programme.:; 3) prcvlding assistance by business organizations
to acadeMic institutions in the preparation of teaching
material; 4) helping universities in training teachers, and
framing their courses by the management institutions; 5) dis-
criminating and discerning use of management techniques.

29 CHATURVEDI R C: Training of plastics engineers at 1.1.T.,
Bombay. Popular Plastics 1969, 14(1), 27-31.

Traces the development of postgraduate diploma course in
plastics engineering introduced iv, I.I.T., Bombay in 1966.
The course basically aims at providing a level of knowledge
comparable with that required by the Plastics Institute for
its associateship examination, based on the experience
gained in running the course, Several changes have since
been made.for equipping the students with the fundamentals and
also some details about the design of processing equipment,
processing methods for various .plastics and end products, as

well as the design 2nd' manufacture of moulds for specific ,end

Pioducts. Tile teacher staff includes representatives from various
plastics industries. After making an assessment of the course, the
'following problems have been pointed out: a) the syllabi being
covered by a number of lectures, coordination becomes difficult,

resulting in overlapping, repetition and also omission of
topics; b) lack of proper contact between the teacher and the
taught;*c) lack of cooperation of the industry in providing
guidance for completion Of the projects. The following
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suggestions have .boon made: a) recruiting persons with
industrial experience; b) training existing faculty mombors
in the neW field; c) industries could offer funds for
setting. up'laboratorios and also carry out part of their
development work in the Institute.

30 C :mm on V W: Collaboration between industry and
teohnical institutions. Journal of Association of Principals
of Technioal Institutions (India) 1969, 21(3-4), 88-93.

0

Describes the collaboration between Jyoti Ltd, Baroda
(Gujarat) and the teachers of M S University of Baroda and

Vallabh Vidyanagar, Anand (Gujarat). The teachers act as

consultants and work with groups of development and research

engineers an different projects. The arrangement helps the

industry to keep, abreast of the latest theoretical advances.

Close collaboration with the industry helps the universities

.to assess properly the technical needs of the industry, and

the teaching method and sl abi can be modified to meet these

needs. The consultancy arrangements have achieved the desired

result: Similar arrangements between industries and other

technical institutions have been recommended. Such colla-

boration may, also be zxtended to other fields including
t.eoariomicE!

31 DAYAL I: Training of executives - an evaluation.
Manpower Journal 968, 4(2), 82-9.

.r.

Imes:ter: leicttimeasnalelotindli-ll

merit of appropriate organizational systems, and the skills
needed te) analyze, collate and interprot data, and finally
to .utilize them in making decisions. The training of executives
should be considered in this context and the responsibility of
the organizations and institutions would be to create 'conditions
.in which training would be most effective. Three points about
the. training should bo clearly understood: 1) it is uSoful for

p*rposes;and 3) it 'is useful provided the Organization .is
capable of using it. Three reasons explain the poor' returns
on training expendituro: 1). the chief executive and senior
managers.are unwilling to get training; 2) the company is not

sused to elf-questioning and experimentation; 3) the trainees
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are incapable of learning. A serious training activity
should aim at integrating subject, knowledge and intorporsonal
relationships by optimum involvement of the participants.
Some examples of such panagement training courses have boon
described.

32 EVERIIRD K As education for industry,. Journal of Assoc:latio::

of Principals of TochniCal. Institutions (India) 19699 21(3-4),

94-106.

Suggests a reorganization of engineering 3curses, with special
reference to civil engineering? to suit the needs of the industry.
At the undergraduate level the course should be based on the

fundamentals of engineering science, taught within a framework
of engineering reality, without much time being spent on the
teaching of techniques. A project should be an important part

of the final year. At the postgraduate level a ihree-tiei

c ours e, t erminal in natur e, has been propos ed: 1) on. e-year

lecture course and a special design project leading to a

postgraduate degree; 2)- one -year research proj ec t leading

to Master's degree; .and 3) two or three-year research pro-
j ec t either differ:ent from, or an ext easi an of, stage 2 and

leading to a doctar'ate degree. The stress on the conventional
examination system should be reduced.. State boards for
practical training of engineers should be set Up, For the

training of technicians, stress should be on the study of

techniques. Craft training should be industry-based in the
form of sandwich or part-time day release course.

33 GEOSH A Bs Commerce education - a study cf somo aspects.
Delhi, Sultan Chand. eind Sons5 1968. xvi,' 119u., 29 ref.

The three sections deal with I) evolution of commerce ,-lucation in

India; 2) cominem e education abroad; and 3) an appraisal of
commerce education including an analysis of the objectives

and sugg es ti s f or improvement through reformulation of courses,

reconsideration of admissicn policies, and reorientation of

teaching methods and-research. Besides, a note on commerce

education at the Delhi Univc.,rsity and a statistical appendix
depicting different aspects of commer3e education in India and

other comatries have been given. As regards course, contents,

economics should be attuned to the different objectives of three

leyels, M.Com. and M.B.A.T -olczor, should include a

thorough training in _the analysis of economic and business con-

ditions, *relation between business, g.mernmeat and the community.

At the undergraduate level the cfmrse should include analyti-
cal tools of mathematics, statistics, law and accountancy;
the stud-nt should have a knowledge ;.,f the allocative behaviour

of modern profit-price system,with emphasis on the
of a business enterprise, knowledge (Al money and credit, and

complete business cycles and forecasting. TheM.Com. stage

.Should include: I) a cQurse in managerial e3mcmics; 2) general
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eobnomic fluctuations; 3) distribution of income; 4) method' of

application of warleinic principles and ideas in functional
areas; 5) role of government in business.

34 RANDHAWA M S: Agricultural universitios in India
progross and problems. Univorsity Nows 1969, 7(1), 16-17,
21-2.

Traces the historical development of agricultural universities
And discusses the rob of USAID and U.S. Land Grant Uni-
Versities in tho working of theso univoisitios4 Somo of
the important functions' of those universitios aro: 1) davolop-
Mont of high-yielding varieties of whoat,, maize, bajr and
jowar; 2) undortaking purposeful and problem-solving
research; 3) dissemination of useful knowledge to farmors.
Bosidos improvement in the quality of oducation, the now
systom based on the concopt of integration of toacbing,
rosoarch, and extension has roducod the wastago in highor
education, thus reducing the cost of oducation. This in
turn has. Provided training, opPortunitios for a largor numb or_
of students. Some of tho spocific contribution6 made by
the agricultural universities havo also been doscribed.
Transfor of state-wide agricultural rosearch, education and
oxtonsion activities to agricultural universities has booli
urged.

35 SUBBA REDDY D Vs Syllabus of history of modicino for
India. Indian Journal of Medical Education 1968, 7(6),

540-3.

Tho caurso of 12 to 18 lectures may be divided into two
parts't 1), the first part given in the pre-clinical year;
and 2) the second par' at the commonooment of the clinical
year. In the pro-clinical year, the student would be,
taught the origin and growth of tho profession, history of
medical oducation and davolopment of knowlodgo of basib Modi-
cal sciences and their application and role in the clinical
subjects, as' woIl as tho istory of modical discoveries, medi-

.

cal litorature, and tho art and solonco of modicino in ancient,
medieval and modern periods. In the clinical years, students
'Might bo taught the history of concopts of diseases, classi-
fiOation of disoasos, drugs, their properties and action,

.principles of treatmont, including physical, Psychological
and surgical therapy, as thoso developed from Greek modicino,
through renaissance period upto modern modicino. Finally tho

.,students might be given an outlino of the history and
davolopment, and principlos and practice of Indian system of
medicine, bringing out similaritios and divergonces between
this system and other systems, its inter-relation with modi-
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tine in other countries in different periods of our civili-
sation, and stressing any special features and characteristics
of the Indian system.

36 VARADAN M S S: Reorientation of technical education in
universities to suit the needs of,industries. Machine Tool
Engineer 1969, 9(4)$ 44-9.

Discusses two areas of technical education which need re-
orientation, viz. qualitative improvement of technical
education, and diversification of courses' to meet the need
of diversification in industry. Suggestions for improving
the quality of the coursed are: 1) eoleCtion of students
using psychological and comprehension tests; 2) providing
a minimum of modern basic equipment. Cooperative workshops
may be formed Por this purpose; 3) establishment of contact
between institutions and industries in the surrounding
aread; 4) expo sure of teahing staff to industry; 5) pro-
duction of indigenous equipment in collaboration with
industry. SuggOstions for diversification of courses axe:
1) designing courses in accordance with the needs of the
industries in tho geographical proximity; 2) providing
technical experience in industries in the specialized
-areas. Initiating part-time courses in specialized branches

study for technical personnel in industry has been
6uggOsted to' meet the long-standing need of these courses
for technical personnel and to divert tho available extra
capacity in the educational institutions.

37 VIRARAGHAVAN T: Public health ongineerin5 education
in India. Environmental Health 1969, 2(1), 54-64.

Traces the development of public health engineering °du-
'cation in,India-and describes the facilities now available
for postgraduate education. Of the 13 institutions conduct-
ing postgraduate courses,(tablo 1), two offer diploma and
the rest Master's degree. The course content is not uniform
and comprises a -wido variety of subjects like. basic science,
principles of preventive medicine, water supply and waste,
disposal, onvironMental.sanitation, structural engineering,
radiology and computer technology. Instead of being
osSentially civil-ongingeoring-orionted, the course should
consider problems like environmental health, and industrial
waste. disposal affecting public health. The details of the
Ministry of Health training programpe in public health
engineering already in operation, and additional programmes
envisaged are also discussed.
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CURRICULUM

38 AARON P .G: Two studios on concopt dovolopmont and
their curricular implications. NIB Journal 1969, 3(3),
28-33. 8 rof.

Tho object'ef the studios was to find out whether inform-ation presantod to children "who have not roachod the stageof-concmt readiness helps thorn in the development of the
concopts concerned. A samplo of 503 boys (age group6-11.3) reading in the-fifth standard of primary schoolsof Dharwar was'usod for the studies. Fourteon Questionsrolating to time concept and 6 to space concopt were pro-pared. Thoy woro intendod to test the boys' ability to..retain information, and .capacity for understanding.. After
an informal intorvioW, oach student was administored the
quostions. one aftor the other in the proscribed order.Crodit was given if the. answer showod a general understandingof the problem. The following conclusions have boon drawn:1) ability to retain information, and' ability to conceptualize
incroaso with agc4 2) While.childrencould answer questions
portaining to information vory fow arc- ablo to answer
questions which require manipulation of this information;'
3) 'the ability, to abstract and gonoralizo graft with ago,and providing more information would not accelerate the
concoptualizing procoss. .In onerwordsltoadhing-of factsboforo- a child is mature enough to concoptualizo such
facts, is awasto. Sinco the valuo of subjects like
history, goography and. social studios is doubtful at the
primary stag°, their introduction may bo doforrod at the
primary stage, their introduction may be deferred until standard8 and the time saved by the elimination of these subjects couldbe, profitably utilized for a better study of the three R's:

39 BOURAI .11 H Thoorotical conceptions of curriculum.
NIB Journal 1969, 3(3), 49-51.

A. theoretical study of tho dovolopmont of the curriculum hasboon made on the basis of subjoct matter, oxpression and
exporionce; 1) Subject=matter theory. Tho curriculum was
first conceived in torms of subject matter. Prescribed
matorials determine the activities of children. Another
.conception concerns the content curriculum, which emphasizes
the selection of right subjects and topics. Further, tho
curriculum-determines mhat'a student should learn to
engage himself successfully :in all the activitios of life.
However, pro-determined activitios are likoly to neglect thointorosts of pupils. Therefore, the subject-matter theory
of determination of the curriculum has boon hold unsatisfactoryboth in its theoroti61 and practical aspects; 2) aprossion
theory. Tho oxponents do not believe in dot ermining anything
in advance and dopend on activity.curriculum
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or activity programme. The theory maybe further
sub-divided': into. (a) overt*activity conception, meaning
that glmost' any kind of manual activity is a rdesirable curri-
culum activity, (b) centres of:interest Conception, that
cuTrxicaUm activities are related tok specific topics called
centreg of Interest, (c) purpose conception, which confines
the curriculum to purposeful activities; 3) Experience theory.
According to educational oxperimontalists, desirable curri-
culum consists of activities that supply desirlblo experiences.
Curriculum construction is based on relativity, sociality,
motivation, creativity, selectivity and the unity of
experiences.

40 LULLA B P: Research and oxporimontation in school
curriculum. VIE Journal '1969, 3(3), 76-81. 10 ref.

A roviow of thd 250.curriculum-studios done. in Indian
univorsitj.es shows that roSbarch and exporiMentation-in
this area havo boon largoly nogloctod or: done- haphazardly.
No. attompt seems to haVo boon made* to develop a curriculum
thoorxbasod,on Indian. educational thought and no 'pro-
.foss.onal organization exists to deal with. tho problom.Thorn is vast scope. for.rosoarch_and studies- in India.
Tho'following savon'main factors involvod in- curriculumrosoarch and oxporimontation have :boon. illvstratod.diar.
grammatically: 1) curriculUm of sbhools;".2) teachers;
33 toxtbooks;'4) toaching-aids; 5) guidance and counselling;
6 suporvisiOn.and.adtinistiation;:7) examination and'
ovaluation. The ibsUes of investigation in each factor
havbalso boon listbd.

41 EHTA 'T S: Changing sOcialsccino,in India. and curri-
culum goals. NIE JOUrnal 19699:3(3), 18-21. 13 rof.

r I

A critical ,study of contemporary socioty is a pro-
roquisite'for tho development of curriculum. in _order to
.mako oduoation a croative agont of social change. .In
the Indian contoxt this point assumes special change.
since the traditional Indian society is undorgoing a
rapid chango by tho forces gonorated by science and tochno-
logy amd the democratic idea. Some of the or-sily discernible
problems of contomporary society 'which have curricular
implications aro: 1) dovoloping domocractic lifo; 2) foster-
ing national unity; 3) raising stpdard of living;
4)1modornizing the society; and 5)! ushoring a cultUral

:-renaissanco.

42 RUHELA S Ps Sociological considorations in curriculum
construction. NIE Journal 1969, 3(3), 72-5. .2,:

.

Discussos tho following sociological factors which should bo
takon' into account in preparing school curricula, books and
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other instructional material: 1) core values of Indian society;
2) changing values of the people; 3) stage of develOpmqnt of
the nation;. 4) sociocultural lags in society; 5) demapds of
modernization; 6) criteria of good family life; 7) dptiocractic
temper of the society; 8) new form of cooperation; 9)' education
for readership; 10) regional and international imbalances;
11) econabic efficiency; 12) creativity and purposeful acti-
vities.

43 ZAIDI Q H: Teachers' role in curriculum development.
NrE Journal 19692.3(3), 5-11:

Teachers' role in the following major tasks in curriculum
development has been discussed: 1) formulation of a guiding
philosophy and basic purposes of the curriculum that would
provide direction for all aspects of school work - besides
State 'departments of education the responsibility of policy
making should also be shared by teachers who would be provided
enough spare time for this purpose; 2) translation of object-
Ives amd general recommendations into a concrete all-school
programme - with the assistance of supervisors or inspectors,
the teachers should evaluate all aspects of school life and
work.Dut a'balanced all- school programme and they should
organize themselves with the assistance of the .administration
into committees tO:carry on curriculum work; 3) adequate pro-
7ision of specifiC 'aids to teachers - besides using amphlets,
journals, maps etc, for enriching instruction, teachers should
be actively engaged in producing a helpful instructional tool,
-the resource unit which is.a collection of suggested activities
and materials organized around a given topic or problem;
4) teaching -learning process in the class-room- since content
and methods are inseparable,_ an effective curriculum planning
should emphaiize teaching prodedures, class-room environment
and pupil teacher relationship. Reorientation of school
teachers to modern procedures and administrative leadership
in the development of pupil programmes of curriculum develop
meet- have been suggested for the success of school curriculum
development.

EDUCATION: GENERAL

44 AZAD B J: Role of State Institutes of Education - inaugural
speech on the occasion of the 5th conference of the directors of
the State Institutes of Education, New Delhi, 24-26 September 1968.
Tamil Nadu Education 1969, 3(1), 3-5.

The institutes, established for training instructors of primary
teacher training institutions, providing in-service education to
headmasters and inspectors of education departments, supplying
expertise, and undertaking survey and research concerning various
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aspects of elementary education, ,should be the chief agency
for qualitative ipprovftient, especially of .elementary edu-
cation. The progress so far made by the institutions established
should be critically evaluated. The conference was urged to
recommend suitab4 maasures for the effective cocirdination of
the efforts of the institutes, the Ministry of Education, and
the National Coyncil of Educational Resea'ch and Training
(NCERT) for the growth and functioning of the institutes. It

should also consider the issues in the working paper and the
resource papers provided' by NCERT on inservice training,
school improvement and development programmes of the insti-
tutes. It is essential to involve the schools in the various
programmes of the institutes, The institutes might deal with
secondary education if additional resources are available.
While reviewing the existing children's literature, improving
curriculum and evaluation practices, and producing appropriate
literature for pupils and teachers,. care should be taken to avoid
duplication ofefforts between the institutes and the NCERT.

45 INDIA. MINISTRY OF EDUCATION.: Education in India 1961-62.
Vol. 1, Delhi, Manager of Publcations, 1963'x, 36Up.

46

The -year undek review marked the beginning of the Third Five
Year Plah. The review supported by statistical data. and dia-
gramg covers the fi7,1lowing topics: 1) General survey; ,

2) Educational organization and personnel; 3) Piimary edu-
cation; 4) Basic education; 5) Secondary education; 6)
University education; 7) Training of teachers; 8) Professional
and technical education; 9) Social education; 10) Miscellaneous:
(a) Pre - primary education, .(b) Ilosthetic education, (c) Edu-

cation of the handicanned, (d) Education of scheduled castes,
scheduled tribes and other backward communities, (e) Education
of girls, (f) Physical education and'sports, (g) Youth welfare,
(h) Scouting and guiding, (1) National and auxiliary cadet
corps, (j) School meals, (k) Education of displaced students,
(1) Indian students abroad.- in the last chapter (Chapter 11)
an attempt has been made to study the trends in some selected
fields of education as revealed by statistics for the quinquennium
ending 196162,

ISHWAR R C: Changes In pattern of education, a hasty.

conclusion.. Searchlight 31 Maxch_1969, p.4, Cols. 3-6. 2200
words.

Referring to the criticism that there is undue delay in intro-
ducing radical educational reforms, it is contended that there
is no need to resort to unworthy experiments just for the sake
of change. A little reform to control mushroom growth of edu-
cational institutions and to deny entry to the undeserving into
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the institutions would prevent falling standards. Any hasty
decisiOn to irritate advanced countries by giving undue priority

'-to science and technology at the cost of humanities would be
disastrous.

47 SHARMA .(SS: Judicial review and .education
trends; August 1947-December 1964. New Delhi,
of..gducatiOnal Research & Training, 1969, 39p.

- a study in

National Council
175 ref.

'Presents a review of the cases of the .Supreme Court and High
Courts. relating to educational matters falling under the
following categories: 1) conflict between regional and national
interests -,the cases relate to the spheres of action of

; Central and State governments as specified in the Seventh
Schedule 'of the Constitution. Cases-involving the medium of
instruction and discriminatiOn among students on the basis
of their plaCes of residence figured prominently; 2) public
and private interests - the cases are related to: selection
of -textbooks, working conditions of .teaching and non-teaching.
staff, examinations, education for masses including the special
educational facilities for the backward community, and student
indiscipline; 3) whether educatiOnalinstitutions are industries
and the employees'are covered by the Industrial Disputes Act;
.4) court's' interference in the autonomy of educational insti-
tutions.,

48 SRIPHARAN. T R: 43rd All-India educational conference -
one impressions. Educational Review 1969, 75(1), 9-16:

A review has been made of the Conference held in- Jaipur
(Rajasthan) and the following documents have been reproduced:
1)ivelcome address of S C Mathur, Minister of Rajasthan State;

:2) presidential address by Acharya Jugal Kishore, Vice-
chancellor, Kanpur University; and 3) the resolutions adopted
at the Conference. Some of the important resolutions are:
1) inclusion of religious and moral education in the curriculum
as optional subject; 2) inclusion of moral education and
elements of library science 'and organization in the teacher
education-programme; 3) giving wider representation to
teacher organizations in various administrative bodies of edu-
cational institutions; 4) drawing up specially designed syllabi
for tribal boys and girls.
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EDUCAT IC AL PSYCHOLOGY

49 AGARWAL M C, SRIVASTAVA D N:' Role of meaningful distraction
on performance with special referende'to age and sex difference.
Journal of Psychological Researches 1969, 13(1), 43-6: 7 ref.

he objects of the Investigation were: 1)'to:study the role of
music as a.distractai at two age levelS; and 2) to determine
whether any .sex difference- in distraction exists. The sample
selected .from Agra schools consisted of 30 boys and- 30 girls
(I.Q. range 110 -118) reading in fourth class (Aie range 8-9.8)
and 30, boys and 30 girls (IA. range 110-125) reading in
eighth class (age range 12:5:44.2). The task performed by
the students was substitution test in Hindi and the. music
used was 8 film songs in Hindi. The findings are: 1) distraction
plays ,significant role at both age levels; 2) at the lower
age level there is no sex difference while such difference
was noticed at the higher age level; and .3) at the higher age

are more distracted than boys, probably because
of interpersohai reaction and interest.

50 MATT- LIJI.JUNEJA Si. 'flo4,11.al mobility in ;adolescent boys.
Journal of the. Gujarat Research Society 19691'31(1), 48-54.

The,object of the investigation was to find out how far the
personality determinant (achievement motivation) is, present
in the upward and. downward aspiring adoleScent boys. A.
sample of 320' students (179 urban and 141 rural) reading in
secondary schools ilf.Baroda and its surrounding areas was
subjected to the investigation. After establishing a criterion
or social status, a list of 46 occupations'were drawn up.

The occupationS were graded on a five-point scale by 50 raters
belonging to various professions, and the. scale value for
each occupation was determined. .The mob!lity striving of
each student was ascertained-by comparing the scale value
of the .occupation aspired for by 'the student and that assigned
to the occupation of IIS'father. .Twentyeight were. downward
striVing,I10.stable and 182 upward striving. Eight downward
strivers POte4.ghtuiowardstrIvers belonging to the sane :

places were coMPared. The' two' groups were significantly differ-
ent at..,570 level on the n' achievement scores whin showed..
that the.personality'determinanf (achievement motivation)
is greater in:upward strivers than indownward-stlivers.
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51 GANGULY A K: Experimental study of the variation in
numerical-induction ability among young adults due to insti-
tutional environment. Journal of Education r.nd .7sychollIgy 1969,

26(4), 252-7, 24 ref*

A sample of 120 boys (age group 13-15) reading in two high
schools of Aligarh (II.P.) was subjected to three tests:
Vernon's non-verbal 'g' test, Vernon's Arithmetic-Mathematic
test, and Trist-Hargreaves concept formation test. The
results show that while no variation in occurs among
young adults due to difference in institutional environment,
such a variation can be observed in numerical induction ability
due to difference in institutional environment.

52 GANGULY A K: Relative influence of.general intelligence
on numerical Spatial abilities of boys at the higher secondary
level. Psychological Studies 1969, 14(1), 56-9. 17 ref.

A sample of 180 high school boys (age group 13-15) was
subjected to the study in order to test the following hypotheses:
1).general'intelligence has an influence on numerical-
spatial ability; and A) the extent of influence is statistically
significant. Three tests were used to measure general
intelligence, numerical and spatial abilities: Vernon's
non-verbal 'g', Arithmetic-Mathematic Test, and Pattern
Drawing Test. The results.indicate that general intelligence
is not only higher than both numerical and spatial abilities
but it also exerts a significant influence on spatial ability
of boys, to the extent that spatial ability proves siperior
to numerical ability.

53 . GIRISHBALAL DEVI: Study Of anxiety in.men and women
college students. Psychological Studies 1969, 14(1), 35-8.
,10 ref.,

Sinha's Anxiety Scale (W.A. Self analysis fyi'm ) was used
to assess the diffefence in anxiety scores of two comparative
grodPs of"male and female students (186 men in the age-group
17-21 and 186 women in the age.group 15.21) reading in post-
graduate colleges of Orissa. The scale correlates 73 with
the Taylor's Manifest Anxiety Scale (Journal of Abnormal Social
Psychology 1953, 48(2), 285), The difference between the
scores was 9.30 and C.R. was 6.50, indicating that female
students show significantly more anxiety than their male
counterparts. This is supported by several other findings of
pretious investigations.
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54 GOYAI.. ft. p: Vocational choices of. the modern higher Second-
ary _.c.hoOl. students. Haryana Journal of Education 19,89, 2(1),:- ., .014-24,

-1.

Presents the data collected by administering a survey f:7-rm to a
sample of 433 students (201 boys and 232 girls) belonging to
urban ,(,261) and rural (172)..areas. The .conclusions are.:
11; 9hances are three to. one that. they have Made at -least. a
tentative vocational choice; 2) in terms of indices of
vocational maturity, 25% show complete lack of vocational
development. since,.they.:have failed to ,give any classifiable

,; v6940903 choicei.or,:are. still undecided. in: this respect;.
S) the Vocations of their choice are on a higher socio- economic
.level. than> those of:their fathers.; _4) factors such' as power,

income, lame, and independence g12.:!.de the choice rather,
Oan laprtitUdes; interests, intelligence., 'level of academic.
achievement,, and-..employment opportunities.; 5), they:..are more
or less . Unfamiliar with the employment market. Out. .of. about
300 occupations classified in the National Classification..of
OCCUpations they...could, -Chink of.. only 29, 6) most

O
r.pppula

occupations -were:-Were: m&c!icine teaching, d,efence. Se.rxisices
engineering, Skilled. and semi-skilled jobs: and administrative
and iiian'a'"g:rial Sobs were, least preferred;- 7) particularly
gi'r`ls fail to see, any relationship between, the courses of: study
that they are pursuing and the.. occupations that they want to

rjoinila.ter in life; :8) girls and rural students are vocationally
developed that. boys and urban students resPeatively.

55 JOSHI J N, HfiRISH SHARMA.: Moral attitudes among the
seconda.7y school-students in relation to their intelligence
and achievement. Ecaication;and -Psycholo.gY Review..19 69, 9(1)_,
42--5; 4 'ref.;.

A sample of 260 :students (130 boys and 130. girls)' reading in
higher secondary schools of. Himachal. Pradesh was used for, the
study... The tools. used" were; 1) an inquiry form: consisting'
of ;s4X pai-ts.- the first four parts .concerned with Moral ;,
incidents as honesty, loyalty, reSponSibility and punish-

_rent; the fifth.p0t related to !ideal -person test and
.sixth :part aimed at measuring -the-attitude .on the tasis of.
!morality', wicked',actions!;. 2) Jalota's Group ,Test of General
Mental Ability ,t,o, determine the intellectual:,status of the
pupiiS; 'and 3) !Cores earned by students In the previous_.annual
eicitni4tion as a, Measure of the hievement:: .-The
are' the .conclusions': I) direct relationship between moral
attitudes and intelligence was noticed. The above-average
intelligence group possessed higher and more socially accepter .

able moral attitudes than the average and belowaverage groups;
.2) the 'ideal person test' indicated that the -aboveaverage
intelligence group was more interested in 'politiCians, w::rriors,
religious reformers, scientists and writers than the average
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4) affected by proximity', 5) attracted, by 'behaviour pattern';
6) attracted by 'studies and intellectual qualities' (girls
only); 7) attracted by assertive qualities (girls only);.
8) similar' in trends of sentiments (girls only); 9) Oimilar.

. in 'Anxiety state' (girls only). Other general. conclusions
are: 1) all the assumed factors are working equally in both
the groups; with minor differences; 2) girls have greater
tendency of pairing than boys, 3) mutual relations are guided
more by behaviour pattern (e.g.., 'disciplined', 'honest',
'truthful'; 'helping others' etc e) than by physical appearance;
4) sociological factors are more important than psychological
factors in the pairing phenomenon; 5) there is likely to be
some unknown factor 'X' which seems to dominate above all the
assumed factors responsible for mutual relations.

. .
. .l

58 ItATAk P: behaviour problemS of normal school-going_
boysof.ages 1,13-L.9 and 10. years as indicated by
boys' and teachers. Journal of t_ he Research Society

- 19e0431(1), 37.42.

The objectives of the study were: 1) to record the incidence
of problem behaviour; 2) to study some specific behaviours
from the point of view of their.appearance and disappearance
in the age group under study; 3) to,find out whether there
are patterns of problem ,behaviour related .to 'age; 4) to find
out whether the'pattern changes in .the same age gr..34. during
the year. The sample consisted of 122 children selected from
4 elementary schools in Baroda City (Gujarat). Data were.
collected using three questionnaires thride approximately at
an interval of 3 months from paz'entsisteaehers and,boys. The
findingd are":' 1) nplmal school -going children of'seven;eight,
nine and ten years of age manifest problem behaViOur.inyarious
aspects of lif4; 2) problem behaviour.with referende'to social
litandaids'ilmost common during .the .period under'studY. This
may be indicating the period under: study as that 'of: learning
skills and habits.for social adjustment; 3).1ying, irritability,
quarrelling; fighting andteasing.cther boys are highly
frequent in all the age groups; 4) the patterni of .problem
behaviour do -riot change drastically from age to age"Or. Within
any age;'5) seven'and,ien year Olds tend to haVe.more problem
behaViour specially at, the beginning of the academic 'year: They
also have more problem behaviour of personal emotional type;
6) .eight and nine year olds are similar in having comparatively
lag's problem behaviour Of personal expression 7) eight year
olds have least manifestations of problem behaviour; 8) nine
year olds have more problem behaviour than seven and eight,
year old boy6;-:but their major areas of problem behaviour are
school work' and' school lifer
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59 PRAM KUMAR: Reaction to frustration and student leader-
ship. ,4oUrnal of Psychological Researchet 1969, 12(1), 12-15, 2
ref...

The tstudy was conducted, to find out if the two groups the
Leaders and the non-leaders - aiffered in their reactions to
frustration. .:The leader gr. comprised 30 male student levders
who held electiVe offices .in the ,Allahabad University Student
Unicin:during,1966-67. A.group of30.non-leader students was
randomly drawn from general student population. The two groups
were.matched for the factor of education. Muthayyaes Madras
P.F.,stUdy form was used for finding the differential in their
reactions "to fruStration. The results indicate that leaders
showed a tendency to stress the presence of frustrating obstacles
(obstacle-dominance) in their reactions. The prevailing
leadership role agrees with this finding in that it stresses
the presence of frustrating obstacles in campus. life. The
dominance of obstacle, characteristic of existing leadership,
serves another purpose. The leaders, by exaggerating the
difficulties inherent in campus life, try to make themselves
indispensable to the student community.

60. RAW T Bilingualism and adjustment difficulties. Indian
Educational Review 1969, 4(1), 57.66. 8 ref.

The study was undertaken to investigate two hypotheses regarding
monocultural bilingual children: lYthey show relatively more
problembehaviours than monoglots and to that extent are mala-
djusted; and 2) the degree of maladjustment is related to their
sedond.languageattainment. The sample comprised 226 children
r(age-group 6 -10 years), with Kannada or Telugu as their mother-
-tohgue, drawn from the first five classes of 30 primary Tamil-
medium schools of Madras. Relevant information about the sub-
je.cts was sought from the teachers through an inventory covering
schbol situations and from the parents through an inventory
covering home situations. .For the first hypothesis, a control
group bf' children with Tamil as their mother-tongue, matched
for intelligence; was` used. The second- -language attainment of
the samplewas judged by measuring four language skills. The
results supported the first hypothesis partially, and did not
sustain the second.

61 SABADEV lA: Learning and socio-emotional climate of the class,
Educational Trends 1969, .3(1-2), 15 -19..

The study attempted to examine 1) whether socio.emotional climate
of the class taught by the teacher is learner- supportive or teacher.
supportive; 2) whether high achievement is related to a pleasant
socio.emotional climate in the class; 3) whether children are
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more self-disciplined .in a learner-supportive 'climate. Teachers'attitude towards classes was determined by interviewing them,their rating of the classes, and observing them in the -class..room situation. Students' attitude towards teachers was assessedby interviewing students and administering a questionnaire. The
scoresof halt-yearly tests were used as the measure of student
achievement. ,Students' 'behaviour was determined from the
record: , while 'interest patterns were ascertained by .administeringa questionnaire... The main findings are: 1) the socio-emotional
climate established by a teacher depends on factors like verbaland .Overtpehaviour; 2) a 1.earner-supportive environment inspiresstadent§,to achieve more; *3) achievement is also thfluenced bythe value perceived in a subject and students' interest.in.it;4) achievement in a directly self-rewarding subject. depentpless on a learner-supportive atmosphere; 5) in a learner-
.supportive climate; good behaviour of Students is less dependent
on teachers, and students show greater initiative, attentiveness
and' interest in class activities; .6) in a teacher.,-sUppcirtiveclimate, on the other hand; discipline depends. more on thepresence 'of teacherst inattentive behaviour increases andstudents interests in different subjects are reduced;7) interest and achievement in 'a. subject are not necessarily

-highly correlated',

62 ::.:SRANMUPABUDARA4:. A, FERCZE M: Study of the qualities.
.of, .ieadership -ernofig -the pupils of some secondary .schoolli.f.
Jourtial...of Research- and Extension :19694- .

.

. -

A

The 'object.. of the study were .1)- identification otleadetS;
among, peOondary.school pupils; ,2) -.studying. different qualities
(traits) of leadersi..ip as pere:eliVed: by their- .f ollowers 3); under-standing the-difference,- if any; in the qualities of leadership
among pupils., (including' leaders):iri.Urban and rural area0;,
4) -finding 'the" difference,. if any in the qualities of leader-

Ship-as' pere-ciived' by -boyer.:and ,girlSo, A 3ociarrikiivia test sheet
Contailfing q!.lestiotioon-seven laMiliar*sittatiOns (class
leadership; friendship,. .subst itute for tea:Cher:4 ;partner for
conO3y.i6d "stud settlement .quarrels, games le4derd, and
.63icOsion,-IeaderS) for breeding.leadership,qualitieS,waS.USed
for the study..* :Under each:Situation: both positilte -and_
negativ.O. approaches 'were 'included; and students were
to ,name_ the students and s&re tie* relevant item to indicate.the reason for the choice. A 'sample of 287 students: (194 'boysand :93 girls) studying In Standard X Of secondary schools. of
Coimbatore Education District (Tamilnadu) was subjected' to thestudy. Detailed results have been presented- under the following
headings: 1) general; 2) qualities preferred by students forselection of leaders in the situations mentioned in the testsheet; 4.3) qualities that prevent, students from, becoming leaders;4) quality of elected leaders; 5) qualities of rejected pupils;6) socio-economic qualities of leaders and rejected pupils.
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63 SINGHAL S: Effects of age and education on the general
ability of young children. Journal of Psychological Researches
3.969, 21 -'!. 23 ref.

A.non-language test battery of general ability was

and an attempt .was made to study the differential.
effects of chronological age and educational classes of.children
on their: general.ability.as measured by a non-language test
battery. The means.and standard deviations obtained represent
a significant ,relationship of age and education with general
ability. The .multiple regression analysis resulted in a multiple

. R of' .73 for, the Delhi group and a multiple R of .58 for the
Calcutta group.. The resulting analysis of variance showed that
he contribution of age and education to general ability is

significant at .601 level. The contribution of age and edu-
cation to general. ability was found to be equally effective.

64 SINHA R C: Study of level of aspiration in introverts and
extroverts. Indian Journal of Experimental Psychology 1969,
3(1), 26-30. 17 ref.

The purpose of the study was to find out the difference under
three conditions: success, just failed, and failed miserably.
The sample consisting of 20 high introverts and 20 high extro. .

verts (age group 17-20) was selected by using the diagnostic
. test devised by Neymann and Kohlestedt (Journal of Abnormal
Socpl.PSychologv 1928-29, 23.4 482) . Letter cancellation sheet
wai'USed tp test ,the level 'of aspiration. The results show
that: extroverts have higher aspiration level than introverts.
44troverts have very low discrepancy score (either positive .

Or'negative), indicating that they are in touch with the reality
in Comparison to introverts who have very high discrepancy
score (positive or negative). There is no conclusive proof
_that extroverts have more-shifts than introverts. During the
'success', Condition the shifts of both the groups are the same,
but under,ljust failed' condition the extroverts have more shifts
than the introverts, and under 'failed miserably' condition the
introverts have been shifts than the extroverts. The major
lowering of aspiration level of extroverts occurs during 'just
failed'. condition and in case of introverts it occurs during
qaitecIMIserablyt condition. The aspiration level is affected
mre'OUring 'failed. miserably' condition than 'just failed'
conditiOne
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EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

65 PARICHOli. Pseud., : Educational research and training.
Econcthic and Political Weekly 1968, 3(32), 1243-6.

The drawbacks of the research activities of NCERT have been
.diScus'Sed and corrective measures suggested. Since no signi-

-flea& contribution has been made by the Adult Education and
the Basic Education departnts, they shvild be abolished.
As regards collaborative research no work of national signi-
ficance has been done, except the project on Sociology of
Education. Instead of getting research proposals from

research worke=rs efforts should be made to
involve well7known researcherp in schemes of national signi-
ficance. Mostly, research. problems are oriented tp the needs
of foreign countries where Indian researchers took training.
Instead, a list of prior!ty projects relevant to the Indian
situation should be drawn up. Ccncentration cn investigations
relating to schools in Deni or its neighbourhood should be
avoided and.the activities should be spread all over the
country in order to obtain decisive results of national
importance. The preparation and nublication of model textbooks
based On modernised syllabi, usually in English or Hindi,
should be followed by a corresponding change in schools in
other linguistic regions. So± ? workshops should be followed
up at.the-State and sub-State lovois and seminars should be
more .purposeful ana useful. The main. activities of NCERT
shPuld be directed towards bringing about improvement at the
mass base and not merely. at the' affluent classes. .State.
CounCils of Educational Research and Training should be
established and the State Institutes of Education should be
strengthened for supplementing and carrying forward the acti-
vities of NCERT at the State level. The cost of producing a
secondary teacher in a four-year course at the Regional College
of T.:1-loat:I.on (NCERT) ban estimated at Ils,s25.0000

EDUC..0,TI07;TAL SOCIOLOGY

66 ARRAN' J W: Principal as' academic and social leader in
the colldge community. (.;cn Mathias .T li: Ed. Education and
.noCialconcern. Delhi, Jesuit Educational Pssociaicin of India,
1968.:81-8)

.0
"

! .
1

As an academic leader, the principal should make proper choice'

of students and faculty members, promote new methodb of edu-
cation, and provide advice and guidance to new members of the
faculty. He should share the administrative responsibility
with his colleagues to enable him to function as an academic
person. As a social leader he should ensure the achievement
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of the main objective of liberal education i.e. making students

into functioning and responsible adults. Along with hIs
colleagues he should evolve programmes to secure adequate
personal and social development of the majority of his students.
Constant efforts should be made to identify and foster the
various potentialities of the students. Students have to be

trained in democractic traditions also. Be should identify
people in the community who would help him in promoting these
objectives.

67 HKREUERO J M: Social function of a college in a developing
society. (In Mathias T A, Ed. Education and social concern.
Delhi, Jesuit Educational Association of India, 1968. 100-15.)

The most important functions of a college in a devel?ping
society are: 1) creation of proper liying conditions for the
people, 2) accelerating the process of transformation of a
traditional society into a modern one; 3) helping in the
development of science. Stress has been laid on motivating
students to achieve, and creating in them, .a healthy nationalism
and an understanding of the need for economic growth. The
college can help to work out a synthesis between worthwhile
traditional values and modern materialistic values. It is

sugge'Sted that material and personnel resources should be
concentrated so as to establish an institution of international
standard. Such an institution would make a uniquecontri-
bution to the development of science.

68 LOCKE J. I:: Role of the faculty in creating and developing
a social conscience in the school and community. (In Mathias T
Ed, Education aid 'social concern. Delhi, Jesuit Educational
Association of India, 1968. 89-99).

Stresses the role of the faculty in the systematic formation of

social conscience in the young. Given proper and relevant
instruction and opportunity to exercise themselves in their social
contacts with boys of different social background within the
school, students will correct their social outlook and form

a correct conscience. The pre-requisite is a proper social
conscience in' the faculty members .themselves. This could be
acIlleved through seminars and social cooperation in school

and outside. Every subject taught in the school should be made
relevant to students by showing its relation to their real
life. Extra- curricular activities such as debates and dramas
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also contribute to the development of social sconscience and
besides:behefiting the pupils, would have an impact on the
community'.

MIRANDA H: Education t.or responsible participation in a
democratic society. (In Mathias T A, Edj.Education and social
concern. Deihit'gesuit Educational Association of India, 1968.
122-30).

Education in a democractic society should consider the child
not 'merely as an individual but as a member of the community.
This calls for a change in some of the traditional concepts
of the organization of school and collegelife. For example,
emphasis should be on 'cooperation rather than competition,
shared activity :should replace passive recipiency,Wand"concern
for the' comion.good should prevail over the pursUit
individual excellence. Suggestions are inculcation' in

-stbdent'S an awareness of the life and problems of the community;
.2) extending' some school services to the.community;-8),encourag-
int students to"take interest in: activities like Natidnal
'Savings Schemei.National Defence Fund;,4).eneuring_effe6tive
:parent-teacher collaboration;, 5) associating.stUdeni councils
in the planning, and control.of activities concerning students'
life in the institution.,

70'' MURICKAN J: Education for responsible participatiOn in a
democratic society. (In Mathias T A, Ed Education and social
concern, Delhi, Jesuit Educational Association of India,
1968. 122-30).

Education. should inculcate in students democratic values like
freed6m; equality of man, reverence for the huMan.personL
responsibility for others, and. respect for law. Opportunities
should be provided to students for exercising themselves in
these values in different ways. Some suggestions in this regard
'are:1) development of intraschool relationships for creating
opportunities for sharing' common interests; 2) arranging debates
and discusslonii seminars, and workshops; 3) fostering the

..semse of responsible partictpatidn in every undertaking. the
students can enter'intn 4) ensuring, dialogue between teacher
and-sfOdeht, between 'staff and management, and between edu-
cational institutions ind'paxents; 5) involvement, of school,
andcollege'in the life of the local community for expanding
and enriching the democratic aspirations of students. Involve-
ment- in the.COmmunity life coUlbe achieved thrOugh different
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programmes e.g. conducting surveys to study the socio-economic
problems. of the surrounding people, discovering their special
needs, organizing service projects to help them tackle their
problems, giving leadership to the community in forming civic
organizations.

71 RUHELA S P.s Traditional values of the Indian society and
0611ege itUdenig.: Indian Educational Review 1969; 4(1), 135-62.

.-112 ref..

Reviews the:significant studies in the sociology of students'
values.. in In4ia-and.reports an empirical study conducted ;by the

. I.
author on sample of 100 undergraduate and .postgraduate

ptudents (59 boys_.ana 41.girls)7drawn from arts, science and
commerce: colleges, and .technical institutions in Delhi. The
purPoee%was to find out which:Of:the traditional values of
Indian:SoCiety.have become ineffective and-which still have
a hold onthe'peliefs and behaviour of college students. in
Delhi. A check -list containing:13 valuestatements collected
from, the writings of sociologists social anthropologists;
philosophers,, ,historian., iridologists, and-politicalthinkprs,
covering the following, aspects, was administered:-organi
economic, reCreationalr associational character, intellectuals
.aesthetic ,and religious. values.. Nile major findings are.: 1) in

. regard toSeT'.ieral values, significant-differences=in-beliefP
and practices exist between boys and:giras:; 2) Although students
realize that some traditional values are now getting out of
date, they are still under the powerful hold of the traditional
values, 3) students do not disregard some traditional values
which are the summum bonum of Indian culture,_ contrary to the
opinion expressed by social scientists.

EXAMINATION AND EVALUATION
: :

72 ANANTAKRISHNAN S V: Semester system in n-colleges4 pre -
conditions neceSSary.fpr.its success. Mail ,6 March, 1969,

...

'InirOduction of thesemeStr syStem calls for.granting_academic
jreedOm to indiVidual institutions to_ino:Odupe_currici4aryeforms
and tO:e*aluate students,' _work, Since the essential,.-feature of
the system is an even diStrOution.of the,workload.of a=student
aril periedical.assessment4_0eqUate time.should beziven,tn.:
students 'nor ,self- study,. Examination reform is closely ,related
to -'the system. In the ultimate evaluation,- the assessment of
daS!=tO-da* work.And terminal examinationvworkjn tutorials4,
seminars and loraCticals should all be given appropript,s, weightage.
intioduCtion of:A4-torday assessment will. take care .of. attendr.nceI
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problem. While a minimum number of courses and a minimum level
have to be insisted, the duration of the course should be
flexible, A common pattern and a common medium of instruction -
English - would facilitate easy mobility of students and teachers
from one institution to another. The system may be extended
to part-time students,

73 COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, DIVISION OF
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PERSONNELi Gradings in university
degrees:" Technical Manpower Bulletin 1969, 11(3), 1-3,

The following data-have been 'presented: 1) award of class I,
II, and III in Masters' degrees in arts and sciences (1959-1966);
2) award of first class grade (1965-1966); 3) classes awarded
in Bachelors' degrees (1964-1965); 4) classes awarded in Bachelor
of engineetin:uand technology (1956, 1961 and 1965). Some
significant facts are: 1) at the Masters' degree level.(a) the
yercentage of students getting first class grades is higher
in science (29,4%) than in arts (5,5%); (b). the percent4e
of students ranked as third class is higher in arts. (47%)

than in science (14%); and (c) the percentage of recipients of
first class grades is increasing, while that of. third class
grades is decliningt-both in science and arts; 2) during 1965
and 1966 the percentage of recipients of first class grades was
as high as 75% in VisvaZharati and 60% in Delhi University;
3) at the Bachelor's.degree level 13%) got first class grades
(BA/B. Cam 1%), 41% second class (BA/B Com 24%) and 46% third
class'IBAA Com 75%); 4) in the engineering examination the
,percdntage of students getting first class grades is lowest
in civil engineering (la). The percentage ..in the other
branches is 35.

74 DAVE R H, MISRA R G: .Examination reforms. Vigyan Shikshak
1969; 13(1), 56-9:

Describes the examination reform programme of the Department of
CurriculUm and Evaluation (DCE) aimed at: 1) improving the
external examination system and internal evaluation procedures
in school; 2) using :..:Lluation techniques for improving teaching
and learning; and Areloping suitable manpower for intro-
ducing examination reform 'at all stages .of education. The
programme of reform in external examinations is being implemented
in different States in three phases: 1) preparatory work ..of

2.3 years'durationi in which the teachers, papersetters and
examiners in'selected subjects are trained in new techniques of
evaluation; 2) use of improved question papers, in selected sub-
jects;,3) extension of the programme to other4-subjects., Other
measures are`: 1) orienting teachers to the internal evaluation
approach, and developing test pools by different States, for
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internal evaluation; 2) preparation of teaching units and
handbooks for objective-based teaching and testing, for the
guidance of teachers; and 3) organizing short-term and long-
term training programmes for officers of State Boards of
Sedimdary Education.* State Evaluation Units and teacher edu-
cators.

75 GUPTA KS: Modern trends in examination. Bulletin of the
West Bengal Headmasiersi)ssociation 1969, 18(3), 85-90.

A good evaluative tool has two significant values: 1) measure-
ment or metrical value; and 2) pedagogical value. .The existing
examination system takes into account mainly the metrical aspect
of examination and measures only some of the cognitive and
conative domains. The recommendations of the Secondary Edu-
:cation Commission (1952), Seminar on Examination Reforms.
(Bhopal 1956) and .the Education. CommiSsion to improve the
examination system have been discussed. .The following points
are revealed: 1) external examinations, which help the compari-
son of 'standards of different schools cannot be abolished. but
theii number should be reduced, to the minimum; 2) they need
modification by introducing short-angwer tests and objective
tests;'3) alternative questIons which affect the validity and
reliability of the test should be judiciously minimized;
4) curriculum, teaching methods and examinations are interrelated;
5) internal assessment should be given increasing importance.

76 .J N,',XISHAN SINGH: Study of internal assessment in
the higher .secondary examination of the-Panjab University.
Journal of'EduCation and Psychology 1969, 26 (4), 238-43.,
2 ref.

The objects of the investigation were: 1) to study the signi-
ficant trends of internal assessment L 25% weightage is given
to internal assessmentj in .relation to external assessment;
and 2) to find out whether significant differences exist between
two assessments in relatiOn to sex and. types of school (government
and non-government tor boys and girls)., The conclusions are:
1)significant.correlation exists between7.internal and external
aWardS indicating that at least. some of the similar abilities
are evaluated'by th.e.two,systems, if not.all; 2) internal assess-
ment explained' two factors, viz.., (a) general educational factor,
and (b) mathematical factor, taking 85% and 15% of the Common
actor variance respectively. External assessment accounted for
ttiree,fhetdrs, viz., (a) general education factor; (b). verbal
factor, and (c) mathematical factor, taking 75%, 15% and 10% of
the common factor variance respectively.. Although' internal and
external assessments do not exactly measure the same quantities,
and although the contribution of.variancesis also-unevent.there
seems to beconsOicuous agreement regdrding the first factor
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between the two systems; 3) analysis of variances reveals almost
similar picture of the two systems. The variations due to the
variables of sex, school and subject are not significant in
internal system, whereas, in case of external system sex and
sex by subjects have accounted for the significant variations
in the attainments; 4) significant differences exist between
internal and external awards for each subject.

77 MISRA V 8: Study of the effect of randomization and scaling
on the errors in examination marks. Gauhati, the University
(Examination Research Unit, 1969, 9p. 6 ref.)

The results of the students who appeared in the Part I English
examination of the three-year degree course of the Gauhati
UniversIty in 1965 (85 students) L old system.../ and 196'7(163 stus.)Cnew
system) were considered in the study. Randomization and
scaling (Taylor H J. Operation passmark - an account of the
methods used in the Matriculation Examination of 1963. Gauhati,
the University, 1963. 27p) were employed in 1967. Each student
had two assessments - one internal (by the college) and another
external (by the university). The difference between the two
marks was considered as the 'error'. The results are: 1) the
range of internal and external assessment marks differed
considerably (both in the minimum and maximum marks, and the
average marks) 'in the old system. Two sets of marks were
almost identical in the new system; 2) errors in marks had
been reduced by nearly 50% by randomization and scaling;
3) the chances of students who could have passed, but failed,
were much greater in the old system. The reverse is also
true; 4) the agreement between the 'internal and external
assessment had increased by 2.5 times in the new system..

78 NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING.
DEPARTMENT OF CURRICULUM AND EVALUATION: Report on oral test.
Cenbosec News and Views 1969, 5(1), 9-11.

Describes an experiment involving 500 students of the one-year
higher secondary course of the Central Board of Secondary Edu-
cation, conducted by the Department in 1968. The experiment
was preceded by three try-outs to examine the feasibility of the
procedure developed by the Department, and to find out its
validity, reliability, objectiVity and practicability. The
testing procedure consisted of three sterns : 1) informal conversation
to establish rapport between examiners and candidates;
2) answering 3 short questions; 3) a short speech on a topic to
be selected from a list of three given to the candidates 5
minutes before the examination. Examiners assessed the students
independently and discussed among themselves to resolve differences

in the scores. The conclusions are: 1) inter-examiner reliability
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reflects the reliability of the procedure, test material and

rating scale; 2) scores obtained by students did not give any
disadVantage or disproportionate advantage in
respect of the final gradings.

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING

79 DCSAJB N L: Guidance movement in India. Haryana Journal
of Education.1969, 2(1), 40-7.

Presents a brief history and activities of the following
important institutions of guidance in India: 1) Bureau of
Psychology, Allahabad; 2) State Bureau of Educational and
Vocational (uidAnce, Mysore; 3) State Bureau of Educational
and Vocational Guidanc,, Dnaaor :Rajasthan); 4) Institute
of Vocational Guidance, Bombay; 5) Gujarat Research Sbciety,
BoMbay; 6) Bureau of Vo6ational and Educational Counselling,
Calcutta; 7) State Bukedu of Educational and Vocational Guidance,
Chandigarh, 8) Central Bureau of Educational and Vocational
Guidance, Delhi; 9) State Bukaad of Educational and-VoCational
Guidance, Hyderabad (4P); 10).Educational and Vocational
Guidance Bureau, atna, 11) State Bureau of EdUcationAl and
Vocational Guidance, Shillong (Assam) . Also lists the tests
developed by theso institutions, and the guidance publications
produced by them.

80 NARULA K 8: Effective oounsellor. Educational Trends
1969,.3(1-2), 38-49, 8.ref..

The following essential qualities of an effective countsellor
have been discussed: 1) a warmand genuine interest in pupils:,

2) leadership in Organizing 5rogrammes; 3) insight into human
relations; 4) ability to -work in cooperati m with others,
5) emotional stability; 6) patience; 7) confidence; 8)Under-
standing of problems and opportunities for guidancet.responsi-
bilities and pupil-teacher relationfhips; 9) understanding of
social'and-economic conditions.

81 NOEL A 8: "Case study" technique - its essentials, uses
and limitati3no. Journal of the.Gujarat Research Society 1969,

:..

31(1/121) i 12-36.:6 ref.

Case studies in educational institutions slhould be used. :primarily

as a basis to a better 'understanding of students; whethOr edu.

cationally retarded, average or even gifted, to enab7.e-01 a teacher
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to provide the right type o1 instruction and guidance. The
essential steps involved in preparing case studies have been
discussed. The first step is the collection of all possible
information about the student from all possible sources, and
then presenting the data in,an organized, manner under the
following heads: 1) identifying data; 2) introduction to the
problem; 3) family data; 4).physical health data; 5) edu-
cational history and Achievement, 6) objective test data and
interpretation; 7) social development; 8 emotional and
personal develonment;; 9) vocational experiences; 10) pro-
gress of counselling; 1I) recommendations; 12) follow-up and
treatment. Interpreting the data.collected is the next step
for .unfolding the total personality of the student. The
results of interpmetatiOn should lead to the last essential
.step of-the!case:study, treatment and The
different uses 'cloase study are: 1) research; 2) counselling
as a.basislor,diagnosis and treatment of a speCial problem;
3) study.of non-problem cases and helping the subjects to
develop properly; 4) general purpose of increased understandings'
The three common shortcomings of many case studies are:
1). limited scope, picturing the student as a caws member
rather than as a total personality; 2) non-utilization-of some
ImpOrtant sources of information; 3) study often based on
superficial inquiry. A sample case study has been presented.

HEALTH CARE

82 GAUR D, MAHWAH 3 M, RAJSHREE:. Nutritional status of
medical and .nursing Students of Banaras Hindu University.
Indian Medical Gaiettee 1969, 8(11), 47-58.

The-study covered the following aspects: 1) environmental
factOra;.2) socio-economic.factors; 1) gastro-intestinal
complaints, and stools survey; 4) nutritional survey; and

diet -survey, All the 193 male medical students, 52 female
medical' students and 63 nursing students residing in the uni-
versity campuA were' subjected to the Study. The findings
are: 1) the environmental hazards in terms of water contamination,
poor :mess hygiene and *untrained, unimaunised and unchecked
foodhandlers were high in all the hostels,. 2) the nursing
students came Tromcomparatively poorer families, had tore
gastro-intestinal complaints and higher percentage of positive
stools, showed higher percentages of vitamin deficiences awl.
.consumed poorer diets, 3) all the diets were deficient in
proteins. ca.leium, phosphorus, vitamin At thiamin, riboflavin
and vitamin Cc The diets showed. excess of roots and other
.vegotables, and iron '(vegetable sources). The nurses' diet,
showed excess of cereals, and deficiency of oils or fats and

female-itudents took *the highest amount of pulses:
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HIGHER EDUCATICN

83 DUBE V V S: LT:Madhya Pradeshj University Bill. Hitavada

6 January 19.69, p.4, Cp1s. 3-6. 840 words,

The bi ll.is critacizAbn the following counts: 1) creation of

a post of'Chancellor with no work.,:while the Governor of a

the State is as Visitor; 2) a superfluous.post of
Rector to be-, Occupied.byagdvernment official. This is a

university autonomy; 3).provision of only 5
elected memberS from, registered graduates constituency out. if 100
:MOMPeis:of the univerSity6C014rt.Court would be dominated ,by
government-offiCialsrand.Ministers; 4) provision.of.an,ee-
Outive council Consisting of 9 teaChers .and 1 elected member.
This would ,give absolute; power to the vice-chancellor.

84 ,EZEKIEL N: Collapse, Hof Times of India 5

JanUary 1969, p 5=6.. 660 - words..

Although

education at all levels has been the most widely
-.discussed topic and many suggestions for improvement have
been made, the same Old system continues. One of the reasons

is the insistence on single -solutions viz., uniform syllabus,
lectures, textbooks, examinations and degrees for all studen,:s

differing widely in educational background and acquaintance
with, the medium of_ -instruction. The immediate need is for a
variety ofeducational.institutiOns and levels,. catering to
students according_ to their .requirements. Higher educatiOn
can be meaningful only if the following conditions are fulfilled:
1) reasonable adMission policy which cannot obviously satisfy
all;..2)suitabla courses at vall_ms. levelS;- 3/ diversified

modes.. of evaluating the performance of students so- that the

emphasis on examinations is eliminated-; 4) intellectually active
staff; ..5) the right and the: power to insist on :the realistic

standards that are setixp:
.

85 INTER7UNIVEP.SITY BOARD QE INDIA. AND-:CEY.LOR, NEW DELHIr

UniverSities handbooki.T and,Ceylon. New .Delhi, the Board,

1962., 41, 904P

Tbe.15th.edition of the,handbook covers .69 uniVersitiesr'10
.institutions. deemed to be universities and 5 Indian Institutes
ofjechnology, besides: 3 universities' of Ceylon. The universities/
institutions are arranged alphabetically and the .following
.informition is presented: 1) officers of 'university; deans of

faculties; brief history; jurisdiction; constitution; medium of
instruction; library, laboratory and research facilities;
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schOlakships and fellowships; private or external studies;
academic.year; budget estimates; special features; miscellaneous
information; courses of study degrees, diplomas and" certificates
awarded; list of affiliated colleges, names of teachers. No
information has been provided in respect of K 8 liarbhange.
University. Three other universities are still in the process
of being set up and do not have any precise information to
communicate A.P. Singh University, Rewa (Madhya Pradesh),
Maharashtra Agricultural University, and University of Calicut.
An index contains references to subjects and courses at the
degree level.

86 WLLA B P: Problems of post.graduate.studies in India..:
University News 1969, 7(3), 1344.

The following defeats acre .pointed out in postgraduate ( P.G.)
studies in 1) lack of clarity in the objectives'Of
teaching; 2)"paucity of resOurces-both human and. financia4
3) absena_of separate dean or director of studies for
coordinating the activities of different departments ;: 4) absence
of .a central .coordinating authority similar toUOC for academic
matters at the:PG level; 5) absence of innovation in curri-
culum, teaching, methods and learning experiences; and 6) outmoded
examination. system.. ProblemSrelating to research are:
1) absence of. qualit; research in most disciplines. except a
feW etact scienpes; 2) lack of applied research; and 3) dupli
cation and stagnation in -research due to the absence of a
central coordinatinivagencyc The suggestionsarev1) separate
administrative _unit for FG studies; 2) proper selection ''of

Students; 3) proper selection of qualified. and experienced
'teachers for teaching and research guidance; 4) remodelling
I courses in view of the new needs of.Indian society and
fresh advances.in knowledge; 5)*provision of choice of .courses
according to the students' special interests; 6) continuous
evaluation of students; 7) liberal. financial assistance for
PG studies; 8) preparation of high level textbooks; 9) provision
of special facilities in libraries and laboratories; 10) creation
of a coordination centre responsible-for documentation mork.:.

87 . SAYEED B A: Extension of free education for all in PM
untimely.. Mail 14 March 1969, p.4,, Co] s., 3-6., 2040 words.,

.The proposed extension of the existing restricted scheme of free

.education at the pre.university level has been oppr .med on the

following groUnds: 1) primary :need is the fulindant. of the

constitutional obligation of providing free and compulsory edui+
cation up to the age of 14; 2) providing free education to stu.
dents of the richer section of the society is unjustified;
3) unlbaited proliferation would affect the standard of edu..

cation and discipline in colleges; 4) besides being an
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infringement on the autonomy of privately managed institutions
there would, be undue strain on .their resources; 5) introduction
of two-year pre: - university course would- put greater strain on

the economy of the. State-. Instead of this 'scheme' introduction
of. a programme liberal scholarships, stipends, studentships
and fellowsliips for poor"- and meritorious students has been
suggested; .1

INSTRUCTION MATERIAL AND AIDS'

88 KOTHARI D S: Incentives for production of university
!leVei books in Indian languages Hitavada 23 January 969,

r44)

I: 44 Cole, 3.4. 1070 words, r.

Production of university level books in Indian languages. should
be cons 'idered. as an integrated national for the
changeover in the medium 'of instruction to the regional

An a.11-India organization should mobilize suitable
,authors:, saieritigts,- subject experts 'and' college teachers` "for
writing standard books in different :language's, The bOoks to
-be;prodUced could be either original or translations of..
itaridard 0014 in foreign or Indian languages.. The folloWing
-types of incentives' should be given to the .authors and
tranailators' participating in the programmes 1) giving .academic
recbirittion the work of teachers who :produce standard'.:

textbooks, and considering such matters for recruitment and
promotion.; 2) providing lump- sum grantS varying :between
15,5000 10,000' tb teachers on successfulproduction of. a
standard' textbOok; 3) offering technical and ministerial
,assistance for writing books ; -4) awarding Prizes to the authors
.of the best university 'standard booki in 'different Subject
fields, in a particular. year.

89 Quality textbooks at low coat L :News Item Aindu 9
. March 19.69, .p.6,' '1.4,12.80 Words
e". !

Presents information about National Board of School Textbooks
set up in 'accordance with the recommendation$ of the National
Integration Conference (Srinagar, JUne 1968.), with.the Union
EduCation Minister' at Chairman and the State Education Ministers
and 16 educationiFts and experts in book production as members,
The National C"uncil of .Educational Research and Training would

provide the necessary academic services to the Board. Three
printing presses, each dealirig... with a group of Indian languages,
would.be set .up in Mysore,. Chandigarh and Bhubane mar g with the

; ' technical assistance of .1ye4 Germany. The major issues to be
tackled by the .Board are maximum utilization of the .presses.
Some experts suggest that these .resses should be utilized for
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-1. the produbtion of books fOr primary- schools to overcome the
shortage. of instructional material causing.Wastage at that
level.. .Private pr,eses could be engaged in producing secondary
level books; 2) reorganization of administrative machinery at
the State level to facilitate textbook production. An inde-
pendent, autonomott; oiganiZation would be more effective than
a departmental bureau. Each State should have its own printing
arrangements ;3) provision of free textbooks at the primary
level. In the long run the ppard might have to extend its
activities to the coileg.e, level, ,The working of a scheme of
financial assistance initiated.. two. years ago, envisaging
Central assistance of Rs.10 milli6n to each State with matching
grants from the States should be reviewed to ensure adequate
supply of low -cost and quality textbooks to college students,

..
90 'ROMAN S. Pre-r4quisites for the use of films in education.r Indian'Jaurria of .idultEdUcation 1968,"?9(12), 78. 10.

91 ..

Discusses the steps to be taken for ensuring the. three pre-
requidites fOi7-the USe*.of films in edUcation: 1) availability
of filMS; 2) establishment of a net-Work of film "libraries
containing'multiplel'prints; 3) training of personnel in the
use of films: Since "edUCational films. are not produced in
India,. a careful selection of films available in other countries
should be mitde* and dubbing rights in Indian languages secured.
Besides, such films should be produced which would be useful
both -'at secondary school and adult edtication levels and would
prdnote scientific attitude in the common man and carry the
message of modernization. A national film centre should be
established to meet the requirements of Universities and

:.,colleges, as a first -step. toWrttds tii,.estabiishient of film
centres in each university.. At leaet one central scheme for
the training Of instructional film .personnel should be organized.
The need for popularizing iirOjection facilities and projection
,e'quirmentat mass".level-has been stress( d.

. . .
._ .

'Textbook scandal: L.:Edit orial_/ t. Times. of. Iridia..20 iJarWarY
.:1969 .p.8; -Cols. 1-2.600-words.

Deploring, the ptiblication of a textbook, used in UP:
tyi!.1,0h -contains dispiraging references particular community,
the.edit9rial endorses..,- the recommendations...6f a Committee of the
Union Education ministry :that in writing history textbooks, care
shCitild, be taken to 'highlight -oniY; such acts ,.,ap.vrould ,p3.1oduca a healthy
effect. on.: the Minde..cif children': The.:.foliaing- suggestions
are given.; 1) horough-mierhauling; of the; entire machinery. for the
,selection ofteictbci6ke,' 2) Setting up an inter-State board of
-experts to deal' with textbooks' other than. those, .on regional
literatures:. Identical textbooks in subjects like hiStory,
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geography or chemistry could be used in. all the States; 3) approv-
ing several alternatives andleaving the final choice of
textbook to the sbhbol board; 4). allowing private publishers to
participate in 'thy- programme.. Instead of ,expecting the National
Cauncil of 31ucati:nal Resenrch and:Trainiri7 to daviss bo:..17s to

suit:their different needs, the States should;agree'on common
.syllabiA.n.non-langUage subjects. .

LANGUAGE FROBIEK

92 INDIA. MINISTER OF EDUCATION, 1967-69 CT Sen): Medium of
education - change-over to Indian languages. Hitavada 23 January
1969, p.2, Cols. 68; P.5, Cols. 1-3. 3055 words.

The need for a planned and smooth change-over to Indian languages
as media of instruction in higher education has been stressed.
The suggestions offered are: 1) following an elastic and gradual
approach for the change-over; 2) simultaneously strengthening
th, study, of English; 3) evolving a programme for the production
of-textbooks in all Indian langUages: The change-over should
not:be delayed- till all the requifed books are produced, and
the books prescribed for university courses should be -An any
:language', Indian or foreign, if found uSeial; 4) establishing
special-centres of higher learning which uaopt both findi and
English as media of education:for preserving unity among the
intelligentsia.

93 . JOHN V V: Education and- language. policy. Bombay, Nachiketa
Tablications, 1969. 79p.

The book is a collection of seven:- articles.- 3 lectUresand 4
articles published in national dailies. The first article entitled
"Road to Babel" stresses that instead of compelling pupils to
learn languages according to the political whim, language pro.
ficiencies beyond the mother tongue necessary for different cate-
gories of services should be indicated. 'Similarly universities
should indicate the languages necessary for pursing higher studies.
The second article dealing with the - :,other tongue in schools and
universities suggests .that'a well-designed school curriculum in the
incthei.tongue should be drawn up to introduce the students to the
joy-of 'learning and to cultivate in them'intellectual.self.confidence
At the Undergradtiate-ete.ge two alternative suggestions have been
made:1)--prescribing minimum proficiency in comprehensiOn and
d'OMMuication;1).making the syllabus in the mother tongue the
-meths i4imPart all that is meant by "general eduCationn. The third
article discussing the national language policy makes a strong plea
for the adoption of the mother tongue.ps the medium of instruction
to faciliatepomprehension, self-eXpression and'coilmunication.
However, the study of English, which is, essential for :having
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access to modern knowledge, should not be ignored. In the fourth

article entitled ."Iengtige in a pressure Cooker", adoption of new Ilium
had been recommended according to which the .compulsory study of
3 languages should be.couipaeted effectively during the school
period. An, enforcement of the three-fold skill in languages for
entry into *ptiblic*Peririce requiring university degrees should be
deferred till the first batch of school-leavers take their degrees,
A c'ä4 programme should be adopted during the transitional period
of 12 year. The next two articles discuss t- benefits of learning
Enklish:and8anOiii, The last article describes the language

probein of Belgium.

LITERACY

94 BUTT: H: .Pommunication of scientific knowledge to village
people.- the need for functional -literacy, Social Action /968,
475-80.

The nee forlunCtiOnal literacy among villagers for the
cOMMiinicaticin:Of scientific knowledge has been stressed, and
literacy wOrkjlas:beehrecommendedai. aignhficant. The
communication media generally used in extension work are:
-1):cleinonstration,..-2) ;verbal ebntact; 3) visual and audio-

visual:aids. 'These methods serve mostly the motivational ends
and are liadequate forboOeying adequate'scientific knowledge.
They are not available to the villagers at their convenience,
and do not meet indiViduAl abilities and requirements.. Since
they are.nCt:available.On ac6ntinuing and: repetitive, basis4
reinforcement .and.recallare extremely limited. On the other
handl'printed litOrature.hai the following advantages: 1) it
would fulfil its purpose more effectively and would also permit
of more imaginative and creative use of other extension methods;
2) it would supplement and elucidate what may be only rarti-s
Icularly or even erroneously conceived through other media;
3) it is not only the most effective way of assuring under-
standing and facilitating the retention of information, but
is also the most efficient and economical means of reaching
the villagers.

r

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

95 D'SOU4 D: 'Promotion of physical education in elementary
schoalsOyayam 100, February., 12.45,

,

The tlay-WaY'in education_has tieendevised because educational
experi4nde attheprimaiy..itage is sense-experience, attained
thrOUgh imitatIOn, eMUlatiOn and-dramatization, Activities used
foT this purpose should be carefully selected and graded to
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suit growing children. Individual attention should be given to
teaching skills so that differences in capacity of the children
do.not lead to discouragement and frustration. The following
pattern has been suggested: 1) first year: importance given to
activities such as mimetics, story plays, dramatics; 2) second
standard: continuation of the previous programme and gradual
introduction of_ Changed forms of activities; 3) third standard:
simple group games of 1.-m organization involving elementary

skills and seg.r.tetting students and miMetics, story plays and
draMatidp; 4) idoUrth standard: activities involving strength,

speed. and skilli taking care to avoid fatigue. :The clas'Sroom
"'teacher, properly. oriented, shoul&undeitake the,teaching
.assignMent.

96 PANDA El: Need for physical education and its aims.
Teaching 19681'41(2)1- 58-60.

The emphasis should be on training in agility, poise and good
posture. The aim of-physicateducation should be: 1),developing.
in children ari appteciatibdjor exercise and fresh air;
2) stressing fhe importance of'group'interesti over personal
gain; 3) increasing, childts power of resistance to minor
ailments; 4) providing an outlet for self-expression facilitating
emotional deVelopment. Physical activities in a wholesome
environment would develop the physical, mentaiumoral.and
emotional -health Of the child and enable him to face thepro-
blends of.1JAV courageously,. and. successfully. The three important
factors in Physical education are: freedom, non - interference
and self-expression'. The child should be allowed to experi
meni; invent and ,choose hit activities freely. .

POLICY AND PLANNING

97 AGARWAL S P, PRAKASA AA0 M 3: Manpower aPproach'to the

new Fourth Plan. Education Quarterly 1969, 20(1)1'22-6.

The major considerations for a feasible manpower ,planning are:
1) planned development should not be allowed to suffer for want of
manpower of requisite skill and category; 2) qualitative improve-
ments should be stressed with a view to ensuring manpower
development and utilization leading to higher productivity;
3) educational and training,p6iicy should be harmonized with
the occupational requirement of induStrial activity and techno-
logy; 4) motivations and .mobility of the labour fitce, and

distribution df.incOmes and expenditures should be so oriented
as to.bringabout job satisfaction and savings in the economy.
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These considerationscallfor a close and effective coordination
of policies in the fields of population} education, economic
development, and manpower.

.I

_,... .. .

98- BCNI. J D: Jamshedpur . Case-for an expanded theoretical
frameworkto integrate education, Society' and productivity,
Indian Educational Review-1969i 4(1), 34-43...14 ref; :*.

. The causes of labour unrest in-1958 -in'the.Tata enterprises at
Jamshedpur have been analyzed in. the context of the traris=
formation of workers belonging to rural areas into:a modern
industrial and urban comilunity. In spite .of the introduction
of a number of progressiVe reforms such as health;, hOusing,
measures for .civic improvement, and:sanitation, the-educational
'system adopted-1)Y the authorl:tiiis-failed:to provide workers

with the social and emotional'Skills-'hedessary for. urban
living. As a resultthey'reindined an `'easy prei-to unserdPulous
politicians. It'h00,beensuggesteethatAhere should. be greater
:participation of workers in 16cal councils respOnSible for
-dr.Sy4ng up edUdatiOnal'policy. Vodational=ceniked- training
"cOuises should be ,widened to include more- .general and academic
subjects This WoUldprovide opportunities ".for the development
of a_dammitmentjo the local cogidunity. 'Planneks and edu -.
cators mUSt,rpt only fit an-edudalionai scheme to a particular

-eConamy must also be able' to predict donsticiuendes

sophisticated framework combining-the Ansightb.of education,,
peYckA.:Ey and other social- disciplines'.

.

'e-

1,

99 . DATTA S K: Job for jobless engineers. Statesman, Calcutta
28 March 1969, p.11, Cols., 2.5,1932.words,

1

Freewingth6 expansion-of technical educatiOk. would not solve
the employment probleworbIgineers and any injudicious
decision to slow down the rhythm of technical edudatiOn would
be disastrous. The current annual output of 35,000 technical
persons:oduld be abscirbectin'the falicwing.malinerI 15'1070 of
tile'lengineerine.gradOates in teaching ,and :training institutions

by aking.the teadhing profesSion mor0 attractive; ?). 15% in
TPs@arch7and.developmema:al.activitieS:in various- laboratories,
and research associations; and 3):a:substantial.perdentagw in
the agriculturai.seCtor, this '.b.O4/eVer, cails-forproOdr planning
and iiriplemeniation;
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100 KHAN Q U: Statistics for educational planning. Manpower
Journal 1968, 4(3), 41-62.

101

Sources of educational statistics in India. are: 1) Ministry
of Education; 2) University Grants Commission; 3) National
Coundil of Educational Research and Training; 4) Census oft.

India; .5) Directorate General: of Employment and Training; and
6) other sources. The methodology of collection of data and-
their nature have been briefly described. An annotated list of
publications containing educatiOnal statistics has been given.
Some,significant'gaps in the existing statistics are: 1) data
collected by different agencies adopting varying conceptis and
different reference periods are not comparable. Considerable
overlapping is also noticed; 2)' unusual tibe lag between

' 'collection and publication of data; 3) now:-availability of
Separate data on freshenirants:fasepeaters, and dropouts
needed_ for estimating wastage and stagnation rates; 4) non-
inclUsion of information in -thestatistics on edUcational
expenditure on budgetary provisions and parental expenditure;
5) non-availability of adequate data on the cost of institutional
and in -plant training;. 6) problem of equivalence of different
examinations, The suggestions are; 1) allocation of the
Collection of differenttypes of.statistics to different
organizations to avoid duplication; 2) casting direct and

'indireCt educational expenditure .by stages and types of. edu-
'catigh,.3) classifying the data on teaching and other staff
by length of experience and Salary groups; 4) preSentation of
statistics on educational out-turn (postgraduate level) by
subjects and specialities; 5) classifying out-turn by rural
and urban areas; 6) collection of data on foreign-trained
personnel; 7) collection of comprehensive data on institutional
and in-plant training.

. .

KHARE G P: Statistics for educatronal planners . statistical
techniques, .New Delhi, Asian Institute. of Educational Planning
and Administration,..1968. 109p'. 15 ref. L Mimeographed)

.:

The primary object,of the publication is to make. the educational
...aannerjamiliar.With the method of collection, compilation, tabu.
'iation, presentation,"and,interprefttion"of data, so that he can
have a, better, rapport with-Statisticians. The contents are:
1) statistics and' statistical process; 2 ) collection of statistics
planning.thestudy, devising the questions and making the schedule,
selection'of thesamples, using the schedules,- organiting the data,
making finished tables and charts, 'analysis, of the findings;
3) frequency distribution; 4) graphic presentation - diagrams and
charts; pictographs and statistical maps; 5) measure of central
tendency - arithmetic mean, weights, geometric mean, harmonic
mean, median, mode; 6) .measure of dispersion-range, semi-interquar-
tile or quartile deviation, average deviation, standard devi-
ation; 7) sampling - design of the survey pilot surveys,
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selection of samples, different types of random sample surveys,
estimation, of population characteristics;8) rates, ratios
and index numbers.

111

102 ORISSA. PLANNING AND COORDINATION (EVALUATION) DEPARTMENT:
Study; on the pattern of utilization of educated persons.
Bhuvaneswari the Department,' 1968, vi, 181p.

The study undertaken-at-the suggestion of Planning Commission
covers the candideitei wilt; pasied:graduate, postgraduate and
diploma 'level examinations in 1,963. Of the 650 candidates,
contacted (Out of 1983 successful candidates), 38.5% responded
(response Of-di:plc:ilia-holders was 80.4%). Only 10,8%'obtained
first class. 'The-Mejcit'agergrOu0 was 20-25 (54%).. An analysis
of the responses haS been presented under the following
.heading6 alOrig with necessary 'statistical tables (193):
1')_oackgroUnd-of:the tespondentii; 2) activity status; .3) status
'aild'mode ofrecrditMent*;*4) salai; 5) job preference;
d) unemployed respondents.'

103 16809 crore outlay for education during Fourth Plan 4news item./Times of India 30 January 1969, 9, Cols. 1.2, 930 words.

The'outlay for education had been' fixed at 168090 million
(central sector 2590 million and State sector 5500 million).
Sector.wise allocations are: elementary education 2178;7.
million, secondary education 1262 million, university'
education 1817.6 million, social education 100 million, technic
cal education 1201.0 million and others 1199.7 million.
Enrolmen targets at the end of. the-Plan period are:'primary
level 68.27 million, middle'level 18.45 ,:secondary level.
10.37 million, higher:education 2.66 million, technical
education (degree and diploma) ..073.inillion. Some .of the
'Significant programmes are i 1)-ensaring primary and middle
sOhOols within easy walking diStance from each village,'
2):.ektensidn:of*so0Ondary education to under-developed zones;

furthei establishment of institutions of higher edu.
cation outside :the university systeD4 4) establishment of
State board0 for 'the expansion and improvement. of teacher
edupatiOn;.5) establishment of a national staff college, for
educational-administration 6) constituting a social science
researdi'dounCiL" *-
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PRESCHOOL: EDUCAT IO

104 ZAHEER A: Child's all round development - core of pre.
school education. Yojana 1969, 13(1), 25, 27.

Describes the activities of Central Social Welfare Board for
the development ,of pre=school education. The Board operates
two programmes: 1) grant-in-aid programme for voluntary
agencies to increase,phild,enrolment, purchase instructional
and 'recreational` material and equipment, employ trained teachers,
and construct school' buildings; 2) sponsored programme of
.eitablighing institutions for pre. - school education -in rural

areas'ncitcOliered by voluntary agencies. "The Third Plan

programme inc100 1) training of workerth; 2 standardization
of instructionand.recreational material and equipment;
and 3)Troduction:of pictorial literature. Based' on the
recOihmendations* the Evaluation Committee (1964)1 the .Board's
-revised. Welfare..ExieniionProjects aim at the all.round.develop.
ment.of the'pre-sChool childby.setting of Balwadiso'strengthen.-
ing the family to bridge the gap:between the home environments
and the pre-schools,

PRIMARY* EDUCAT

'105 SHARMA B M, PRASAD C: Functional status of rural primary
schools in Rajasthan,. Indian Educational Review 1969, 4(1),,44..
56,. 3 ref,

Am attempt was made to eicamipe tkevlariaus aspects 'of the
workingi of primary.schools in order to assess the functional
status sf these educational centres which 'are integral.
parts ot.the lainchayat Samititd:rwl All primary schools (81 for
boys and.9.fovgirls)"..ofone.Phnchayat Samiti -in Jobner.
(Jaipur:Districtr Rajasthan State) were_subjected tOlhe.study,
The. data have been. analyzed and-Presented.under the folloWing
headings: 1).' enrolment trend (1959-66); 2),trength of teaching
and non.teaching'staff.and their ratio (1959-66W3) student.
tdadher ratio (195946);:4) number.of.school-going*and non ...

school..gOingifoyd and girls'; 5) buildings; 6) facilty
forgardening;.7): facilities for games and sport8)avail.
ability'of.esbential:teaChirig aids:!: 9) adequacy of the 1Wary;
10) help'and. incentives offered to students; 11) assistance
available for the improvement of school buildings for the year
1959; 12) class.-wise seating facilities; 13) furniture available
for the staff and office. The major findings are: 1) most of the
schools were established during the last 15.20 years; 2) the
total enrolment of boys represented 66.7% in 1966 as against
88% in 1959; 4) student-teacher ratio ranged from 28:1 to 40:1;
5) 41.6% of the boys and 66.5% of the girls belonging to school..
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age group do not join schools; 6) 83,5% of the schools have
their own buildings; 7) teaching aids, library facilities,
furniture for staff and student.q, and facilities for games
and Sports are inadequate.

READ :ENG

106 DHAR K L: problemt of Indian students, NIB
Journal 1968, 3(2), 224,

The'reading problems of African students as revealed by the
investigations conducted at the Makerere University College,
And at 'the University of Ibadan and Ghana closely .resemble
those of blian:studehtso. Ihn, suggestions for improvement
ato: 1) appreciation of the-labt.that different types. of
comprehension necessitate different study skills; 2)-change
in .the present practice of teaching of isolated Nor& and
testing Of:the meaning of:the words out cl.context; 3) deter..
M*0*-the-cOntribUtiOn of factors like loci intelligence, limited

eki0.1010nta4.baCgrouhd4'Vitual and:oral defects, emotional
diffiCuit.ieSt: to Poverty .of vocabulary4.4)..abolitOn of teach-
ing of formal which is not helpful,in'teaching:redihg;

training 'students.. in using.dictionariest%reference'bOO104,
encyqicipaedias; indexes; 6).construction.of :rapid-readir4

.

,cO4kiipsr graded reading material and comprehension .exercises;
7) use of simplified Vertions.of.claSsics for developing reading

SCHOOL BUIIDINGS

107 CENTRALBTILDIMRESEARCH INSTITUTE, ROORKEE: Research on
low cost school buildings, Education Quarterly 1968, 20(1),
51-3o,

Highlights the progress achieved in working out functional and
economical school buildings, ..The research work covered the,
following :areas: 1) anatomical studies of .children to tindOut
basic data for various activities and. their application;
2) teaching_sp4ce requirement and storage space requirement;
3) dimensional, data for furniture .arid fixtures; 4) proper
daylightinOf teaching areas;. 5) effective. planning and..Optimum
utiiitationOf_space;. and 6) development sxfplant for different
.regions, .Samd. of the:da,0T Mevealed in the studies. are: 1) inimum
st:a0e-rOqUirem6nt:for a child .la loll scio mor 2) a ciLissrooM of
702 .0e 6O1 p Can'acdOmmodate 4017tudqnts in wOrk.experince.tYpe
of 'schools; 3Ya classroom of 41.87 x 6olt is adequate'for 40
:stUdents*for squatting pattern o tcaching;.4) 0.88 cu.w.m4 of .
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108

storage space should be provided in the classroom to store
teaching equipment and allied materials; 5) for obtaining the
minimum level of 150 lux of'daylight. on the work plan at a
level of 15% clear window opening has to be provided at asill height of 90 to 105 cm for a classroom of 7,32 x 8,1 in.)
with unobstructed facades.

SINGLE TEACHER SCHOOLS

G K INSTITUTE OF RURAL EDUCATION, GAROGOTI: Experiment-al study of teaching in single-teacher schools. Indian
gclUcational Reyiew 1969, 4(1) 373.5.

FtepOrtEt. an investigation whidh, compared the educational :pro-
gress, of ,si;udents reading in An- experimental single-teacher
sChoOl-witir:spedially draWn up educational prograrnmel and in
some other liChoOls following ,existing pattern of work (controlTgreup) The programme of work in the experimental SchbO1S
:conifiSfed. -oft 1) organization of work (Oeating arratigeMentO
and grouping :Of pupils and :plan of work and timeLtableEi)i
and :2) teaching methods ,(syllabus activities, teaching method,

',equipment and teaching .aids) The programme lasted; one full
academic Year during which the work of the experimental school
was -evaluated quarterly (internal) . At the end of -the' year

evaluation test (external) was given to c:aXperiniental
Aancf. control schOols. The results show that the progresS: Ofstudents in the experimental school was better, and the

technique employed in the school was well suited for the
improvement of single-teacher schools.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

-109 AMRIT KAUR: Ftrsonality-patterns of schedule and non.
schedule caste adolescents - a study. Educational Trends 1969,3(1.2), 26.9,

The::s,ample consisted' of 40 schedule case, 40 non.echeciule castestudents (mean age 16,. IQ range 60419) selected froM24 Agracolleges 'Ail: English -version of .the 'Indian adaptaticin of
Bernreuter 114 FOrsonality Inventory consisting Of 30 items:* was
administered to the Sample,- Each item in the inventory wassnored for 4 :traits,: neurotic tendency, self- sufficiency,
ntroversion, and dominance.' A comparison of the data relatingto the, :two groUps' indicate that: 1) except in dorninanCe ,bOt.hgroups are honiegeneoue 'with reference to the other three traits;2) the adolescents belong to schedule caste cod are fipte in antthan the:' other group. It has been concluded that provision' of
favourable environment would remove the personality difference..
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Students irrespective Of their caste would benefit by edu7..
cational.opporutnities provided to them and would develop
the same 'degree orpOWer for social adjustment.'

-

r.

110 CHANDRASEKHAR S: lducation of the deaf. Hind h, Weekly
Magazine 0 March 19691'1).111, Cols, 1-6. 876 Words.

111

4s against .2 million deaf children of school-going age only
70 schools exist for both children and adults, with an enrol-
ment capacity of about 5,000. Steps taken by the government
for the education of the deaf are: 1) establishment of a
comprehensive national centre for training in several engineering
and non-englueering occupationsr2) setting up a school for
partially deaf children; 3) provision of scholarships: for deaf
children (516 scholarships awarded during the Third. Plan);
4) setting up 9 sPecialexchanres for securing employment for the
deaf, Setting up a number of good pre-schools with facilities
for consulting parents has been recommended.

KHAN A H: Suggestions for education of gifted Pupils,.
benboiec News' and Views 1969, 5(1), 7-8, 11, 13, 13 ref'.

The three special provisions for ,the gifted viz., .acceleration,.
.ability grouping, and enrichment have been discussed;and the
following steps "have been suggested to initiatka'programme in
individual schools: 1) undertaking the following.types of
studies:.(4) comparison of in different' subjects
with academic ability; (b) "survey of good studentSwho dropped
before thefinal.examination,..(c) analysis of the behaViour
of more.able student's whb-6reate discipline problems; (d) analyzing
the reasons why some gifted students .do not prosecUte higher
studies; 2) analyzing the situation obtaining in the school
and adopting programmes likely to be successful; 3) improving
the existing programme to be followed by the adoption of new
plans on experimental basis4,4).invplvingu in.the programme
staff-Meinbers-who.chow. interest in gifted pupils'; 5) allocating
some funds for the programMe; 6) discussing theeprogramme with
the school board and the community 16adeis. Assistance may be
obtained from the Department of PsychologielF?.undatians of HORT,

112 1400pERJEE S, .MOOKHERJEE D: Educational provisions for the
gifted a. review. Indian Educational Review 1969c 4(1), 101-15,
'48 ref.

.

Presents a review of the significant studies conducted during
1928-1967 in three major areas of teaching the giftedc viz"
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acceleration, enrichment, and special classes including homogeneous
and heterogeneous groupings. Some trends revealed in the
discussion of the literature are: 1) opinion in the field of
proper administrative procedure for the gifted is far, tram
conclusive; 2)..in acceleration, educators are undecided about
the best way to provide it, the amount to be provided, and the
grade and IQ level where acceleration would be best suitable;
3) although the need for enrichment fok the gifted students
is not queitioned, the nature. of enrichment (vertical or hori-
zontal) is still subject to controversy; 4) no specific definition
or criterion of the gifted is available in the literature.

STATISTICS

113 101A, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION: Education .in universities in
India, 1962.61 . a statistical survey-, Delhi, Manager of
Publicationdi 1968, iii.194p.

The first two chapters present a general and a statistical
survey of the progress. The review is followed by 39 statis-
tical tables on the follrvAng topics: 1) universities in India .
juri..Mictiont.type, faculties and medium of instruction/
examination; 2) number of university teaching departments and
colleges; 3) number of colleges by type of education; 4) enrol.
ment; 5) enrolment by type of education; 6) enrolment by
standard in different departments; 7)- foreign.students in
India; 8) teachers'in university teaching departments and
colleges; 9) teachers by type of education; 10) -pay scaled of
teachers in university teaching departments; 11)AeaChers in
university teaching departments and colleges by salary groups;
12) examination results (standard-wise);-13) examination

results (detailed-break-up); 14) incoMe ,of the Universities
and'their colleges.; 15) expenditUre' on universities and their
colleges;1"6).statistics of libkaries; 17) statistics of
evening-colleges/courses,.

114 INDIA, UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION: University development
in India -; bsic fActi3 and-fcgurest:1965.66. New.Delhii* the
COMmiision4 1968, ix, 266p.

The annual statistical report based on the data supplied by the
various universities and colleges relates to the position as on
15th August 1965 and covers the following aspects: 1) all.India
statisiicS;(1963/64-1965/60- on enroliont; 7) universities;
3) colleges and teaching departments' of universities; 4) enrolment
in teaching departments and affiliated colleges (total 1.7
million, women 20.4); 5) faculty -wise enrolment (break-up by
universities); 6) enrolment distribution according to stases;
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staff position in university teaching departments and colleges
(university-wise data on staff-pupil ratio also included
designation -wise break-up of staff); 7) halls of residence and
staff quarters; 8)%postgraduate education and research.
Data pertaining to institutions deemed ds universities and
institutions of.naticnal importance have been given separately
Whelaver relevant, sex-wise, faculty -wise and university -wise
break-up has been given. The appendices contain some additional
statistical data.

STUDENT

115 Conflict of generations LEditorial.../: Educational
.India 1968, 35(7), 218-19

The latest theory that conflict of generations is responsible
for student .unrest is unfounded since :many among the older
generations favour drasti:: changes in the social order unlike
many young .conseruatives and conformists, The failure of
parents .and teachers in effecting proper socialization of child.
reno.and the revolutionary atmosphere created by extremist
political parties. cause the unrest. Student unrest is partly
a law and order problem, which should be faced.with strength
and courage.

116 CEYRAC P: Analysis of student unrest and anti-social
behaviour, (In Mathias T A, EJ.A.Education and social concern.
Delhi, Jesuit Educational Association of India, 1968. 145-53).

The history of student unrest in India has been traced and its
causes have been analyzed. Factors immediately connected with
university and contributing to unrest are: 1) lack of moti-, .

vation in students; 2) poor quality of teaching; 3) absence of
a challenging curriculum; 4) economic problems; 5) uncertain
employment prospects; .6) crisis of authority;.7) corruption
in social-and political life. Student unrest' is Only one aspect

'or-the-crisis through which India is passing. The root of
unrest can be traced in the emergence of masses seeking .social
justice and human conditions of living and unconsciously striving
to diSplace traditional westernized leadership. The remedial
measures suggested are: 1) implementing the recommendations
of the Edudation Commission concerning student unrest;" 2)
associating right type.of students with student councils;
and' 3) giVing.students a.deep sense. of motivation and purpose,
and a sense of adventure and a new vision.
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117 GHO$H S K: Student challeme round the world. Calcutta,
Eastern Law House, 1969, viii, 254p. 75 ref.

The author, a police official, surveys the resent wave of
itudents.challenging the authorities in India and in different
parts of the world. An analysis.of student unrest in India
reveals the following features: 1) demonstrators belong to
different age groups and social strata and also include non.
students; 2) motivation differs widely; 3) educational authori-
ties do not take appropriate action at the right time; 4) mostly
these demonstrations are sponsored by some interested parties
including teachers; and 5) students expect special treatment
from the police. The following suggestions habe been offered
for policing a student revolt: 1) adoption of a balanced view
of the problem and taking firm decisiohs in time; 2) enforcing
prohibitory orders on processions and assemblies only if outbreak
of violence is foreseen;-making all-out efforts by the
police for projecting a better image; 4) seeking co-operation
of the press and public; 5) appointing a j'Adicial commission
only in exceptional circumstances where the facts are seriously
in dispute; 6) pressing the services of the army on rare
occasions; 7) minimum deployment of uniformed police fame,
keeping them out of the sight` of the demonstrators, and using
them only when the. situation demands; 3) making available the
services of a qualified and impartial doctor to examine those
complaining of injury while being arrested; 9) transferring
arrested persons to court custody as soon as podsible; 10)
arranging trial of cases as far as possible inside jail premises;
11) imparting special training to the police in the methods
and techniques of combating mob violence. .

118 4-. INDIA. CONFERENCE OF INSPECTCRGENEIIALSoF POLICE. COMMITTEE

' ON STUDENTS' AGITATION: No judicial probe - police role in
student stirs. Times of India 8 January 1969,p.11, Cols q-e,
1150 words:

Indiscriminate judicial enquiry into instances of police firing
and other alleged excesses has been opposed, because it would
have demoralizing effects on the police force and reduce their
effectiveness in handling riotous situations. The Committee made
the following _Aigkestions to deal with student agitations: 1) use
of.miuimuM force necessary to achieve the desired objectivei and
regulating it according to the prevailing circumstances; 2) stopping

all-processions.which are likely to cause breach of peace; 3) non-
interference with peaceful processions; 4) use of experienced avid
specially. trained personnel to deal with situations involving
students. The police should have the right to enter the university
campus after informing the university authorities, to investigate
into crimes unconrected to student agitation. Police should also
T. ave the right to enter the campus not necessarily with the con-
currence of the university authorities to deal with student
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agitation, if 1)-a-serious breach of yeace.is threatened or
is' actually taking place; 2),other criminal ,offences are

being committed; and 3) the- campus is being aged as a base
for conducting violent activities:* Foi hin4ling agitations
outside the campus, it would be advisable to associate pro.
ctoral or disciplinary staff of the educational institution
Other suggestions are: 1) no interference in legal processes
involving students; 2) no premature termination of orders of

rustication; a) no interference in the affairs of universities

by political parties,4) appointment'of a judicial commission

only'when material evidence of deliberate use of excessive

farce exists. Normally a. magisterial inquiry would be sufficient.

119 1(q3AD B. K R: 'What ails, the students . sources of =present

discontents. Times of India.6 February 1969, p.8, '01118.3.5. 1548
"

A. comparison has been made of the causes of student unrest

in India and the afflueht West. Discontent over conditions
in the campus, and dim employment prospects are common factors.
But student revolt in the West has two distinctive aspects:'
1) refdriers Seeking 'redress of specific grievances directly
related to the life of universities; and 2) revolutionaries
guided by some. ideal of setting up a conflict-tree social
structure.' Revolutidnaries who are products of a prosperous
society digplay some vague emotional attachment to' revolution
and reject the existing social values without sacrificing' the
comfort provided by the society.. Indian students on the other
hand di:: nuts' reject the values of the acquisitive society but
struggle for kplace in it through education. Acquisition of
a*degree being the main object, revolt in campuges centres
Around demands like lowering of standard of examinations.

- : .,

120 EAPOOR P: Politicians, teachers' and administrators.
HitaVada'25 March-1969, p.4, Cols: 1- 4.29'65 words.

Politicians-, teachers:and administrators are_ 'Primarily responsi.
bie far student unrest. Exploitation of students by political
.0aitieS. and interference by politicians controlling the administrative

machinery in appointments for various offices in the universities
are cases in point. Other causes are: teachers participating
in campus intrigues for personal benefit, men of poor calibre
and character appointed as Vice..chancellors, and the ever.
present hostility between teaching and administrative personnel.
Students would rather bear inefficiency in teachers than
tolerate injustice and favouritism. Men of academic eminence
should be appointed as Vice-chancellors, and the special responsi.
bility of State Governors in this respect has been stressed,
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121 MEM. G N: Self-regulation by youths,student police and
courts. Mail 14 February 1969.p.4,Cols.5-6. words.
Student police or student courts. Amrita Bazar Patrika 9
February 1969, p.II, Cols. 3-4; Free Press JoUrnal 15 January
1969, p.4, Cols. 7-8 p.8;.Co1.8.800yords.

.

Eiainines two recent suggestions to solve the problem of student
unrest: -1) police station' amanned by students within the Delhi
University campus, as suggested by the Delhi Police Commission;
and 2) a hierarchy of student courts at' the district, State and
all-India level to be presided over by students.. An examination
Of the functioning of student courts in different countries
shows that the schemes did not produce the desired results..
The opinions of criminologists and psychologists are against--
courts.. However, experience shows that setting up a student
police force' is worth experimenting.. PSychologists agree
that students involved in campus troubles are only seeking to
fulfil the craving for self-asserticin and limelight.. Saddling
them .with reip-onsiblity-would give them opportunities-to fulfil

bringlvate in tii.campusi

122 .SARKAR .C: Acquiescent society. Hindustan Standard 27
February 1969,.p.4, Cols. 3-6;4p.6, Co1.8.,1435words..

Modern universities are characterized by twO'distinct types
of students-1) those froi affluent urban families with some
tradition of academic discipline and having good school education;
2) those belonging to rural areas possess in'; poor sChool.Zevel
education, through mother tongue. A case study of Allahabd
University in this context revealed that the majority of students
belong to the neighbouring rural families of agriculturists,.
primarily motivated by the urge to raise social status.. Students
belonging to thiA category are mostly involved in troubles
in the'campus. The contributory faitors are: 1) over-crowded
clesses and hostels with no physical amenities; 2) lack of
adequate contacts between students,and teachers; 3) inadequate
knowledge of English which dominates univers:14:y education;
4) unsympathetic teachers who show partisan a:citude to Western
oriented students; 5) wrong selection of subjects.;. 6) inability
to succeed in competitive examinations, dv to .poor educational
backgroundr7) absence"of proper i;111.danice and counselling service
fray, the university Employment Bureau; 8) lack of vocationalized
courses._

'.2
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123 momsuppiNi. Causes and cure of student.unrest. Christian

Education 1969, 19(1), 12 -15.
.

,

The low economic and social status of teachers, loss of personal

contacts between teachers and students,, increasing economic

difficulties of students;-over-emphasis on examinations, domi-

nance of materialistic ideology over other valUes, and loosen-

ing of family, ,ties.have been identified as causes of student

unrest. -the remedial measures suggested are: 1) increasing

salaries and 'provision of other facilities to teachers;

2) organizing refresher courses for teachers; 3) providing

scholarships for deserving students; 4) setting up residential

institutions where each teacher should .be responsible for

a number of pupils; 5) ,promoting self-help programmes to meet

various needs of the school.; 6) provision of physical and

moral education; 7) introduction of examination reform;

8) diversification of courses; 8) increasing the cocurricular

activities, 3) adoption-of dynamic methods of teaching,

tutorials, seminars .and discussion.

STUDENT POLITICS

124 BPATTACHARYYA 8 16 Student movement - its main drawback.

Assam.Tribune.28 January 1969, p.4, Cols, 3-5,1230 words,

.The.student movement in.India lacks commitment to basic, issues

like securing educational rights and ensuring social justice

for the. weaker section of the community, but.is often involved inl-

.sectarian mzvemants. It needs a scientific orientation in order

to,cut.across national, linguistic, provincial and religious

barriers. Such an outlook cannot be developed. out of .splintered

movements, but needs'a broadbased and basic comprehension of

the world, around us.

STUDENT SELECTION'

125 MISRA V Investigation into admiSsion criteria. .Gauhati,

the University (Examination Research Unit), 1968, 25p, 13 ref.

Zo'find a suitable criteria for admission to university courses,

a factor analysis of marks obtained by 1441 students in English

(3 papers) history, geography, and mathematics in the.Matricu-

lation Examination (Gauhati University) of 1963 was made. The

results do not support the hypothesis that a single ability is

measured. by all the school subjects. Further, an unidentified

ability (named as 'verbal') seems to dominate the whole
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curriculum. Further investigations are necessary to find the
nature of the abilities measured'by examinations. The suggestions
are: 1) for selection to undergraduate and postgraduate courses,
stress should be given on marks obtained in the preceding
examination in the-subject which the candidate proposes to offer,
assuming that the factorial structure for each subject remains
unchanged at .higher stages; 2) for selection -0 .pre-university
courses, a factor analysis study with higher secondary and pre.
university marks should be done to discover common factors since
different subjects are taught in'the two coses. Pending such
investigations weightage should be given on mathematics and
.geography, and English and history, for admission to science
and. arts stream respectively; 3) as regards objectives: of
teaching emphasis seems to be on acquisition of knowledge, rather
than on its application.

TEACHER EDUCATI(JN

126 CgICKERMANE D V: New ways in practice teaching. Teacher
.Education 1969, 3(2), 35-7.

Describes the new technique in practice teaching,a judicious
combination of stray supervised lessons, reinforced by conti-
nuous teaching and internship spread over the entire period
of training, adopted by the G K InstitUte of Rural Education,
Garg. ti, Maharashtra. The students doing the three -year inte-
grated course in teacher eddcation leading to Diploma in Rural
Services (Education) undertake practice teaching through super-
vised lessons during all the three yearS. The internship is
one week a year during which the students observe the functioning
of the school selected by them. Stray lessons practised in
groups of six or eight discuss under the guidance of supervisors
units 8nd subvpits in the topic selected, the methods of handling
them and the teaching aids required. An illustration of such
group practice-teaching has been given.

127 KRISHNA MURTY S: Administrative patterns and problems of
teacher education in India. Teacher Education 1969,.,3.(2), 7-18.
6 ref.

Describes the prevalent patterns of teacher education and the role
....of the following authorities administering teacher education:
1) Union Ministry of Education and its statutory and advisory
bodies viz., National Council of Educational Research and Training,
University Grants Commission,

and. Central AdvisOry Board of Education (CABE); 2) State
governments; 3) universities; 4) private managements. Three models
of administrations exist: centralized, decentralized, and
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midway between them. The decentralization is obvious in the

centre-State relationship. The centralization is noticed in
the intra-departmental adminiptration of the Centre, the
State governments and the university departments. The midway
model is discernible in the Centre-State efforts made through
CABE, National and State Councils and the ministerial and other
conferences. The problems of teacher education belonging to
administrative (further analyzed as structural, operational,
financial and personnel) and academic domains. Directions in
which the administration should be geared have been listed.

128 MATBUR V S Training of junior teachers. Teacher Education
1969, 3(2), 30-1.1

Discusses the importance of the training of .pre-primary and
primary school teachers and suggests a programme.- The syllabus
of the one-yea diploma course for teachers of pre-priMary
schools' conducted by M g University of Baroda has been pre-
sented as the model. The syllabus in two parts (theory 'and
practical) covers topics like understanding the pre-school
child, .nursery school education and management, parent and
community education; school health, and nutrition, Students
should. be.selected from young matriculates witti requisite

social, cultural and intellectual qualities. At the primary.
stage, three diffenmt alternatives have been recmmended by
the Committee on Elementary Teachers' Training; one

course for graduates, two-year diploma course after
hie.er-secondary level, and three-year certificate course for
non-matriculates. Special attention is needed to enrich the
knowledge of subjects for the last two courses.

129 SHAH. G 'Examination yeform in colleges of educatiOn -
Baroda tries a new experiment.- NIE Journal 1968, 3(2), 13-17.

Dedd'ribes the new scheme of examination introduced in 1967 by
the Faculty of Education and. Psychology 'of the M S University
of Baroda. The entirecourse'oontent had been divided into
27 units- 11 compulsory units, 14 optional units (2 to be
sele.cted)and*2 compulsory practical units - each carrying
specified 'Credits's Students performance would tie .judged

on the baSis of classroom tests; term' papers, and class work
and alinal e.xamination at the end of each semester covering
the :coarse units taught during the semester. An eleven -point

scale would be nsed for grading. A final grade Would be awarded
to each student on the basis of his total performance. Two
internal and two external examiners would constitute the board of
examiners. The total points Lk/ for each course unit would be
determined by multiplying the grade points earned by the student
by the specified 'credits' Z. 132. The average grade point for
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each semester would be calculated by dividing the cumulative
total of Lk./ by the cumulative total of 4 A.../ for each course
unit. The average grade point is ,converted into the overall
grade using the eleven-point scale.

130 UDAY SHANKER: Integrated course for teachers' training.
UniVereity News 1969, 7(2), 16-17.

Describes the four-year integrated programme of teacher edu-
cation introduced in the college of Education, Kurukshetra
University in 1960 on the-pattern of American Teachers' Colleges.
Cnly first-class matriculates are admitted to the course which
covers both academic as well as professional subjects. Course
contents of five years are covered in four years by extending
the daily working hours and reducing the vacations. Results
of two studies show that the performance of the graduates .of
this college was better than that of trainees of other insti-
talons. Evaluation of the'performance of the graduates now
working as teachers has been suggested by UGC.

131 WRAGG M: Motivation in some teacher-training institutions
in India. -Journal of Education and Psychology 1969, 26(4),
222-31.'37 ref.

The responses even to the question why do you want to be
teacher? by 432 teacher students (219 men and 213 women)
studying in five c.eacher education colleges. The eighteen
commonest responses have been listed, with percentage of the
whole sample. Some suggest a mainly academic approach to
teaching (15.67%) , others a child-centred one (8.94%), but the
largest number of students (37.30%) gave responses indicating
an idealistic approach. Some of the interesting responses
are: 1) faMily tradf.tion was metnioned only by .96% of the
Sample although a large number of students had relatives who
were teachers; 2) there is no metnion of the influence of an
admired teacher; and 3) 5.85% mentioned economic factors in
spite of poor economic condition and high rate of unemployment
in India. An analysis of the,sex differences found in one college
shows.that: 1) two main reasons appeal equally to both (a) a
general liking .for the profession and (b) the attitude that
teaching is a noble, sacred and honourable profession; and
2) marked differences existed on other points. Similarities and
differences between the findings of the study and previous
research haVe been discussed.
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TEACHER CBGANIZMICtiS

132 DUTT .6:.Towrd,a;trtie profession of teaching. Educational
Forum 1969, 14(1), 10-18.'

. ' .
kw

Discussing..the:different viewpoints on .the question whether
teaching 6onstlAutes a profession, it has been pointed out
that extreme shortage of teachers particularly at the ele-
mentary level would temporarily tend to slow down the process
of professionalization. But in due course longer preparation
in academic and professional studies would become the standard
requirements for teachers for all levels ofeducation. In

this Context the role of .teacher organizations at different

levels to improve the standard -of tile.profession has been
emphasized. The programmes recommended for teacher organizations
are: 1) publication of professional journals; 2) preparation
of instructional material - books, curricula guides;. 3) dissemi-
nation of information about the profession to teachers, and
public; and 4) development of a code of :ethics.,

TEACHERS

133 GANGAPPA M A: Mental, health of a teacher. Education
19691_48(2), 5-12; JOurnal of the Mysore State Education
Federation 1968-69,22(3.4); Educational India 1969, 35(8)i:
263-4; 299-3.

TWo factors, external and interral, make teachers mentally ill
and maladjusted. External factor includes poor salary, hsavy
load cf work, lackof,professional competence, insecurity
of job, lack of social acceptance, poor home conditions, and
lack of professional freedom. Inferiority complex, self -
centredness, over-ambitiousness constitute the internal factor.
For promoting the mental health of teachers it is necessary to
develop in thema wholesome attitude: professional competence,
social efficiency., democractic outlook and good living habits.
Educational implications of the problem have also been discussed.

134 ..CUHA H: Some characterislAcs of an ideal teacher. Psycholo-
gical Studies.19691. 14(1), 51-5.

An attempt was made to determine. the ten most preferred characteris-
4:tics of an ideal teacher, as viewed by the college teachers and
students. A check-list containing 50 qualities of an ideal teacher
was prepared on the basis of the previous studies and discussions
with teachers and students. A sample of 200 male college teachers
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and 200 undergraduate male college students of Bhagalpur

University (Bihar) was asked to select 10 most preferred
characteristics from the list and arrange them in preferential
order. The ten most important characteristics of an ideal
teacher as indicated by college teachers in order of preference
are: 'scholar', 'clear in expression', 'wise', 'disciplinarian',
!punctual', 'honest', 'man of character,* 'healthy', 'hardworking',
and.'just', The ten most important characteristics of an ideal
teacher as indicated by students in order of preference are:
'generous', 'honest', 'forgiving' 'man of character', 'punctual',
'clear in expression', 'wise', ischolartv 'friendly', and
'well wisher'.

135 SINGH R P: Madhyamik 45.1i ke siksakom ki sthiti samaOrptatrdin
ke vilriapandin ka ek adhyapan (= Status' of teachers of sepondary
schools . a study of newspaper advertisement) L:HindiLT
Naya.Shikshak 1968, 11(1), .49-59.

A survey of the advertisements published in the Hindustan Times,
The Statesman, The Times of India (all published from Delhi)
revealed the following: 1) lower salaries offered to comparatively

highly qualified personnel reflect the lower social status of
the profession; 2) the language of the advertiSement has a
bearing on the status; 3) unlike private schools, under the
grants-in-aid system, government schools give due consideration
to rich experience and high academic qualifications; 4) undue
restrictions are imposed by these private schools on teachers'
movement and personal habits, e.g. some schools wart non - smoking

and vegetatariantoachers; 5) the language of the advertisements
issued by these schools is not polite, and is vague about the
future prospects of teachers. Their advertisements reflect
non-academic control of :the institutions; 6) such schools want
teachers to appear before thd selection at their own expense;
and 7) they prefer retired government officials as headmasters.

TEACHING mEwrH CD S

136 BILLIMORIA F R: Teaching of biochemistry in medical colleges.
Journal of the Indian Medical. Profession 169, 15(12), 7065-7.

The importance of biochemistry in the medical curriculum and the
need for its proper teaching have been stressed. The suggestions
are: 1) reducing the theoretical 'content of the curriculum and
increasing the practical work; 2) spreading the teaching over the
entire medical curriculum, instead of hurriedly completing it in
the first three semesters; 3) teaching practicals in conjunction
with the theory; 4) guiding students to work on practicals
independently; 5) organizing visits to other institutions for
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showing modern instruments not available in the institution;
6) designing a Compulsory course in ward wrrk for providing
practical' instruction in nutritional def!dency diseases,
metabolic diseases, chemical analysis of various body fluids;
7) using audio-visual aids for teaching different chemical
reactions, .nutritional and metabolic diseases, etc; 8)' weekly
or'petiodical assessment of students, giving emphasis to their
attendamee, interest, devotion to work etc.

137 DUTTA S R: Best method for teaching. English in Indian
background. Bulletin of the West Bengal Headmasters' Association
1969, 18(3); 96-101,

,Since current syllabi in English include different branches
(prose text for intensive study, pdetry text for aesthetic
pleasure, supplementary readers for extensive reading, grammar,
translation and different types of composition work), a
synthetic method incorporating the merits pd different methods
has -been suggested. The proposed method is basically a
structural approach combined with Harbation technique, suitable
for teaching ptoSe. supplementary readers, grammar, translation
and composition. French technique of Lecture Expliquee for
teaching poetry? dramatic technique, and also symposia and
debates for adVanced students are other methods to be adopted,
Strict adherence to a single method is neither possible nor
desirable.

138 DUTTA S R: Structural vs. Palmer's method. Journal of
English Language Teaching 1968, 4(1), 20-3.

A comparative evaluation of two methods of teaching English
shows that structural approach is more an activity method than
the mere drill-method of Palmer. It is a situational approach;
72 re comprehensive in nature, and combines the salient features
and merits of all other previous methods viz" graduation of
structure (essence of Grammar Method), oral drilling.(fundamental
aspect of the Direct Method)lfluency. in reading and selection
.of vocabulary (core of Dr. West's New Method)1.and analysis. of
the language into different aspects (Dr. Palmerts method).

.139 GAM) D N: Teaching units. as aid to class instruction.
NIE Journal 1969, 3(3); 42,4.

,ApropIrly conceived and organized unit integrating the knowledge.
learning and experiences of children.would.be effective in realizing
specific educational goals. Selection of a unit should be based
on: 1) its contribution to the outcome of the course; 2) its
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significance to the students' understanding of an organized
field of knowledge; 3) its appeal to the interest of the class;
4) posdibilitiew of desirable concomitant learning. The
effectiveness of the unit as a teaching aid would depend on
the following factors: 1) an over-:view of the unit; 2) formu-
lation of specific -objectives; 3) outline of the' total content
which should- bear a close relationship with the, objectives;
4) preoise teaching hints which should include different
approach to the exposition of the unit, suggestions for
organizing the learning expeiiences of children, developmental
questions, individual and group activities, and assignments
of various types; 5) development of evaluative techniques;
6) reading list.

140 MAJUMDAR H B: Reorganization of elementary mathematics.
Teaching 1969, 41(3), 69-74.

The present system of teaching mathematics neither helps the
child in applying the knowledge to real-life situations ncr in
conceptual learning. Hence the entire syllabus should be
built round the following basic unifying topics: 1) number;
2) symbolism; 3) operation; 4) measurement; 5) relationship
and 6) proof: The three suggested approaches in teaching are:1) providing only concrete situations in the initial learning
stages, and gradually helPing to think in terms of the abstract;
.2) organizing the unified content in terms of concepts under
each of the above six sections, b) students' activities;
c) evaluative procedures, 3) adoption of new techniques like
programmed learning for helping the child to be self- reliant
in learning.

141 PRAM J B: Diagnostic approach in education. Maharashtra
Educational Journal 1969, 17(4), 112-14. 6 ref.

The need for diagnosing the strength and weakness of a student
in. different subjects has been stressed for improving class-room
teaching and adapting remedial measures. The diagnostic approachis applicable in basic and fundamental areas, irrespective of thesubject matter. Develcipment of diagnostic tests needed for this
purpOsel'for any selected area, involves the following steps:
1) analysis of the syllabus of a particular class to locate the
basic concepts taught in the subject; 2) specifying .the objectives
of teaching the subject in terms of expected changes in the
students; 3) deVeloping the diagnostic test on the basis of the
expected behavioural change; 4) administering the final form,
without time limit to .two advanced classes to facilitate a cross.
sectional study in which students belonging to different age
groups may be studied with the same tool within the same interval
101 time; 5) collecting the sample of mistakes separately which
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would reveal the persistent errors carried forward by pupils
from one class to another; 6) removing the items which are not
working, by determiniaAg statistically the difficulty of dis-
crimination index (:.e each item.

SYMPOSIUM 014 TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY IN SCHOOLS, MADRAS, 1968:
Brief report ,.. held Ili connection with the 21st Inter-
national Geographical Congress which took place in December 1968.
Geography Teacher (India) 1969, 4(2), 137-47.

The report includes the summary of a survey on teaching geography
in Tamilnadu. The. questionnaire sent to nearly 600 schOols
(replies received fism more than 350 schools) covered the following
aspects: 1) general information regarding the school; 2) scope
and concept of school geography; 3) organization of school
geography; 4). teacher; 5) teaching aids; 6) evaluation; 7) in-
service training of teachers. The significant" findings are:
1) 8110 of the teachers did not study geography at the vaduation
level; 2) 10% felt that the subject increases the general know-
ledge of the pupils; 3) the syllabus was overcrowded because of
inadequate time allotted for teaching; 4) coordinating the
teaching of geography with other Subjects in the curriculum
was. not desirable; 5) geographical excursions were riot regular
due to the lack of financ(,; 6) new method's of teaching (like
library7centred, project Method) were yet to be developed;
7) the large size of. classes- was a' big handicap in teaching;
8) 80% geography teachers also taught other subjects.; 9) 85%
schools had geography museumoi 11045% schools reported non-
availability of funds for the purchase Qf teaching aids; '
11) most of the teachers attended irf.4ervice training conducted
toy. the Extension Services Departments of Training Colleges and
other agencies; 12) geography is taught as a separate subject
and not as a part of social studies The proceedings include
abstracts of 8 papers on teaching geography in foreign countries.

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

(43 BHANGOLIWAL B S: Test of computational and 'perceptual skills
for the selection of students for engineering colleges. Journal

.of Education. and Psychology 1969,26(0, 276-32. 5 ref.,

:
.

A battery of four tests, viz., arithmetic computation (Arith),
number reading (NR), number finding (NF) and following the lines
(FL), constructed. to measure the computational and perceptual
skills of the applicants for admission to engineering colleges,
was administered to 250 students of all. branches of an engirieering
colleges in Gwalior (MP). The distribution of scores on all the
four tests was found to resemble very closely the normal probability
curve and revealed a good scatter of. scores Practice and
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teaching in engineering syllabi t'do not seem to have any effect
on the battery, with the exception of one test. The reli-
ability coefficients of the tests were found to range between
0.71 and 0.98. The battery was validated against the average
score obtained by the students in the University grades. The
validity coefficients were found to be between 0.20 to 0.30 except
in the case of NL where the value was 0.80. After excluding
this test the multiple correlation of the remaining tests is
0.37 which is significant at 0.01 level. The battery was found
to be a good tool for allocation of students to different
branches of engineering and also for selection of applicants
for admissions to Engineering Colleges in India. The suggested
regression'equation is CS = 11 (Arith) + 4 (NF) + 5 (FL).

144 'DEB M: Factor analytical study of an engineering aptitude
test. Journal of the Indian Academy of Applied Psychology 1969,
6(1), 256. 11 ref.

The engineering aptitude test constructed by the authar which ,cantains
40 items was administered to 334 candidates seeking admission
in an engineering college. Five different sets to measure five
qualities needed for successful completion of the course were
scored.separately and the scores were correlated by the method
of ibarson's Product-moment correlation and a correlation
matrix was obtained. The results show that most of the
Set's are heavily"loaded with one factor which has been termed
as 'Meehan/Cal Reasoning'.

The findings justify the validity of the test. The studies reveal
that this aptitude depends on the factor 'Mechanical Reasoning'.

145 KAKKAR S B: Values of intelligence tests. Teaching 1969,
41(3), 88-91. 7 ref.

A sample of 45.M.Ed students (26 males and 19 females in the
age-group (24-31) of the Government Training College, Julluridur,
PUnjab was asked seven questions regarding the usefulness of
intelligence tests. They were asked to give a specific reply
in one of the four terms: 1) to a large extent; 2) to a reason.
able extent; 3) help a little; and 4) do not help at all.
Analysis of responses in terms of the first item shows that
the usefulness of the test in classifying" students according
to mental ability scored the highest percentage (81%). Other
responses in order of preference are: revealing brightness or
dullness of young (70%), diagnosing backwardneSs (68%), classi-
fying students for different subject groups (34%), predicting
ability to adjust to new environments (31%), understanding the
level of achievement (19%), and predicting level of scholastic
achievement (12%). The findings reveal that intelligence tests,
if used along with other tests and interpreted and applied in
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the light of t her facts:ab6utinaividualiti are an effective
measuring the"dilfeimt abilities. ':

. ,O

. .

146 MAJUMDAR' P K: Factor patterns.of scholastic aptitude
test. Indian JoUrnal of Applied P4ychblogy 1969,'6(1); 43.6,
5 ref,

A sample of 400 students,-200 each iii- science and humanities

groOP (classes IX-XI) was selected from the Standardization sample
9010imdar's Scholanic *Ititu0e test (Majumdar PA.-Construction
and Standardization of aGroUp'Sdholastic APtitude Test.
D. Piiif.Tfinis:talcutiatniveisity.;1065). The test contains
9 subtests: similarities, comprehension, inductive reasoning,
vocabulary, mathematical reasoning, classification and inducive
reasoning. Correlation matrices for each ;32.-_,Ilp were analyzed for

factors, and the, factor Eltrides rotated orthogonally, Inter-
pretation of the factOrs have been attemPteA: Majumdar's
earlier"findings-on'the group difference study from Profile
patterns have be4n doireiborated.

147 NIJHAWY H Kt-Verbal and nonverbal content of
.

intelli-
gance test' items. Journal of EduCation and' PsyChologY 1969,
26(4), 265-72,. 17 ref.

Analyting the diffe'rent-studies:On'the reliability, internal
criterion, and the' face validity of non-iverbai scales and

the group "'actor content of verbal and nonverbal test, it
has been pointed out that although verbal tests are good pre..
dictors of scholastic achieveMent, 'combined use ofverbal and
nonverbil tests would produce better results, To overcame the
problem` of lackof comparability,. it*hai !peen suggested that
two types of tests ihould'be so. constructed and standardized
that. they supplement each other; and the tests themselvei, as,

,

far as possible, should be a good: measure of the geherial.lactor.

148 RAJAIAKSHMI MURALIDHARAN: Developmental norms of children aged
2i-5 years. Indian Educational Review 1969, 4(1), 67.91,

..
The litirair undertakeh-on Ob:trpie'of-36641dren in.* age grOup
2,5-5, drawn from 10.nuiserrschobls4 to tracwthe pattern of child
development during these years. The developmental aspects studied
were: adaptive, language,. Motor, and personal-social development.
Other. objects were: 1) to develop, modify and .adapt to Indian
conditions the testing equipment in Gesell's Developmental Schedule
in these four fields (Gessell A: First, five years of life., London,
Methuen, 1940.) ; 2) to.. develop record blanks for all
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the tests included in the study; and 3) to develop a standard
procedure for administering the .different tests. The different
teats used are: A. Adaptive development: 1) cube play; 2) form
discrimination; 3)' drawing; 4)- number concept; 5) immediate
memory; 6) comparative ;judgement, B. language development:
1) action agent test; 2) comprehension test; and 3) concepts
of name, age, addrIses and time. C. Motor development:
1) throwing, kicking and catching balls; 2) standing on one
fodt;. 3) walking; 4) running; 5). ascending and descending;
,6)

skipping; 7) jumping; 8) threading beads; and 9) cutting
witha pair of scissors, D, Personal-social development:
the interview schedule to elicit information from mpthars,
teachers',and examiners on the following types of behaviour:
1) eating;i) sleeping; 3) elimination; 4) dressing; 5) personal
hygiene; 65communication; 7) play activities; 8) developmental
detachment.

'SJRAF S Ni Cqnstruction and standardization of an achievement
test in,Indian,histOry'- synopsis .of the thesis submitted to
ths.bniversity of Delhi for the Ph.D.. degree. Delhi,' Central

Institute of Education, 1968. v, 100p,'(CIE Studies in Education
i6.Psychology, pub, no.60),'.

An attempt has been made-to prepare a standard tool in English
for evaluating the ,achievement Of students of class XI in Indian

history (elective)0 The study has been presented. in the
following order: 1) assessment of the present examination system;
2) implications of evaluation in history; 3) planning of the
test;.4).preparation and selection of test item; 5) pre-try-

out e.A.A item analysis; 6) final form of the test, The text of

thetest.has.teen given in the appendix. The final form of

the test was administered 4o -924 students (454 boys.and 470
girls):reading'in 45 Schools in Delhi. The relS;:.!_li:y

coefficients are fairly comparable with the standardized

achievement ,
and.intelligence tests constructed' in India,

As xegards the. validity .coefficients, it was observed that
the test.scoteS.hve low relationship with -scores Of- the
board examination,''butshigh relationship with the teachers'
ratings and the scores-of internal assessment,'

150 SINGH R N: Construction and standardization of a battory of
verbalr'numerical and- abstract reasoning test13: Searchlight 7
January 1909, p.4, Cols. 4.6, p.5, Co1,8.1850 words,

Describes the construction.ofatest suitable for Hindi knowing
students of-classegIX-II.and- pre-university class. The test

'illeasUres general ilitelligence-as well as abilityjor.success in
huManitieit (VRT),'pure science;(NRT), and technology. (ART).
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The administration of the battery consisting of three tests
(VRT, NAT and ART) and further sub-divided into six Darts (
(words, classification, words analogy, number series, aiithmetic
problei, figure analogy .and figure .series) takes 90 minutes.
Using test-retest and split -half methods, the co-efficient
of consistin and the co-effcient of stability of the battery
were found to be .90 and .90 respectively. The validity of the
battery calculated against school marks, VIT, SAT and pro..
gressive matrices tests was found to be .50, .61, .71 and .63
respectively. Grade norms were constructed by administering
the battery to 4000 students. Additional uses of the battery
are: 1) Al tool for school guidance, and 2) training under-

graduate Students of psychology in the method of test
. .

-administration,

151 BINH& A K P, SINHA K: Scientific aptitude test for
college.studentsi; 'Indian Journal of Applied Psychology 1969,
6(1)0 47.0.,

The tee. developed-by.the Institute of Psychological Research and
Service, .Patna University, contains 34 items covering sev6n:areas:
experimental bent (5); detection of inconsistencies or illogical
conclusions (7); ability to deduce conclusions frOm data provided
(6); accuracy of interpretation (4); ability to reason and solve
problems (7); caution and thoroughness (4); accuracy of. observation.
The relative weights of the areas were determined by 'compering
the responses of two groups of students - pre-University science
students (100) and pre-university arts students (Igo. The
intercorrelations were computed from the scores of 100 students
of the science group. The va_idity of the test was determined
by computing the correlation betwedn composite scores on
the test, and university examination results. Norms for three
groups viz,, selected scientific group, unselected scientific
group, and non-scientific group, have also been giveti.'

152 .V1DHU MOHAN: Study of scores: of JPI. Journal of PsychologiCal
Researcheov1969, 13(1)_ 37.42. 14 ref.

1965',

The study was undertaken to collect further comparative data on
the.jUnior. personality inventoty developed by the first author
/_,. see liadian Edupglopal Material vo1.2-1 abstradt iici":611./ of
the-Model of Eysenck's JEPI (pritip Journal of Educational, 7Nxpholooro
35(3), 362) to measure neuroticism and extraversion in children.
The inventory was administered to a sample of 800 children (400
boys, 400 girls) in the age group 1015 selected from variouW high
schools of Allahabad, Meerut and Agra Thescores'on*
neuroticism and extraversion were compared with those of the
previous study-conducted in Delhi. The results indicate that
the UP sample scored lower on' neuroticism and higher on extra-
version than the Delhi sample: The C-scale norms were also



different. There waS'AAtendenCY of neurOticiem scores.to
cluster ,in the upper range, and-Of 'extraversion to 'cluster. in
the lower range. 'These resultiWere.explained'iri.terts of
age.sex.:variablewas pointed

4

'f %9

f+ ; vociatenAL :AND -TECHNICAL -EbUCAT
; . t-,0 t-

, .
153 b084,2 Rt Social .objectives afVOCationalization. 'Hindu

9 January 1960-1.p.6i :Cols. 6-8.1480 words.

.

The system of vocationalization at pre-secondary, secondary
and post-seoondary stages should be determined keeping in
view-=the changing so0o-economicpatterns of the country..
"The three main.imPlications of vocationalization should-beg
ly assisting the progress of technical revolution in. agriculture
by providing minimum servicing and assistance facilities in
each village; 2) training a large number of semi-skilled

_workers in multiple processes of modern .production.' and techno-:.
logy; 3)1production of a large. number of service, operatives.

:The patterns of education. should. take intoconsidentiO0'.
the following requirements; 1) introducing studentti'-to :a 'wide'
range 'of skills andcdliPetencies-in specific engineering tradewu
thus _preparing them .f*the,on-jOtraininglthat will fit thei:.
into'specificlobiinindustryor agriculture, ;. 2)proViding
knowledge. in engineering principles-and moulding. their.
attitldes,a W

g'
,and skilfor.creative activity developin.society,; S)-integrating general education-within the' overall,

fratework of the courses o

1.1.
. ,

154 INDLUNATION4.C4IMISSICN a 4 LABOVR....STUDY.GROdl; ON
EMSUTMENT.AND'TRAINING: Report. Delhi, Manager of Publications,
1959, viii, 163p.

. The first partipresents.anassesement of the exiSting_emPUri.
meet service and recommendations coveringthe following asPects:
1) functioning of employment exchanges; 2) employment market
information; 3) vocational guidance programme; 4) saptitude
testing programme for selection of trainees /or Industrial.
Traini4g Institutes :(IT04;:51.:collectionsand.disseminatiOn of
occupational information; eplployment..,.exchange,stSistica4
7) futurS-OrdgramMeof**re#iimice;:8)tuture:Organi-

'42f.:*401:6"Aek*.tyit.e-*" iTn-cli.id-Ang., Central ,Inst itute for
ReeearCh 'and 'Training Employment. Services..: -,The-:second:.part.., ..

dealing, with the'training..programme for craftsmen and sgperviors
covers the'followingrasieCts4 1) training .scheme for -craftsmen .

organized in. ftPs;'2) ..A11 .4ndia Trade Testsv.conducted,by the
National Council lor.Tr4ning.in yoctional,,!TradeS3.3 training
of craft'initrUcto*inCentral Training lnatitutes and Model.
Training'Institiltesi:4) apprenticeship_trainingatheme; 5) future



trainingprogramme' and 6) functional organization of training:
Ih each case the existing position has been examined and suit-
able recommendations made; In the concluding part an organi-
'iational set-up reflecting the. .concept of a well -knit' and
interl:ated manpower service has, been proposed. The service
should have two,vings: 1) employmen wing concerned with the
asgastiment of theManpower situation, forecasting manpower .

supply ands-:;dmandand utilization and distribution of human
resources; 2) fraihirig.wing responsible for development of
human resources thrOugk institutional and apprenticeship
training'programme, training-of. craft instructors, highly

.

skilled and master craftsmen and'shop-floor supervisors and
foremen:

155 KHAN M 5: Vocatiohalization of commerce educatioh.
Hitavada 31 January 1969, p.4, Col's. 6-7..690 words.

The workshop; organized Pachmari iiom January.13-19,.1969,

by-the-44gional,C011ege'oliEducatidelHhopalt.to .1.66,re,$'1:,-,,:-

syllabus "for a two-yeatvOdational course in egmier'ee,
determined the objectives of the course, .subjects for study,.
objectiVes 9f each subject4-andsuggegted physical facilities
necessarkliortteachingthese subjects.. The subjects included
:.gre:..1):language;'2) book- keeping and accountancy; eleients
rbf=edonomIctifAYOfiice.:Management.and correspOndehbe;
5) commercial geographii,,and,6) typeiniwriting, as compulsory.
subjects. Only language should be taught:both the years.

Each studeht-should.6elect:one of the4ollowing five eleCtives,
stenograPW(Hindi),;:stenography (Englidh) , inarketinuanii
salesmanship,. secretarial and office practice, and businessc,
arithmetic -cue- advanced accountancy. Students selecting steno.
graphy,may.be exempted frot;a compulsorycimtercial,geograPhyi:
and%be.taught advanced typing. The proposed 'scheme. should be
implemented by the Board of Secondary" Education. and the Edit:
cation Department, of M.P.

156 MURARI 46 M S: ,Ir4an polytechnic education system.
Journal of th'e AsSociation, of PrincipaI:si.of, Technical Iriliti...'
tutions India 1969 21(3 -4), 107-12...

. fi'l, .

.
.

The present polytechnic educationsysteM had failed to provide
middle-level technicians required by the industry: 'A 'plea has
been made ,to improve the polytechnic education system by
adopting the established engineering methodology, and to
devise an engineering system. The methodology consists of the
following sequencesC1) identifying and cataloguing,clearly the
desii;ed objectiVes;.2);concOying new ideas fOrefFectively meetingthe desired need4.3)-e57414tion of alternative solutions by
experiments, ,by judgemefit or by.other'eUitable ways to determine
the most effective solutioni 4) designing-fhe product Or system
on the basis of existing knowledge, experience and users'

.ic



reabtiens;'5) actual building of the product or system accord.
A.ng to esign; 6) testing the efficiency of the product or
system.. Though'there is no agency. today in India to undertake
Creative activities,, the Regional colleges of education have

lbeen engaged in evolving a new system by working in areas of
. research, deyelopment and design, and by reducing some of

the constraints, espedially those pertaining to operational
staff..

WOMEN'S EDUCATION

157 Waste of women-power LEditoria12:, Hindustan Times 9
February 1969,

p.9, Cols 1.3.648 words.
w

In spite of the constitutional and administrative .provisions
about the education, employment and social position...women,

constitute-Under.privileged section of the society.
Attention' has been drb.wn to the non-utilizatiOn of educated
wonian.power. Againat e, target of 53,000 new women teachers

. duringthe Third Plan,, only 12 000 were appointed in .spite of
the availability of qualified women. othe other hand, a
large number of warien'willing and..able to enter diffe.."..rent
fields of :activities 'do not get adequate OdUcational opPortuni-
ties.. :Women's ethiCation is well below. .the national average,

1.

158 'SEN N B,. Ed.: Progress of women's education in free India.
New' De New Book . Society of In dia, 1969, 331.

. .

A c011ection of article's by sixty experienced women edu-:,
eati6nists, of India on the following tbiiics: 1) history of
women's education in India; 2) role ofredticated women and
their achievements; 3) adult female education; 4) nature and
scope of women's education; 5) problems of women's education;
6) improvement of ..t he pattern of women's education; ,7) higher
eductiori,ofwumeri; 8) -music in women's education, The last
chapter entitled 'glorious thoughts and views on women's
contains quotations from the works of eminent educationists,
scholars, poets, writers, philosophers and reformers of the
.East and the West.

WORKERS' EDUCAT ICN

i.

159 ASIAN SEMINAR GN THE ROLE OF TRADE .UN IC IN ,DEVELOINEN1". :

PLANNINdi NEW DELHI, OCTOBER 1968; Workers' ,educatict. for
development ;planning L working paper prepared by ILO., . Workers'
Education 1969, January, 34-8.

An educational programme for three levels of leadership



national, intermediate and local - has been proposed The
course for national leaders and representatives should consist
of: 1) principles and mechanism of plan elaboration, imple-
mentation and control; 2) short and long-term consequences
for workers of possible plan policies; 3) critical analysis

. and research data, statistics and charts provided as part of
the plan documentation; 4) the technique of searching, assem-
bling and using specialized and dtatistical data in support
of a given trade union policy or thesis to be defended;
5) experiences of other countries. At the intermediate and
specialized level the subjects of study are: 1) 'main social
and economic issues; 2) basic economics; 3) plan machinery,
place of the body where representation has to be ensured;
4) ,;ure and function of that particular body* Since the
function of local leaders is to provide information to
leaders at other levels, they should have some knowledge of
basic economics, the main principles, methods and purposes
of planning, the educational techniques and the use of audio-
visual tools needed to publicize plan features* The methods
cf training at different levels have also been discussed*
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SPECIAL SECTION

SCIENCE EDUCATION

11111IM

ALL INDIA COUNCIL FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION: L Recommendations

on science teaChing_A (In National Council of EducatioAal
'Research' and Training. Recommendations on secondary eduCation.
Ndw Delhi, the Council, 1966. 88-92).

The Council at its meeting held in 1957 recommended (item No.4)
that extension service centres should set up science clubs in
accordance with the recommendations made by the Science Committee
of .the"Council.' At its meeting held in 1960 the Council made
a number of recommendations (item No.7): 1)setting up science
clubs.and Making' necessary financial provisions in the

d programme, 2) conducting training courses and workshops
to train teachers in the use, care and maintenance of apparatus;
3)- appointment of science development officers in States to
iiprOve science education at the secondary level; 4) observing
Ist December as National 'Science Day and organizing science fairs
and.competitions; 5) introduction of general and elective science
in all secondary schools during the Third Plan; 6) setting up
suitably staffed science units in State Directorates of Education;
7) strengthening science teaching in schools; 8) setting up
A central institute of science during the Third Plan; 9) intro-
duction of two-year teacher education programme for teachers
and inclusion of general science as a major subject in the
syllabi's; lb) preparation of standardized designs for apparatus
with the help of Central Scientific Instruments Organizations;
11) translation of UNESCO book for science teachers into
regional languages; 12) organizing training courses for science
teachers and laboratory assistants in laboratory techniques.
The Council also made a number of recommendations to meet the
.shortage of science teachers. They include: 1) equating the
salary soale.of science teachers possessing postgraduate degree
With that of college to 2) organizing short-term

:certificate courses for science teachers; 3) introduction of a
Centrally sponsored scheme during the Third Plan for providing
financial incentives to bright studentS at the matriculation
level to. iridude'them to take up science courses; 4) increasing .

the number of seats in science classes in different colleges
with financial assistance from UGC. At its meeting held in
1961, the Council stressed the need fof strengthening science
teachindat.the secondary level, in the Third Plan and made several
recommendations to achieve the objectives, They include

provision of content courses for science teachers in four
,regional colleges of education to be set up during the
Third. Man.
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ALL INDIA SCIENCE TEACHERS CONFERENCE. 13TH. AMBALA CANTT.(HARYANA) . DECEMBER 1968: Z. Report.] Haryana Journal ofEducation 1969, 2(1): 59-86.

The following documents have been presented: 1) inauguraladdress by B N Chakravarty, Governor of Haryana; 2) presi-dential address by A C JoShi, Vice'-Chancellor, Banaras HinduUniversity; 3) addresses by B L Ahuda and D I Lall, EducationSecretary and Director of Public Instruction respectively,Haryana; 4) valedictory address by V P Kahor of Unesco.The resolutions adopted are: 1) associating teachers withthe preparation of curriculum materials taken up by variousStudy Groups; 2) introduction of new Science Education Pro-gramme in selected'scboals
through the assistance of State

governments; 3) introduction of examination reforms at all.levels in all States; 4) building up adequate film librariesfor science education; 5) conducting weekly seminars ondevelopments in science,e)settinzupStudy. Groups in geologyand astronomy to prepare appropriate curriculum materials inview of .the Education Commission's recommendation to teach. geology and astronomy as separate disciplines for one yeareach at the middle school,level, 7) developing investigatorytype activities for science clubs.

.BANGIA V D: 'Role of science consultants' service inDelhi Sch"OolS. (In Central Institute of Education. SummariesofILEd. reports 1965-66. Delhi, the Institute, 1966.162-72).

The thion Ministry. of Education introduced a scheme for pro-
Viding science consultant's service to improve the teaching ofgeneral science in elementary schools. In 1960, it was extendedto. 116 schools run by Delhi Municipal Corporation. The aimof the study was to determine the areas of science teaching' inwhich science- consultants could .be useful to-administratorsand teachers'.. AquestiOnnaire was administered to 35 .adminis-trators and 65 teachers:. ;fhe:analysis of the data showed
that ratings of the 25'statementsonthe duties .of'science-
consultants4, given by teaChers, c:Jhpared favourably wity thoseof adminiStrators.:. Based on the ratings, a list of 20 state -.mentwas finalized. They include:/-1)/locating instructionalproblems and, suggesting--ways of solving them; 2) designing'.
special projects for thd'improvement of instruction; 3) bringingto the notice of teachersTelevant instructional material;, 4)conducting workshops and providing in-service education ingeneral science for teachers;. 5) arranging demonstration lessonsin science teaching; 6) providing incentives for devising
improvised apparatus; 7) organizing science' activities
science clubs and science fairs; 3) locatIng science talent,
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9) helecting science teachers; 10) securing resource persons
in science teaching; 11) preparing object-based questions;
11) developing general science curriculum; 12) making supervisory
functions friendly and informal. A list of 25 suggestion an
had also been appended:,

BHANDARI K S:.-Trends in science curricula. NIE Journal
1969 2(3), 38-41?

The following :principles should guide the reform of science
education:in-India: 1) integrated approach to general science
at the primary stage; 2), -*.:troduCtion of courses in separate
disciplines from the middle stage;'3) making the middle stage
both ra-terminal stage ,for students who wish to discontinue
and a preparatory stage for those taking up higher edUcation;
4) maintaining standards of content in each discipline and
modernizing the curriculum; 5) making the courses more concept.
oriented than fact.- oriented; 6) giving emphasis on practical
experience; and 7) providing children with sufficient learning
experiences using simple, inexpensive and indigenous' equipment.
The secondary science and mathematics teaching project (in
collaboration with UnesCo) of the Department of Science Edu-
cation (NCERT) based on these principles emphasizes the following
aspects: 1) physics - at the middle school stage introduction
of basic concepts and principles in mechaft::.ce, light, heat,
.souhd, electricity and magnetism and detailed study Of the
same areas at. the higher secondary stage; ,2) biology - at
the middle school level tudy of basic facts of life*commoh to
plants -and animal,*:, diversity of plant:life and animal 10,61'-
habitat of ,.plants, classification. of plants and animals, --and
anatomy and physiology of man,...and carrying forward these'
concepts to deeper levels during, the higher secondary stage-;
3) chemistry - at the middle stage course an. understanding of
chemical.phenomena:on the basis of the atom Molecular theory;
the development of the; physics-- chemical concepts of chemistry

at a higher level with the electronic structure bf matter
and the periodic classification as the basis at the secondary
level course; 4) mathematics - the main emphasis on key ideas,
their relationship and the development of the powers of thinking
and reasoning and meaningful situations-involving numbers.
Three other projects of the Department aee:,-general science
project for primary level, Illothematics.for lower primary stage,
and study groups project for middle and secondary stages.
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A5 BHATIA R L: Teaching science in elementary schools. Naya
Shikshak 1966, 8(3), 95-100.

The objectives of teaching science at the elementary stage are:
1) imparting knowledge of environment' as a part of the general
education of children; 2) understanding of scientific principles
by the children for solving problems in the environment;
3) developing in children a scientific attitude. The present
faulty method of teaching science by recitation has been attri-buted to two factors: a) incompetence of the teacher, b) non-
availability of equipnent._--The following items of instruction
have been recommended for the teacher at a basic STC School
or ashort.term training course:'1) subject matter Coupled
with. demonstration; 2) performance of all experiments occuring
,in texts from clay III to VIII; 3) laboratory practice;
4) making improvised equipment; 5) practice in drawing;
6) preparing simple charts and making plaster models of insects
and body organs; 7) collection and preservation of specimens;
8) organizing science exhibitions.

A6 BUCH M B, PUTEL J J: Science teaching in the secondary
schools- of the Kaira district (Gujiarat) Teacher Education 1962,
6(3-4), 41.55.

The object of the survey was to collect data on the following
aspects: 1) nature of the staff connected with science teaching;' 2) status of school libraries and equipment; 3) extent of practi.
cal work done by pupils; 4) reading materials on science in
libraries. A questionnaire was sent to 120 schools of which 108
replied. The significant findings are: 1) out of 395 teachers,
139 are-undergraduates. Some.of,them are not trained. The
workload of these teachers is heavy; 2) 85% schools have no
separate libraries; 3) in 11% schools pupils do practical work
individually, and 62% they work in groups; 4) only 3 government-
supported science clubs exist in the district; 5) 70% schools

. possess books on science, but only a small number of schools
subscribe to science journals.

A7 DAVE. 'R H, MISRA R G: Evaluation in science and mathematics.
Vigyan Shikshak 1969, 13(1), 45-9.

An analysis of the question papers in science of different Boardsof Secondary Education reveals the following shortcomings:
1) 90-95% question papers test only information; 2) they lack
questions to test the understanding or application of knowledge;
3) large-scale options encourage selective study. Suggestions for
overcoming the deficiencies are: 1) planning stage: (a) laying
down concrete and realistic objectives in terms of student
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behaviour:, (b) equipping students with processes and procedures
for aqquiring the lat6st available knowledge; 2) teaching stage:
(a'), using a combination of demonstration and problem-solving
methods, (b) giving sufficient scope for activities on the part
of phpils4 3) testing stage: (a) designing tests not only to
classify students but also to effect improvement in students
as well as in the teaching-learning process, (b) basing,
testing and observation in a lesson mainly on development of
understanding and application of knowledge. Question parrs
should cover a variety of objectives, give a comprehensive
coverage of the content, and contain a variety of questions.
A carefully developed scheme of scoring would minimiza sub-
jectivity in evaluation.

A8 Enquiry into the conditions of teaching science in secondary
schools. South Indian Teacher 1962, 35(2), 23-79.

Repprts,the result of a questionnaire survey organized to evaluate
the facilities offered for science teaching in secondary schools
in Madras State and to find out whether they meet the demands
of the science syllabus in terms of space, equipment, teacher
equipment and teaching load. The questionnaire was sent to all
recognized' secondary schools in Madras and about 21% responded.
Same signifidant findings are: 1) there is a great need for
improving laboratory space equipment and chemicals to facilitate
effective teaching; 2)* 40% of the schools do not possess any
audio-visual equipment. When they are used, there is no adequate
previous preparation for observation and useful follow-up
work for re-enforcing the ideas already gained. Some schools
do not even consider them as indispensable to science teaching;

3) frequent practical demonstrations by teachers which are
indispensable to instilling facts and principles of science
are also absent in a large majority of schools; 4) deficiency
of school equipment has been attributed to lack of funds;
5) teachers can make use of extension services and science
clubr. to .,improve teaching; 6) the competence of science teachers
of middle schools 'needs improvement for :preparing students

intendfing to study science in high schools; 7) in spite of
qualified science teachers, science teaching could .not be
impTOved due to lack ,of instructional materials.

A9 GREEN T L: Social significance of science education in
India. Teaching 1956, 29(1), 4-100

Discusses the objectives, contents and the techniques of teaching
science. Science education should lead to an understanding of
the major principles of science and its relationship with the
society and the individuals. It should not merely provide
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infokmation, but develop in students incentiveness and a
capacity for critical thinking. As regards teaching method,
the project method has'been.recommended.' A project is a
learning activity 'developed j2intly by tha teacher and student in a
betting of reality Ilnd aimed at solving a problem. : The
significance of the method lies. in providing opportunities to
each student to work according to his capacity and interest.
The project dais with realities rather than with abstraction
of the purely academicc

Alt; INDIA. CENTRAL ADVISORY BOARD OF EDUCATION: [.Recommendations
on science teaching] (In National Council of Educational
Research and Training. Recommendations on secondary education.
Delhi, the Council, 1966, 88-9.)

All

The recommendations made by the Board in different meetings
are: 1) 1958:. In view of the acute shortage of equipment of
standard specifications, the Ministry of Education should
vigorously pursue the proposal for the establishment of a
scientific instruments centre with the cooperation of the
Ministry of Commerce; 2) 1960: steps should be taken to provide
for teaching general science ,in all secondary schools, and
elective science in all higher secondary and multipurpose schools
by the end of the Third Plan. To meet the demand for science

graduates (W.Sc. HOns/M.8c)i facilities in existing colleges

should be expanded, new colleges should be opened and existing
teachers should be prepared thrOugh condensed courses. To
overcome the shortage of trained women science graduates,
women teachers may be employed on a part-time basiS and even
men teachers may be appointed in girls' schools as a provisional
measure.

INDIA. COMMITTEE ON PLAN .PROJECTS PANEL FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS: Report. Neil; Delhi, the Committee, 1964.
67p, .L. Chairman: Dr K N Mathurj

The terms, of reference of the panel were: 1) laying down speci-
fications and .standards for science equipment and apparatus for
high/higher secondary schools; '2) standardization of the .procedure
f* allotment of tundS and procurement of scientific equipment;

preparation of standard lists of scientific equipment and
apparatus; 4) preparation of designs and lay-outs of science
laboratories., The second Chapter deals with the detailed pro-
ceeding for allotment of funds and procurement of equipment. It
lias been observed that the eXisting procedure is quite unsatis..
Tactory and results in various malpractices besides hampering
classwork considerably. The panel had recommended a definite
schedule so that financial sanctions :are issued to schools at
least six months'ahead of the new academic session,. The require.
Ments of scientific equipment have been discussed in the third
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chapter and standard lists of equipment have been drawn up
(appendices 3-6) to serve as a guide. Allocation of financial
grants for the purchase of equipment has also been recommended,
.Manufacturers of standard scientific instruments are reluctant
to undertake any large-scale manufacturing programme. because
of the defective system of purchase which encourages the purchase
of .substandard equipment. The panel had, therefore, suggested
that purchase standard should be framed with stress on qualitative
aspect. The State government should estimate requirements of
scientific equipment on five-year basis and the Planning
Commission may take. up the question of production with the
manufacturers. The National Council of Educati*al Research
and Training should set up a semiautonomous agency which would lay
down standards for science apparatus. The teat:her education
programme' should lay emphasis on training in workshop methods
to enable teachers and students to make components Of simple
equipment themselves and undertake simple repairs. In the
fourth chapter, basic requirements for planning laboratories have
been discussed and suggestions have been made on laboratory
space, lighting, laboratory services, and materials and methods
for construction. The suggested laboratory design has been
given in the annexure. The creation of a separate branch of
science education in each State Department of Education under
a special officer has been recohuwanded for the improvement of
science teaching. He should be assisted by science inspectors
functioning at district levels.

'INDIA. COMMITTEE ON. PLAN PROJECTS. PANEL FOR SCIENCE

LABORATORIES AND EQUIPMENT: Report on science laboratories
and equipment in high/higher.secondary schools. New kelhi,
the Committee, 1962, 42p, L Chairman: Dr K N Mathur../

The panel had made detailed recommendations, in respect of planning
of.accommodation, services and the arrangement of work-tables
in laboratories (Chapter II), Detailed.lay-outs of laboratories
are given in appendix II.. 1n exhaustive study has also been made
of the various items of apparatus and equipment needed for high/
higher secondary schoolsl.andgiving due weight to the availability
of funds, such. items have been categorized as essential, desirable
and.supplementary.(Chapter III), Detailed lists have been given
in .appendix 1. Other recommendations are: 1) The Indian Standards
Institution (ISI) and the Central Scientific Instruments

Organizations shOuldibe requested to lay down specializations

for'equipment and apparatus now manufactured in the country;
2) grants for procurement of equipment should be paid before
the schools close .for the summer vacation so that orders may
be :placed before.the schools reopen; s) setting up a centralized
agency for the.manufactureand procurement of scientific equip-
ment is not necessary. A rational system of purchase and strict
adherence to the existing specifications of ISI would solve the
problem of procurement of apparatus; 4) each practical class
should be guided by two demonstrators; 5) the possibility of two
or more schools collaborating in practical work should also be
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explored to reduce the Cost of setting up new laboratories.
Although the recommendations primarily relate to syllabus
prescribed by the Central Board of Secondary Education with
minor.adjustments'they are all:Ia.-applicable to schools in
other States,.

INDIA. EDIkATION COMMISSION: Science education and research.
. (In Report of the Education Commission (1964-66) educationa

and national development. Delhi, Manager of Ikiblications, 1966.
389.4212 651'4) .

4 See abstract no.379, Indian Educational Material V.1,

A13 INDIfr. PLANNING COMMISSION. EDUCATION DIVISION: Science
education in the Fourth Plan - sehbol stage. (In. India.
Planning Commission. Planning Group on Education. Steering
Committee. Educational development in the Fourth Piam.(1969-74)
report of ... New Delhi,' he Commission, 1968. 145-600.)

Although considerable expansion of science education had taken
place during the three Plans, an assessment of the existing
position shows that the physical facilities, qualities of pro-
grammes and- teacher competency are unsatisfactory, with the
result that science is mostly taught through 'reading activity
like any other non-science subject. This can hardly bring
about the desired attitudinal changes. Realizing the importance
of science, and taking into' account 'the present position
of science education, the following proposals have been made
for inclusion in .the Fourth Plan. A. Elementary level -
1Ystrengthening the existing 1400 teacher training schools with
jaboratory and workshop eqUipment;.20 provision of science
teachers in' 212000 'primary SChools; 3) in- service training of
212000 Primary school-teachers of selected schools; 4) 'provision
of mobile laboratory-Cum-training vans in 150 selected educational
districts. B. Middle stage - 1) establishing 150, science training
centres in selebted.science colleges; 2) in-service training
programme for existing (40,000) science and mathematicb teachers
working in middle schools; 3) provision of. science study room and
equipment for 202000 selected middle schools'. 'C. Secondary level .
strengthening of State Institutes of Science Education to develop
curriculum:in* science and mathematics, to prepare better instruct-
ional material, to organize in.service courses for teachers, and
generally toar.,,ristthe State Directorates of Education in all
matters relating to science teaching; 2) setting up science units
in Directorates of Education; 3) appointment of science supervisors
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A14

I 1

. .

at the4istrict'level; 4) organizing .pre- service ;,raining of
science and mathematics teachers in 15

selected Universities; 5) construction of additional laboratories
in secondary schools,6),gupply of equipment to new and existing
institutions; 7) provision of laboratory and equipment for
elective courses in science,in twelve-year schools; 8) pro-
vision of science equipment for the laboratories of existing
teacher training colleges; 8) two-month in-service programmes
for 10,000 secondary school teachers. D. Out of school activities
1) establishing science clubs in 10,000 secondary schools;
2) organizing science fairs; 3) training courses for the
sponsors of science zlubs; 4) establishment of science museums
in 104t4tes.,. The propsedallocation for the entire programme
is ft.645.7 million (detailed ,break -up given in appendix A).

.
' 'INDIA. SECONDARY EDUCATION COMMISSION (1952-,63): General-

science (kits report, NeW Delhi, Manager of POlications-
(foi,Ministry of Education), 1965.. 77).

Inttbduction of general science courses at the middle stage had
been recommended to facilitate studputst adjustment to their
natural environment and,to proVide the proper background for%
the2tore specialized studies later, Special emphasis should.
be laid on demonstrations, field trips, and practical_projects
which, would' link school:scienCe.witil actual life problems and
situatios.,..-.SCiende teaching'at this stage should. initiate
students into the use and appreciation of scientific methods.
The rich resources within and outside. the classroom should be
fully utilized..: Creating In students a curiositY for the
natural phenoMena, develOping their capacity the practical
application' of. their. making them appreciate the
impact of science' on Society and alsO'the human aspect of
scientific progress would make science a part of liberal
education,

A15 INDIA. UNIVERSITY GRANTS COMMISSION: Note on science
education and manpower: .Delhil%theCommissionc May. 1966. 4p..

There:has been a growing awareness and desire in India for education
in science and sCience-based courses. Thenumber of students
who received. B.Sc. degrees in 1963 was 31,638 as against 'odiYi
9,628: in 1950 kannual growth' 9.6%).. The output of M.Sc's rose
to. 5045 in 1963 from 984 in'1050 (3b.2%).- The corresponding
figures for engineering and technology are 9227 in 1963 and 1660
in 1950 (14.1%) and for agriculture and veterinary science 4872 and
1100,(12.1%). The number of doctorate degrees in scierwe and
technology has increased from about 100 in 1950 to 540 in 1963
(13,9%). The, outputs have been shown as percentage of the total.
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population in the relevant age group to indicate their manpower
implications. The input and output comparison in the field
of higher education in India and some other countries has been
shown in a chart. .Two tables reproduced from NAS Panel report
(ilysics: survey and outlook 1966) indicate the scale, of US
effort in physics and the projections for 1969. They show that
the current'output of M.SC's in India is legs than the output
of doctorates in science and technology in the .USA.

A16 INDIAN PARLIAMENTARY AND SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE (1963): Science
education in schools . report of the Committee. Science in
Parliament 1964 1(2) i 38-42.

The following suggestions have been made: 1) introducing science
education in primary schools in the form of nature study;
2) starting general science' courses in middle schools i.e.,
classes VI4III; 3) making science compuloory at the high
school stage and teaching it in the form of separate subjects
such as mathematics, physics, chemistry; biological sciences
etc. along. with other humanistic subjects; 4) providing optional
or elective science at%higher secondary stage of one year more,
or junior college stage of intermediate level of 2 years, after
high. school; 5) avoiding specialization at an early stage of
school education and fraMing coi'rses in such a manner as to
enable the students coming-out of the high school at the age
of 16 plus or 17 after completing 10 years of schooling either
to pursue .an occupation or training or to take up higher academic
education_; 6) modernising school 'curriculum; 7) production of
high quality' school textbooks; 8) conducting summer institutes
for secondary school teachers; 9) creating a special cell
in the' University Grants Commission to study the psoblem of
designing plans of buildings and laboratories for Colleges
and high schools; 10) providing students low-cost textbooks
and simplest apparatus; 11) giving credit torecords and
practical work of students in the examinations; 12) undertaking
a study of the problems of training of science teachers and
their conditions of service by the Ministry of Education.

A17 JOHRI B M, MANOHAR LAL:. India's action programme for
improvement of school biology. School Scienci.? 1967, 5-(4), 291-4.

Some projects launched for the improvement of biology education
in schools .hare been described. The Education Department of
Delhi State conducts a two -year in-service diploma course in
botany and zoology for junior science teacherg of higher secondary
schools. The National Council of: Educational Research and
Training (NCERT) had prepared a biology textbook for higher
secondary schools adopting, for the time being, a modernized
traditional approach to the subject. An abrupt change to the
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most modern practices would have disturbed the teaching arrange-ment. NCERT had also set up five study groups for preparing
curricula and textbooks at two levels (classes V, VI and VII,
and classes VIII, IX and X). Programmes for textbooks also
include adaptation oPBSCP books of the USA. US collaboration
through two agencies (NSF and U$AID)- covers the following
programmes: 1) development of instructional material;2) cooperative University college-school programme; 3) college
faculty development programme; 4) short-term institutes;
5)-programme development and special project. The newly
established National Council of Science Education would operate
the programme on behalf of India. During the past 5 years,12000 Indian college and school teachers had undergone train-ingin 352 summer institutes. Anew journal "Science Newsletter"devoted to the improvement of science education in India, has
been brought out.

A18 JOSH' A C: Contemporary thinking on school science edu-
cation. Vigyan-Shikshak 1964, 8(1), 13-19.

In his presidential address at the 8th All-India Science
Teachers:Conference-at Ahmedabad in 1963, the author discussed
the current thinking-on science education in other parts ofthe world to find out it's 'relevance for 'the improvement'of
Indianficience:education at various levels. AlthoUgh re-
cruitment;. education and training of teachers are extremely
important:for;impTov6ment, very little effective stepshad
been taken to implement the' necessary prograMmei for abhieving
the objective. .Tp. cope with the increasing demand of science
teachers during the Fourth and subsequent' plans there is
need for a long.7term approach, because the preparation of a
science teacher for secondary schools 'would require generally5 to 7 years of study after completing the high school course.

A19 JOSHI A C: Progress of science education since independence.Vigyan Shikshak 1966, 10(1), 1-11.

A review of the development of science education:during-thefirSt three Plan periods
. has revealed:the.-

following shortcomings: 1) absence ofl elective science course;2) paucity of science teachers; 3) poor:laboratory.facilitiesand lack of equipment in teacher training colleges, Some --
proposals included. in the Fouth Plan to strengthen science
eduCition 'are: 1Ydetermining the aim of science teaching in
primary and Secondary courses of studies; 2) measures for
reidewing'courses ofstudies, training of science teachers
including refresher bourses;.3).preparation of textbooks,
demonstration and iabOratory"apparatus.and other teaching;

aidsCand-4)'introduction'of a comprehensive scheme for
reorganization and"strengthening of existing facilities.
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A20 JOSH' A C: Scientific and technical education at the
elementary and secondary level. (In Shah A B, Ed. Modernization
of universityteaching - teaching of natural and social sciences
in India. Botibay, NachiketaEbblications, 1969. 9-25).

A21

The main objective of science teaching at .the: primary level is to
orient `the students in the scientific method of problem-solving
through systematic obierVation and carrying out simple experiments.
At the secondary/higher secondary stage .two types of courses
should be introduced : general science and elective science.
General science should aim at preparing an individUal for
effective citizenship and fruitful living. Students preparing
for a scientific and technical career should take up elective
science'. Schools should have workshops as the connecting link
between scientific and technical education. Inclusion of
mathematics in the syllabus would serve as a link between
liberal and technical educatiOn.. Two alternatives have been
suggested for preparing science teachers: 1) four-year pro-
gramme after the higher secondary stage, in which content of
science and pedagogy should be integrated; 2) one-year pro-
gramme for training in pedagogy after graduation.. Training
in improvisation of apparatus should also be included, For
the existing teachers, one-year course in content of science,
and frequent refresher course should be organized.. The need
for laboratories, teaching aids and instructional materials
has been stressed.. Science clubs with the following aims shouldbe set up: 1) inculcating a scientific attitude in pupils;
2) encouraging the pursuit of science as a hobby; 3) stimulating
pupil participatiOn and initiative in learning science;
4) encouraging pupils in taking an intelligent interest in
the local environment and everyday experiences; and 5) encouraging
individual and group initiative of the inventive type.

KOTHARI D 5: Scientific terminology and scientific progress.
Vigyan Shikshak 1962, 14(3), 74-6,'

.

Discusses the problem of scientific terminology in regional
languages in view of their introduction as media of education.

-

For the successful completion of the' postgraduate course in
science and for courses in professional subjects like engineering
and medicine, adequate knowledge of English is essential. At
the undergraduate stage, use of terms both in English -and in
regional languages has been recommended. Regional languages-
should be used as the medium of school education and for the
training of craftsmen and skilled worksmen. Use of
regional language is also necessary for the popularization of
science. In -selecting or evolving scientific and technical
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terms in Hindi efforts should be made as far as possible to
choose words which are common in different regional languages.
The transliteration technique should also be used to suit
different grammars. In coining new Hindi words, the possi-bility of using current English words should also be explored.Instead of trying to find. new Hindi terms, incorporation of
'suitable English words would enrich the language.

A22 LAROIA B D: Strengthening science education in India.
Eduiational Quarteily 1960, 12(46)r 147-51.

Reforms in science education should be aimed at revising curri-culum and the mode of instruction, increasing the physical
facilities for science. teaching and ensuring the appointment
Of qualified teachers. Since science is developing at a rapid
Pace,a permanent body should be setup for the' continuous
revision of the syllabus, preparation of new instructional
material, revision of textbooks and devising new and inexpensive
equipment for laboratories. Efforts should also be made to
locate suitable students with aptitude and ability to serve
as science teachers in schools. Modification of the existing
examination system is also necessary. Science. exhibitions
should be organized'and attempts should be made to locate
science talents in schools.

A23 MITTAL D S: HOw to make the science lesson interesting.
Progress of Education 1960, 34(6), 207-8.

The following suggestions have beenlaade-to make science
teaching meaningful and interesting to pupils: 1) using
.the inductive method .of teaching; 2).intfoducing the aim
of lessOnkin the form of a problem; 3) using' different visualaids to illustrate scientific principles; 4) integrating
science museum with science library and ensuring,that pupils
collect material for the museum; 5) equipping the science
room with visual aids prepared by.pupils; 6) developing thepower of observation in pupils by demonstrating expeTiments
and showing. indigenously produced apparatus; using the
method of problem-solving and experimentation to impart
practiCal knowledge; and 8) linking up-science teaching with
fie Id actiyitien.
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A24 MUKERJEE S C: Science education in primary schools andthe training of teachers. Buniyadi Talim 1963, 5(3), 150-3.

Science teaching in primary schools has great scope forimprovement. In any programme of improvement of science edu-cation, attention should be concentrated on the curriculum,teaching method, system of evaluation and preparation of-' teachers, A short-term programme for training of teachersshould consist of: 1) frequent visits to different schools;2) intensive inservice education of teachers through seminars,workshops and refresher courses; 3) publication of periodicalscontaining articles on classroom pioblems; and 4) inter-schoolvisits to ,gain from mutual experiences and to observe goodlessons."A long-term programme on the other hand should ensurethat: 1) every training college has at least one scienceteacher who understands the basic aspects of studying generalscience and who is capable of creating in trainees an interestfore the stzbject; 2) it has a well equipped library; and'3)"ithas a good hobby.centre.

A25 NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING:Science in our schools. (In its Annual report, New Delhi,the Council, 1968.,45-8).

Sane measures initiated by the Department of Science Educationfor the improvement of school level science education are:1) general science project for the primary school - activitiesinclude the preparation of a syllabus of general science forclasses preparation and publication of handbook ofactivities for classes based on the syllabus, andteachers' handbook of activities; 2) experimental project forthe improvement of teaching science and mathematics at themiddle level - the work involves three phases:(a) developmentof the revised syllabus, trial text materials, teachers'guides and curriculum guides, and specialized equipment fortry-out in selective- schools, (b) 'study and revision of
curriculaf materials on the basis of .teedback r leived,s(c)
fihal revision of all tha,materiald. Under the p.,:oject anumber of trial editions, teachers' guides and curricularguides have been, prepared and are currently being used in about110 Central Schools and 31 experimental schools in Delhi;3) comprehensive scheme for the improvement of science education -20 study groups in mathematics, physics, biology and chemistry'had been set ,up at various university centres which are atpresent engaged in producing curricular materials needed-forthe first level of the secondary schools. Preparation ofmaterials for higher level are also being envisaged; 4) UnescoUnicef project - the Department is actively associated with theproject engaged in equipping the key training institutions withlaboratory equipment for efficienctly carrying out pre-service
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and inmeerviceprogramme8 for teachers; 5) development of
instructional materials (teaching units) - the work is
conducted by writing groups attached to- various' extension
services centres, The main feature of these units is the
incorporation of up -toe date content and new techniques and
methods of instruction; 6) improved teaching aids - the
Department Is working in close collaboration with the Central
Science Workshop in produbing prototypes of scientific apparatus
and equipment needed for the teaching of experimental syllabi
of different disciplines of science.c

A26 PlNANDIKAR 8: Science and curriculum. .Teaching 1969, 41(3),
65-9.'3 ref.

Emphasis 'on science-education should not lead- to neglect of
other subjects creating a serious imbalance in the curriculum.
,ObjectiVity and tationality.d6 not belong exclusively to
science, nor is creativity necessarily associated exclusively
with the artS: Development Ct.soienCe does not take place in
isolation,'ae it has impaction all aspects of life and study.
Modernizationcannot'be confined to science education alone
and therefore all .the schemes envisaged for the development
of science"educationihould'be'oonsidered'equally necessary:.

in other fields. Social studies clubs similar to science
clubs should therefore be set up. and the National ScienceTalent.i
Search Eichz:Me should'beextendedtolocate genetal talent..

.

Such an approach wOuid'notWeakeh the case orscience-edu-
cation, Science would draw sustenance from the other subjects
which 'in their turn' w&zld benefit by science..

A27 PREM NATH: lloope''and place of science and technology in
general SCience,' Ethication and Psychology Review 1963,-3(2),
149-60.*

The criticisms of the course in general science embracing the
most fundamental concepts in biological and physical sciences
and scientific methods by the protagonists of subject speciali-
zation.aFS.nct jUstified.* Without dividing science. into specific
disCiplinesc it.isi6ssible to odnvey-the moat important concepts,.
of each and to have at the same time a generalized idea of.its'
allied branches,The.::.pecific purpose ofteaching general science
is to enable students to transfer concepts and training in one
subject to other fields. Science teaching -should be aimed at
critical understanding and creative problem solving. Activities
in science cannot be divorced from the laboratory method. A
limited number of Laboratory experiments and observation of
physiCal'phenpmena outside the class room' are essential for. the .

growth'' of scientific habits.. If students are encouraged to get. ,i
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themselves involved in practical work, they would be able to
enjoy science as a leiSure-tiie activity and to applciate its
role in developing the society.

A28 RADHANATH TRAINING COLLEGE, CUTTACK. BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH: .Teaching of general science in the secondary schools
of Orissa .(In National Council of Educational Research and
Training.Educational Studies and investigations, New Delhi,
the Council, 1962. 81-94).

The report is based on a questionnaire survey conducted in
1959 in which 113 high school teachers and 10 school administra-
tors participated. The significant findings are: 1) more than
50% teachers and administrators agree that the objectives of
science teaching in secondary schools are: (a) development
of powers of accurate observation, (b) creation of interest
in science, (c) development of logical thinking and reasoning,
(d) development of the habit of inquiry, (e) understanding
the.fundamental principles of science and their application
in life and nature, and (e) application of scientific knowledge;
2)most-teachers and administrators feel that science should
be brpken up into its constituents, (f) the existing science,
syllabus is inadequate and inclusion of principles of agri-
culture in the science syllabus had been recommended; 3) opinion
is divided on the question, of inclusiOn of ,astronomy and
geology, in general science course; 4) all favoured a stress
on practical aspects;.5) use of simple projects for teaching
science was favoured by most respondents; 6) most -schools
do not. have laboratory facilities and adequate scientific
apparatus; 7), although there are no science clubs in most
schools, discussion groups are organized in some schools;
8) laboratory service is inadequate in most schools; 9) most
respondents consider the present system of examination
unsatisfactory and are in favour of both objective and essay
type questions; 10) introduction of practical and oral exami-
nations and considering the class performance to decide the
final result have been recommended by most respondents.

A29 SANYAL N K: Science educatiOn. (In Mukherji S N, Ed.
Education of teachers in India. 'Vol. 1.New Delhi, S. Chand &
-Co.,, 1968, 373.99).

Development of a:common programme oT Ecience education for the
school-population throughout thp country has been urged.. Two
types Of courses have been envisaged: (a) a general cours'.
compulsory for all students up to 10th, class and (b) an elective
course for students who pursue .higher education. A three-stage
national curriculum should be developed: (a) Stage 1 (classes
I.V): compulsory general science; (b) Stage II (classes VI-VIII):I
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(c) Stage III: 1) X.X.4: compulsory core programme in science
for non-science students. XI: a course in one advanced branch
of science; 2) additional knowledge in one branch for
higher ability students only. -The prbgramme suggested for
training .science teachers are: 1Y :introducing a two-year pre.
service training course for elementary teachers which should

. include the following items: (a) general education in mathe-
matica and science equivalent to that of the secondary level;
(b) releVant pedagogical .course for teachingat the elementary
level, (6) thorough study of the syllabus, that the teacher is
expected to teach in future;'(d) observation lessons, super
vised practice lessons and. criticisms in the subject, (e) work-
shop practice and training; 2) organizing the curriculum for
secondary school teachers comprising (a) general education'
(b)_professi6nal edUcation, (c) :practical Work (30% of the
training peribd, (d) practice .teaching in two subjects, and
internship '(2M of the time); 3) organizing periodic in-
service training, and refresher courses for teachers 4) organi-
zing correspondence and evening courses for (a) untrained
B.Sc. teachers,' (b) teachers of humanitiPS with B.A. who wish*
to become science teachers, (c) undergraduates; 5) The Science
Consultants' Scheme should ;be expanded to form' an effective
link between Planning :and, execution. Production of, textbooks
and other instructional,material has also: been stressed. s.s

.SAXENA Se ience education.- a new persPective: Vigyan
Shikshak 1967;11(2410'122.14:

.

ProduCtion of standard textbooks, ,better training of teachers
and identification,and fostering o scientific talents have
been suggested for augienting science education at the school
level. Indigenous resources should be pooled for writing the
books and they should be written by school teachers based on
the school standards. As in Japan, all teachers should, undergo
the same type of university education with h-added courses in
pedagogypsychology and.School administration. The summer
institution programme should be decentralized and run by the.
State ,Institutes of Science Education in 'co-operation with
allied.agencies. These actions should be preceded by develop-
ing an indigenous national syllabus along with the production
of standard and creative textbooks, supplementary. books, and
teaching manuals'. Every teacher should undergo an intensive
summer course sharply oriented towards the content at least.
once every five years; NCEllt through its National Science Talent
Search Scheme has taken uOthe task of identification of .science
talent at the end of .the higher secondary stage and awarding
scholarships for pursuing higtier education .up to the doctorate
level.

r
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A31 SAUNA. 1 N: Science-talent search scheme - an analytical
survey. Vigyan Shikshak 19691,13(1), 35-40.

The selection' procedure consists of a science aptitude test.
(SAT), an essay, a project report, and an interview. Statistical
analyses of the data relating to the selection for the years
'1963-66 revealed :the following: 1) SAT along with allied techniques
seems to be a valid tool for indicating the 'scientific aptitude
of students,. 2) contrary. to the genera notion,'qUite-a-largenumber of brilliant students opt for the basic sciences in,
preference to professional courses; 3) correlatione.between
science talent search (?TS) scores on the one hand and the
Minnesota Paper Board Foii-Test and Abstract Reasoning. Test

. on the other are significant: 4) inter- correlations between
the following factors are also highly signilicant: (a) self-
confidence, .(b) laboratory skill, (c) scientific attitude,
(d) inventiveness, le) aptitude; for science, (f) initiative
and (g) self-confidence; 5) significant correlations exist
between total scores at the STS examination and the B.Sc.-
first .year examination; 6) inter-correlations between the four
criteria.of selebtion yield a .low figure indicating that there
is a-little.overIavin the various tools utilized; 7) corre-
lative'study between STS scores and science activities, prizes
and awards received, level of :aspiration, literature reading
habit' and the individual experimentation are generally signi-
ficant, though the relationships are not vary strong. This
indicates that these variables explain only a small part of
the variation in the STS. scores or taken singly must 'be useful
in predicting the-individual's STS,scores, 8)-inter-State
distribution of awards clearly demonstrates :the great. Varit,

.

'ation.in educational standards and academic facilities in
different States; 9) inter-Board variations of interview
scores are very significant.. Based on thei6,analysesi.a. number
of topics have been suggested for further investigation..

432 SEMINAR ON THE TEACHING OF-NATURAL SCIENCES, CHANDIGARH,
1965: Statement issued by the Seminar. (In Shah A B, Ed.
Modernization of university teaching - teaching of natural and
social sciences in India. Bombay, Nachiketa Publication, ,1969.184=90) .

The seminar discussed the problems of science teaching at schooland college levels in general and also those relating to the
teaching of specific sciences, and made 30 general and 17 specific

.recommendations, The important recommendations are: 1). science
education should commence at the elementary stage and should be
compulsory up to the school leaving age, 2) science talent searchscheme should be more widespread; 3) elementary level curriculum
should be related to the environment; 4) school education shouldextend over a period of 12 years from the age of six, oince
rapid growth of science demands a greater maturity of mind;
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5) two types of science courses should be introduced at the

university level: (a) a combined course in three disciplines
of equal intensity; and (b) a course leading to specialization
in one major subject along with the study of other ancillary
subjects; 3) UGC in collaboration with manufacturers of scienti-
fic instrument :,hould'develop suitable centres for making
specialized apparatus for laboratories; 4) steps should be
taken for smooth transition from one level of education to
another; 5) teaching-at the first degree level should lay emphasis
on the internal.coherence and present state of development
of sciences; 6) historical orientations should be given at
the postgraduate stage; 7) Master's degrees should be awarded
only by papers and not by research; 8) learning one foreign
language should be a pre-requisite for research work;'9) all. -
India committees should be set up for drafting model syllabi

for all units of education. Other general recommendations
emphasize participation of postgraduate students in seminar3,
tutorials for undergraduates, 1v-service training programmes
for 'college teachers, production of inexpensive instructional

material, and careful selection of student?. The specific
recommendations deal with the topics to be stressed in the
study of different.disciplines of science, teacher-students
ratio in practical classes (1:10 at the postgraduate and 1:15
at the undergraduate stage).

A33 SHAH A SCience education in India (IR Shah A 13., Ed,

Modernization of university teaching - teaching of natural and
social sciences in India. Bombay, Nachiketa PUblications,
1969. 37-43).

Planning of science education had degenerated into a series
of ad hoc expenditure-oriented projects in the Absence of a
specific formulation of the purpose of science education and the
methods of attaining it, and periodical evaluation of the
results achieved. The teaching of science at the university
level should give the students a''coherent.picture of the
PrPcesses of nature, and an insight 'into the histarical growth
of science as an expression of the creative spirit, of man,
bringing out the interaction between science, social structure,
'technology'and thought of each period of history, and providing

. . a sound understanding of the basic findings and major techniques

of the discipline studied. Accordingly; two types of courses
should be introduced: 1) a general integrated course in major
theories of natural science and in the methodology of Science;
.2) subject courses, optional as at present, bUt with some modi-

fications. In the latter courses,besides major subjects of
study', the student should read a number 'of minor subjects.
Courses in minor subjects should be designed keeping their
instructim61 role in view. 'Implementation of these two courses
would cdst.0.4% of the total outlay of the three Plans. Acceptance

in part of the recommendations of the Secondary Education
Commission and the University Education Commission had made the
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three-year degree course less satisfactory than the four-year
post-matriculation course. The U.G.C. should not merely function
as a, distributing agency for the funds made'. available by the
Union Government but also provide leadership to. the universities.

. 1

A34 SHAH G.B::;...Tbaching'of general science. Teaching 1963,
35(3), 924:

:

.

The need for teaching general science in school has been stressedas it helps ,an intelligent 'understanding of one's environment,
develops the ability to apply scientific principles to common
situations,facilitateir understanding of the cultural aspects
of science, forms, hygienic habits, anddevelops necessary skills
in students desirous of specializing in science. When the .pupils

.
have developed an understanding of. the cultural aspects

of science, they should gather information about the lives,,
problems and achievements ,of great scientists; They should
also* able to understand, the impact of. scientific inventions
on the society and the constructive and destructive potential-
ities of science. Instead of confining the teaching, within the
classroom, a teacher can profitably exploit_ local resources in
order to give students a first ht.nd knowledge of scientific
phenomena.

....
A35 SHAH Community science centreb .School.cience

6(1), :62-4.

Describes thee prograrme et the Community Science Centre,
Ahmedabad;, ,set up, under theauspices..of.the Nehru Foundation
for.Development, with. a financial, grant..from the Asia Foundation:1) enx4chment and improvement pi4ogramme encompassing three
activities vaw.curriculumand materials development,
in-service teacher's training through week -end discussionstv,
refresher courses and summer and winter institutions,
gifted student programme;. 2) experiments in. science education
involving a core programte and an audio-visual programme;
In. the core programme, participants at three levels are taught
ihe'folloWing: (a) elementqry level - posing relevant questions,
Selecting a workable hypothesis, searching for proof, uncovering

.

new 'relationships, and adhering to ethical standards and values,
(Whigher leVel project des'ign:collectionof data, assess."
tent of data; classification,- and measurement, (c) highest level .
description ..)f experience, creation of experience, and. the
understanding of experience, Adequate.facilities would be pro-

,

..

theq)a;ticipants to prepare amd, Produce-audio-visual
..,41.4 like slides, films.and taped. ,Wier,:activitie of .tileCentre are:. 1) accumulationt evaluation and communication
material:Oeing developed by other national and.international
,agencies; 2) Tublication'of teacher's manuals and resource
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material for existing syllabi and also for the new programmes
developing at the Centre; 3) arranging periodical lect-...es,
demonstrations, film shows, and science exhibitioP: I) organi-
zing seminars at regional, national and international levels
to discuss new problems of science. The Centre also provides
facilities for library, museum, workshop, laboratory, consultation,and national and intsrnationalexchange.

A36 SHARMA P Evaluation and examination- in science.
Teaching 1969; 32(2), 52 -7.

EValuation should not be limited to an assessment of the
theoretical mastery of facts And principles but should be
extended to other' aspects of the students' growth, suah as
reflective thinking, scientific

attifude,:creatiyeness and
social sensitivity. A coMprehewive evaluation programme in
science would inciUde achievement test and diagnostic and
prognosti6 tette, frequently supplemented by essay-type and
short-answer type tests. Use of diagnostic test in conjunction
with personal interview is helpful in identifying difficulties
in learning science and prescribing remedial measures. Tests
administered at frequent intervals would enable teachers to
judge completeness of learning. Maintenance of systematic
records of progreds.in theoretical 'studies, practical work
and co-curricular activities would give a true picture of
the achievement.

A37 SHARMA 8 P: Planning for science education at fundamentallevel. Vigyan Shikshak 1965, 9(4), 56-60.

The objectives of teaching science at the fUndamental level
should bp : . 1 imparting knowledge' of biological, physical
and material environment in the form of nature study; 21
developing scientific attitude such as objective outlook,

-spirit of enquiry, truthfulness, inventiveness, accuracy
and precision etc. 'Some of the suggestions are: 1) laying emphasison an understanding of environment, of force at work in nature,
of modern:technological:society and of acquiring simple skills;2) organizing, extra- curricular activities like botanical and
'zoological.tours, museums, science clubs and science fairs;
) adoption of a personalized approach in teaching, exploring
the interest of the child and arousing his interest in his

-environments; 4) organizihg summer institutes in all districtheadquarters for,the reorientation of teachers;,5) appointing,.
in every State, a special' officer for sole:lee-education, andscience consultants at State and district 'levels; 6) dividing
the science education expenditure between the Centre and theState in the ratio 75:25.
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A38 SINGH L C; Understanding as An outcome of science teaching.
Vigyan Shikshak 1957, 1.(4),.19-23.4

Teaching methods in science often ignote the fact that develop-
ment of understanding in the context of the material and
methods of science is one of the most important objectives
of science teaching. The evaluation of pupil's ,attainment
is necessary to determine.how far these objectives are being
realized. SuCh assessment.is possible only 'whin the purpose
of teaching is clear and when :the 'right kind Of teaching
and learning experiences could be planned. Three stages have'
been Suggested in conducting a test for the evaluation of
understanding as an outcome. of science teaching: 1) statement
of the objeCtives; 2) .breaking up an objective into behavioural
patterns4-3) preparingitest'items which:, would. at.asSeSsing.
some 'desired forms cf behaviour.

=

A39 G experimental project on the teaching of.
science. Secondary Education 1960, 5(1), 26-32.

S

Presents an account .of.a project conducted by the .science
department of the R.N. Trivedi New Education High School.,

.

Ahmedabad with' students of, standard IX. It was felt that
the content of general science should emerge out of the
every-day life of the pupils. Accordingly, the prescribed

.

syllabus was modified. and refrained in terms of scientific'
units and problemsreiated:to the-commUity.from whicy the. :

'pupils were drawn.: To inculcate in pupils the scientific:::.
way of solving problems, different projects were
suit the sub topics comprehended in each unit. To assess the
effectiveness of the new project; the following stepsr.were
taken.vfl the -number of botiks,e.nd periodicals consulted by
the.,pupilsbesides the prescribed .textbooki,.wabnAcd; .

2) theAmpils'in.:the'contrpi.,and:experiinelital groups were
given an.a.Ohi§Vmehi test at the end cif%tlielprOjeCt;'3) the :

initiative 'shown by.the:pupuls and their behaviour in groups;
their interests and attitude were also observed. The result
shoOed that:the.TUpils of.tbp.experimonfal giiciulde tookmore-.
interest in.flieir work and did their studieS'more thorput:hly.
Teachineeomes tore interesting when the syllabus is.. reorganized
in terms of :scientific problems .related to every-day life.- .

CoMpared with the traditional lecture Method, the following
approaches were better suited to teaching science,: 1), excursion;
2) Tioject work; 3) constructional approach; and 4) exhibition
apprOache
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440 UNESCO PLANNING MINION FOR TEE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTIN INDIA, FOR IMPROVEMENT OF SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHING(1984): Report Science and mathematics education in Indianschools. New Delhi, National Council of Educational Researchand Training, 1965. xi, 215p.

The development of science and mathematics education in schoolshas been surveyed and recommendations have been made on the
following topics: 1) objective and tasks of science and mathe-matics education in schools; 2) place of science and mathematicsin the school curricula; 3) science and mathematics educationin classes IA/III and classes U-XI; 4) implements .ion of thetasks of polytechnic education in the process of teaching
science and mathematics; 6) methods of teaching science and
mathematics; 7) development-of interests; aptitudes and
abilities in science and mathematics in pupils; 8) textbook
preparation; 9) layout and general equipment of lecture roomsand laboratories in physics, chemistry and .biology; 10) teachingequipment for science and mathematics education; 11) establish-
ment and organization of work in the Central Science Workshop
(National Council of Educational Research and'Training)a for
manufacture of teaching equipment; 12) training of science and
mathematics tecchers; 13) research in science and mathematicseducation. The sequence and time of implementation of the
recommendations, and the content of work of another group ofexperts to follow the present mission formS the last part of
the report. A sep=cte report by Ralph Buchcbaum on teaching
of biology, and another by Dr Paul Kirkpatric on the statusof science education in India, procurement and training of
teachers, equipment of science teaching, curricula and
evaluation, and textbooks and other literature' have been
appended. The latter report contains some specific recommend.
ations to UNESCO for the improvement c5f science education inIndia.

A41 VAIDYA N: Science teaching in India (In his Froblem
solving in science. New Delhi, S. Chand & Co., 1968, 12.35)22 ref,

The major drawbacks of the present system of science teaching
in India are: 1). emphasis on oral teaching and lack of adequatepractical work; 2) absence of efforts to implement the aims andobjectives of science education spelled out on papers; 3) lack
of differentiated and sequential curriculum (psychologically orempirically) determined for various categories of students;.4) dependence on prescribed textbooks alone which are mostly oflow quality; 5) using outdated methods of teaching and absence ofany training in scientific method, problem solving, creative
thinking and the development of scientific skills, interests,attitudes4 and appreciatione; 8) low standard of the BSe. courseand professional teacher training with no relevance to classroom
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A42

-...

A43

ddriditions;;7),":lack. of supervidlon and: expert .guidance in
:science teaChirigl 8) absence -Of 'any 'ieseareh in .science.

PdAi Cation.- Discussing the Meafi'ures:ad'opted-thiring the first
three' .Plans to build-up an effective" science' educatichl progvgramme and the raconunendations of varioufi Commissions and
Committees for upgrading and improving science teaching, the
author had recommended. the adoption of a less ambitious and

} realistic cbtirise::Of. action.

e
Thi"

-WANCHOO 'V tit
-:sohools Delhi,
136p,

S.

Matheinatics..and science educz...,!tion in Indian
AiTiLiindia'aciend Teachers., /association, 1965.

Present 'it :review of the problems relating to the teaching of
-.science, and 'mathematics- in India, In preparing this reporttitle: ;autlidr rim. made use of the resolutions adopted at the

conferences of the All Science teachers' Association
. ',arid .tlie:.cont4i*rionce in:. Asian countries

t-orgeniZed by !the '141;?1-ld 'Federation of the Oigailizitions of the-.. ,Teadhing :Piofes4on *(DeCiiniber 1984) held at Manila, .the.experienOes. Of-his .visit to the National Centres. ofci.u'riculum
'improvement qciende;!and 'mathematics .USA and UK, and
.the;ieport of ^Unet;c0- Planning Mission abker4et :no. A40 J,Thee report deals : separately with the pi.'oblems at
levels-t1)' tirimary:; '2).''iniddle,- 3) high .and 'higher secondary;
4). teacher - traiiiinti-*tiedoridaigyf 'and: 5) tpather. training,eleMentary.s The 161.4::tWO'..01apteis' deal with'. laboratory,
apparatu0 and audid-Tiiiiiug,1 'aids , and oriakizatibn for leader..ship, for education; The' recommendationsfor eadli: level adeaitriany the Tespecitive.,:phapter:'^ The

'appendiceS give -a time table' showing the number of'. periods
per week fOr teaching different subjects, and the' recomnienda.tionsof the Unesco Planning Mission.

'WANCHOO

colleges,'

.;
V 'teacher training

Vigyan Shikshak 1965, 9(3), 18-27.

-Presentg the results of .a'-survey in Which asampleo1-84- teachertraining 'college's,. deteatiMents7LOf 04ga:tido, and -education sectionsof arts and tence colleges in 15 State's..particiated. The
fql-loWing'"as'pectS, were covereat' 1) teaching, staff 'and. theirsalary Structure:v*2Y laboratorie3 and. equipment; 3);"methods ofteaching; 4) 'syllabus; '5)- ex6kination; .6) 'research. The following
recommendationsthaVe 'been' Made-.: 1) -providing ,each.ollege withadequate"labbratorY facilities. and 'equipment to teach alldisciplines of ;science; 'arkl.also with a Workshop;: 2). 'adoption ofthe folloWing PUrriduliu.t: .(6) compulsory subjects . sag foundationsAf ,.education, school organl'iation, current priiblemi in Indianeducation, (b) one of the three combinations (combining content
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and methods), viz. physics and mathematics, biology and
chemistry, physics and ciPmistry, (c) either astronomy or
physiology (content only), (d) co-curricular and practical
work; 3) reducing the number of holidays; 4) associating staff
possessing science background with supervision of practice
teaching in science subjects, correction of science lesson
plans and science tutorials; 5) formulating objectives and methods
of teaching science subjects to suit different school
conditions and different ability groups in a class; 6) setting
up organizations to prepare teaching materials, organize
training courses for existing science teachers of training
colleges, and undertake research in science education; 7) train-
ing scientists in science-pedagogy, in order to be finally
recruited as teacher-educators through a scheme of science
education pool to be initiated by NCERT; 8) organizing a
special one-year course for graduate science teachers to enable
them to teach classes XI and XII; 9) starting regional
colleges of education for science teachers; 10) improving
the salary scales of science staff of training colleges;
11) organizing extension courses of varying durations on
a continuing basis.
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